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Abstract
In this thesis, I introduce a new bottom-up approach to quantum field theory and
collider physics, beginning from the observable energy flow: the energy distribution
produced by particle collisions. First, I establish a metric space for collision events by
comparing their energy flows. I unify many ideas spanning multiple decades, such as
observables and jets, as simple geometric objects in this new space. Second, I develop
a basis of observables by systematically expanding in particle energies and angles,
encompassing many existing observables and uncovering new analytic structures. I
highlight how the traditional criteria for theoretical calculability emerge as consistency
conditions, due to the redundancy of describing an event using particles rather than its
energy flow. Finally, I propose a definition of particle type, or flavor, which makes use
of only observable information. This definition requires refining the notion of flavor
from a per-event label to a statistical category, and I showcase its direct experimental
applicability at colliders. Throughout, I synthesize concepts from particle physics with
ideas from statistics and computer science to expand the theoretical understanding
of particle interactions and enhance the experimental capabilities of collider data
analysis techniques.
Thesis Supervisor: Jesse Thaler
Title: Associate Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Particle Collisions and their Energy Flow
Particles and their interactions give rise to the richness of the universe around us.
The standard model of particle physics consists of all of the presently known particles
and forces. Quantum field theory is the theoretical framework for understanding
and predicting the interactions between these particles. Among them, electrons and
photons are described by the theory of electromagnetism: quantum electrodynamics,
while quarks and gluons are governed by the theory of the strong force: quantum
chromodynamics. To search for new particles and forces beyond the standard model,
particles are collided at high energies to provide an experimental probe of physics at
increasingly small distances. These particle collisions, or “events,” produce complex
mosaics of particles, encoding the high energy interactions that took place. By better
theoretically understanding and experimentally analyzing the patterns of particles
collisions, we can gain new insights into the fundamental interactions of nature.
An essential perspective for understanding particle interactions and collisions is
to consider the energy flow, or angular distribution of energy, that they produce. For
an event consisting of 𝑀 particles with four-momenta {𝑝𝜇𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=1, the energy flow is:
ℰ(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖), (1.1)
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where 𝐸𝑖 is the energy and ?^?𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖/𝐸𝑖 is the velocity of particle 𝑖. Here, I consider
specifically theories of massless particles, with the massive case discussed in App. A.
Fundamentally, the energy flow can be written in terms of the energy-momentum
tensor 𝑇𝜇𝜈 of the underlying quantum field theory as [4–7]:
ℰ(?^?) = lim
𝑟→∞
𝑟2
∫︁ ∞
0
𝑑𝑡 ?^?𝑖𝑇0𝑖(𝑡, 𝑟?^?), (1.2)
which is precisely the amount of energy that flows in direction ?^?.
The energy flow is deeply related to the observable information in an event, namely
those quantities that can be theoretically calculated and experimentally measured.
In massless theories, only the energy flow of an event is observable, which excludes
all information about the number and types of particles that comprise the event. In
massive theories, this feature manifests as the robustness of the energy flow to low
energy effects, such as nonperturbative or detector effects. This behavior is typically
phrased as “infrared and collinear safety”: insensitivity to low energy and collinear
modifications of the event. From this foundation, the energy flow has been used as the
framework for a variety of ideas and developments [8–16], ranging from understanding
nonperturbative corrections to calculating observables without scattering amplitudes.
In this thesis, I take a new bottom-up approach to quantum field theory and
collider physics, with the unifying theme of starting from the observable information:
the energy flow of the event. First, I establish a space of events by introducing a
metric between their energy flows: the “work” required to rearrange one event into
another. I show that a host of classic collider observables and concepts, such as jets,
emerge as simple geometric objects in this new space. Second, I develop a basis of
observables by performing a systematic expansion in particle energies and angles,
with many existing observables directly encompassed in the basis and numerous new
analytic structures appearing. Infrared and collinear safety emerges as a consistency
condition from the redundancy of describing events using particles instead of their
energy flow. Finally, I define how different types, or flavors, of particles can be defined
using only the observed energy flow. This provides an operational and data-driven
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definition that is applicable both theoretically and experimentally at colliders today.
I approach these questions through the lens of quantum chromodynamics relevant for
physics at the Large Hadron Collider, though the general considerations and results
apply to quantum field theories more broadly. This thesis is largely based on work
done in collaboration with Patrick Komiske and Jesse Thaler in Refs. [17–19]. In all of
these cases, I synthesize physical concepts, such as the energy flow and factorization,
with ideas from statistics and computer science, such as optimal transport and topic
modeling, to enable new theoretical developments in particle physics and expand the
experimental capabilities of collider data analysis.
1.2 The Space of Events and its Geometry
In Chapter 2, I establish that many fundamental concepts and techniques in quantum
field theory and collider physics can be naturally understood and unified through a
simple new geometric language, based on work with my collaborators in Ref. [17]. The
idea is to equip the space of events with a metric from which other geometric objects
can be rigorously defined. The analysis is based on the energy mover’s distance, a
metric which operates purely at the level of the observable energy flow, and allows for
a clarified definition of infrared and collinear safety and related concepts. A number of
well-known collider observables can be exactly cast as the minimum distance between
an event and various manifolds in this space. Jet definitions, such as exclusive cone
and sequential recombination algorithms, can be directly derived by finding the closest
few-particle approximation to the event. Several area- and constituent-based pileup
mitigation strategies are naturally expressed in this formalism as well. Finally, I lift
the reasoning to develop a precise distance between theories, which are treated as
collections of events weighted by cross sections. In all of these various cases, a better
understanding of existing methods in our geometric language suggests interesting new
ideas and generalizations.
Formulating a metric requires asking a key question: When are two events similar?
Despite the simplicity and generality of this question, there had been no established
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notion of the distance between two events. To address this question, with my col-
laborators in Ref. [20], I developed a metric for the space of collider events based on
the earth mover’s distance: the “work” required to rearrange the radiation pattern of
one event into another. This new distance, called the energy mover’s distance, can be
formualted as an optimal transport problem between two energy flows ℰ and ℰ ′ as:
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ , ℰ ′) = min{𝑓𝑖𝑗≥0}
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗
(︂
𝜃𝑖𝑗
𝑅
)︂𝛽
+
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 −
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸 ′𝑗
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ , (1.3)
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐸 ′𝑗,
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐸𝑖,
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 = min
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖,
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸 ′𝑗
)︃
, (1.4)
where 𝜃2𝑖𝑗 = −(𝑛𝜇𝑖 − 𝑛𝜇𝑗 )2 is an angular ground metric with 𝑛𝜇 = 𝑝𝜇/𝐸, 𝑅 > 0
is a parameter controlling the tradeoff between transporting energy and destroying
it, and 𝛽 > 0 is an angular weighting. I exposed interesting connections between
this metric and the structure of infrared- and collinear-safe observables, providing
a novel technique to quantify event modifications due to hadronization, pileup, and
detector effects. I showcased how this metrization unlocks powerful new tools for
analyzing and visualizing collider data without relying upon a choice of observables.
More broadly, this framework paves the way for data-driven collider phenomenology
without specialized observables or machine learning models.
Beyond solely developing these event geometry ideas theoretically, I explored this
new space using jets in public collider data from the CMS experiment with my collab-
orators in Ref. [1]. Starting from 2.3 fb−1 of 7 TeV proton-proton collisions collected
at the Large Hadron Collider in 2011, we isolated a sample of 1,690,984 central jets
with transverse momentum above 375 GeV. To validate the performance of the CMS
detector in reconstructing the energy flow of jets, we compared the CMS Open Data
to corresponding simulated data samples for a variety of jet kinematic and substruc-
ture observables. Even without detector unfolding, we find very good agreement for
track-based observables after mitigating the impact of pileup. I performed a range of
novel analyses, using the energy mover’s distance to measure the pairwise difference
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Figure 1-1: The energy mover’s distance between two jets from CMS Open Data [1].
Particles are shown at their position in the rapidity-azimuth plane with sizes corre-
sponding to their transverse momenta. The optimal transport plan to rearrange one
jet into the other is shown by the intensity of the lines connecting pairs of points.
between jet energy flows, such as the ones shown in Fig. 1-1. The metric allowed us
to quantify the impact of detector effects, visualize the metric space of jets, extract
their fractal dimension, and identify the most and least typical jet configurations. To
facilitate future studies with CMS Open Data, we made our datasets and analysis
code available, amounting to around two gigabytes of distilled data and one hundred
gigabytes of simulation files. With this analysis using CMS Open Data, I brought
event geometry ideas from their original theoretical development all the way to their
first explorations in real collider data.
1.3 Observables in Massless Quantum Field Theories
In quantum physics, an observable 𝒪 is any quantity that takes a well-defined value
on some basis of states, with 𝒪 |𝑋⟩ = 𝒪(𝑋) |𝑋⟩. Any such observable can be theoret-
ically calculated and experimentally measured using the usual framework of quantum
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physics. The situation becomes more complicated, however, for massless quantum
field theories. With a basis of multiparticle states |{𝑝𝜇1 , · · · , 𝑝𝜇𝑀}⟩, it is no longer
true that quantities defined on this basis can always be theoretically calculated or
experimentally observed. Infrared divergences, or the tendencies to emit low energy
or collinear particles, cause infinite results for most such quantities in perturbation
theory. Even simple and intuitive quantities, such as the number of particles in the
state, do not yield finite results. Importantly, these divergences are not a problem
with the theory and instead highlight that most such quantities are not physically
observable in these theories. This issue signals that a reorganization of our under-
standing of observables for massless quantum field theories is potentially required,
related to the vanishing of the 𝑆-matrix in theories with massless particles.
Since massless quantum field theories are ubiquitously used in particle physics,
such as for precision collider calculations, it is imperative to understand the structure
of observables in these theories. The key concept for identifying observable quanti-
ties is their infrared and collinear safety, or robustness to low energy emissions and
collinear splittings. Conceptually, using the event energy flow ℰ , I will argue that
observables 𝒪 are essentially those quantities that can be written as:
𝒪 |ℰ⟩ = 𝒪(ℰ) |ℰ⟩ , (1.5)
where |ℰ⟩ is any quantum state with well-defined energy flow ℰ , such as a multiparticle
state. Infrared- and collinear-safe observables are theoretically calculable with finite
and physical results, while unsafe observables will yield infinite results. In massive
theories, namely those with a mass gap or massive states in the spectrum, these unsafe
observables might be calculable and observable. However, they may be dominated
by low energy or nonperturbative effects rather than the high energy structure of the
event. Typically, infrared and collinear safety is checked observable by observable
without recourse to a more fundamental underlying structure or basis of observables.
Understanding observables in quantum field theories at the same level as in ordinary
quantum physics requires a detailed exploration of their infrared and collinear safety.
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In Chapter 3, I introduce a complete linear basis of infrared- and collinear-safe
observables: the energy flow polynomials, based on work done with my collaborators
in Ref. [18]. I focus specifically on jets and their substructure, though the analysis
holds more broadly at event-level for quantum field theories with massless particles.
Energy flow polynomials are multiparticle energy correlators with specific angular
structures that are a direct consequence of infrared and collinear safety. I establish
a powerful graph theoretic representation of these polynomials which allows for their
efficient organization and computation. The energy flow polynomial corresponding
to a multigraph 𝐺 with 𝑁 vertices is:
EFP𝐺(ℰ) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐸𝑖1 · · ·𝐸𝑖𝑁
∏︁
(𝑘,ℓ)∈𝐺
𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ , (1.6)
where 𝜃2𝑖𝑗 = −(𝑛𝜇𝑖 − 𝑛𝜇𝑗 )2 is an angular distance measure with 𝑛𝜇 = 𝑝𝜇/𝐸, 𝛽 is an
angular weighting, and (𝑘, ℓ) are the pairs of vertices connected by edges in 𝐺. Many
common collider observables are shown to be exact linear combinations of energy flow
polynomials. I demonstrate the linear spanning nature of the energy flow basis by
performing direct regression for several common observables.
The energy flow polynomials form an overcomplete basis, with linear relations
among them emerging in various contexts. It is crucial to analyze these relations to
understand the independent energy-momentum tensor correlations that are probed
by these observables. More generally, the energy flow polynomials are one of a broad
class of objects, called “multiparticle correlators”, which are frequently encountered
in particle physics and beyond. By translating multiparticle correlators into the lan-
guage of graph theory, new insights into their structure can be gained. In Ref. [21]
with my collaborators, I highlighted the power of this graph-theoretic approach by
“cutting open” the vertices and edges of the graphs, allowing for the systematic clas-
sification of linear relations among multiparticle correlators and the development of
faster methods for their computation. The naive computational complexity of an
𝑁 -point correlator among 𝑀 particles is 𝒪(𝑀𝑁), but when the pairwise distances
between particles can be cast as an inner product, I showed that all such correlators
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can be computed in linear 𝒪(𝑀) runtime. By introducing novel tensorial objects
called energy flow moments:
ℐ𝜇1···𝜇𝑣 = 2𝑣/2
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖𝑛
𝜇1
𝑖 · · ·𝑛𝜇𝑣𝑖 , (1.7)
I achieved a fast implementation of collider observables widely used at the Large
Hadron Collider to identify boosted hadronic resonances. As another application, I
computed the number of leafless multigraphs with 𝑑 edges up to 𝑑 = 16 (15,641,159),
conjecturing that this is the same as the number of independent kinematic polynomi-
als of degree 𝑑, previously known only to 𝑑 = 8 (279) in a string theory context [22].
A better understanding of the structure of observables in massless quantum field
theories also enabled new developments in machine learning for particle physics. A key
question for machine learning approaches in particle physics is how to best represent
and learn from collider events. As an event is intrinsically a variable-length, unordered
set of particles, I built upon recent machine learning efforts to learn directly from
sets of features or “point clouds”. In Ref. [23] with my collaborators, by adapting and
specializing the Deep Sets framework [24] to particle physics, I introduced energy flow
networks, architectures which respect infrared and collinear safety by construction.
I also developed particle flow networks, which allow for general energy dependence
and the inclusion of additional particle-level information such as charge and flavor.
The energy flow networks feature a per-particle internal (latent) representation, and
summing over all particles yields an overall event-level latent representation:
EFN(ℰ) = 𝐹
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖Φ(𝑛
𝜇
𝑖 )
)︃
, (1.8)
for two functions 𝐹 and Φ, which are learned. I showed how this latent space decom-
position unifies existing event representations based on detector images and radiation
moments. To demonstrate the power and simplicity of this set-based approach, I
applied these networks to the collider task of discriminating quark jets from gluon
jets, finding similar or improved performance compared to existing methods. These
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architectures also achieved state-of-the-art performance for boosted top quark iden-
tification, which I showcased in Ref. [25] as part of a community comparison. I also
showed how the learned event representation can be directly visualized, providing
insight into the inner workings of the model. In this way, a better understanding of
observables in quantum field theory can translate into more efficient processing and
analyzing of events for a wide variety of tasks at the Large Hadron Collider.
1.4 Particle Flavors and Factorization
What exactly is a particle? Quarks and gluons, for instance, are never directly ob-
served in experiments. Instead, they manifest as jets: collimated sprays of particles.
In fact, electrons in massless quantum electrodynamics also share this same issue.
While “quark” and “gluon” jets are often treated as separate, well-defined objects in
both theoretical and experimental contexts, no precise, practical, and cross section-
level definition of jet flavor had existed. A crucial question is then whether particle
flavors such as “electron”, “photon”, “quark”, and “gluon” are purely theoretical con-
structs or whether they can be defined using observable quantities.
Remarkably, particle flavors can indeed be defined from observables. A key con-
cept for understanding this and related questions is the factorization of observables.
Factorization describes how physics at different energy scales affects the observed ra-
diation pattern in a structured and hierarchical way. Intuitively, the observed event
emerges from the outgoing high energy particles followed by the formation of their
substructure (e.g. jets), up to subleading corrections. This principle of factorization
has also been shown to apply at the level of the full energy flow [26]. Translating this
idea into a particle or jet flavor definition requires rethinking the standard notion of
per-event flavors and sharpening the idea of flavor as a statistical category.
In Chapter 4, I develop and advocate for a definition of particle flavor that solely
uses observable information and is built on factorization, based on work with my
collaborators in Ref. [19]. I focus on providing a fully data-driven and operational
definition of quark and gluon jets that is readily applicable at colliders, though the
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conclusions apply more generally for particle flavor in massless quantum field theories.
Rather than specifying a per-jet flavor label, we aggregately define quark and gluon
jets at the distribution level in terms of measured hadronic cross sections. Intuitively,
quark and gluon jet “topics” emerge as the two maximally separable categories within
two jet samples in data. From two mixed samples 𝑀1 and 𝑀2, taking 𝑀1 to be more
quark-enriched, the operational quark and gluon distributions are:
𝑝𝑞(𝒪) = 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)− 𝜅12 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
1− 𝜅12 , 𝑝𝑔(𝒪) =
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)− 𝜅21 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
1− 𝜅21 , (1.9)
in terms of the two reducibility factors 𝜅12 = min𝒪
𝑝𝑀1 (𝒪)
𝑝𝑀2 (𝒪)
and 𝜅21 = min𝒪
𝑝𝑀2 (𝒪)
𝑝𝑀1 (𝒪)
.
Benefiting from my previous work on data-driven classifiers and topic modeling for
jets, I show that the practical tools needed to implement this definition already exist
for experimental applications. As an informative example, I demonstrate the power of
this operational definition using 𝑍+jet and dijet samples, illustrating that pure quark
and gluon distributions and fractions can be successfully extracted in a fully well-
defined manner. In fact, this new flavor definition has already been experimentally
applied by the ATLAS experiment [2], giving rise to the data-driven quark and gluon
jet distributions (topics) shown in Fig. 1-2.
More broadly, understanding jets initiated by quarks and gluons is of fundamen-
tal importance in collider physics. Efficient and robust techniques for quark versus
gluon jet classification have consequences for new physics searches, precision studies
of the strong coupling constant, parton distribution function extractions, and many
other applications. Numerous machine learning analyses have attacked the problem,
demonstrating that good performance can be obtained but generally not providing
an understanding for what properties of the jets are responsible for that separation
power. In Ref. [27] with my collaborator, I provided an extensive and detailed anal-
ysis of quark versus gluon classification from first-principles theoretical calculations.
Working in the strongly-ordered soft and collinear limits, I calculated probability dis-
tributions for fixed 𝑁 -body kinematics within jets with up through three resolved
emissions. This enables explicit calculation of quantities central to machine learn-
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Figure 1-2: The quark and gluon jet topic distributions extracted by the ATLAS
experiment with the number of charged particles 𝑛ch using high energy jets [2].
There is agreement between the fully data-driven flavor definition and the unphysical
simulation-based quark and gluon labels from Pythia.
ing such as the likelihood ratio, the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve, and reducibility factors within a well-defined approximation scheme. Further,
I related the existence of a consistent power counting procedure for classification to
ideas for operational flavor definitions, and I used this relationship to construct a
power counting for quark versus gluon classification as an expansion in 𝑒𝐶𝐹−𝐶𝐴 ≪ 1,
the exponential of the fundamental and adjoint Casimirs. These calculations provide
insight into the classification performance of particle multiplicity and show how ob-
servables sensitive to all emissions in a jet are optimal. I compared the predictions
to the performance of individual observables and neural networks with parton shower
event generators, validating that the predictions describe the features identified by
machine learning techniques.
Understanding particle flavors using the mathematics of topic modeling builds
upon work done in Ref. [28] with my collaborator, where I first introduced a frame-
work to identify underlying classes of particle-types from collider data. Because of a
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trained directly on data using the classification without labels (CWoLa) framework
to identify various 𝑡𝑡+jets events from the multijet background [3].
close mathematical relationship between factorized distributions of observables and
emergent themes in sets of documents, I applied ideas from topic modeling to extract
topics from data with minimal or no input from simulation or theory. As a proof
of concept, I applied the topic modeling framework to determine separate quark and
gluon jet distributions for constituent multiplicity. I also determined separate quark
and gluon rapidity spectra from a mixed 𝑍+jet sample. While the topics are defined
directly from hadron-level multi-differential cross sections, one can also predict topics
from first-principles theoretical calculations, with implications for how to define quark
and gluon jets and other particle flavors beyond leading-logarithmic accuracy. These
investigations suggest that factorized topic modeling approaches will be useful for
extracting underlying particle distributions and fractions in a wide range of contexts
at the Large Hadron Collider.
The insight of viewing collider data in terms of factorized distributions also gave
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rise to developments in data-driven machine learning at colliders. Using these ideas,
together with my collaborators in Ref. [29], I introduced a new “classification without
labels” paradigm to train machine learning classifiers directly on real collider data.
Modern machine learning techniques can be used to construct powerful models for
difficult collider physics problems. In many applications, however, these models are
trained on imperfect simulations due to a lack of truth-level information in the data,
which risks the model learning artifacts of the simulation. In this new framework, a
classifier is trained to distinguish statistical mixtures of classes, which are common at
colliders due to factorization. Crucially, neither individual labels nor class proportions
are required, yet I proved that the optimal classifier in this paradigm is also the
optimal classifier in the traditional fully-supervised case where all label information is
available. After demonstrating the power of this method in an analytical toy example,
I considered a realistic benchmark for collider physics: distinguishing quark- versus
gluon-initiated jets using mixed quark and gluon training samples. Further, with my
collaborators in Ref. [30], I demonstrated that complex, high-dimensional classifiers
can also be trained on impure mixtures using these weak supervision techniques. The
quark versus gluon jet performance of the weakly supervised methods is comparable
with what can be achieved using pure samples, which I originally studied in depth
with my collaborators in Ref. [31]. This work opens the door to a new regime whereby
complex models are trained directly on data, sidestepping simulations and providing
direct access to probe the underlying physics.
More generally, this framework for classification without labels can be applied
to any classification problem where labels or class proportions are unknown or sim-
ulations are unreliable, but statistical mixtures of the classes are available. This
technique has already been experimentally applied by the CMS experiment for a
measurement of the 𝑡𝑡𝑏?¯? cross section [3], yielding the fully data-driven trained model
shown in Fig. 1-3. The paradigm has also been used as the foundation for model-
agnostic new physics search strategies [32,33]. These ideas have been recently applied
by the ATLAS experiment to search for resonant new physics in dijets in a model-
independent way for the first time [34].
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1.5 Experimental Aspects
The theoretical ideas presented in this thesis are deeply influenced by and bene-
fit from close contact with the realities of particle experiments. It was by starting
from the experimentally robust and observable quantities, namely cross sections of
infrared- and collinear-safe observables, that many of the previous theoretical devel-
opments were enabled. Beyond the research described above, I have also done work on
experimentally-focused aspects of collider physics: pileup mitigation and unfolding.
Pileup involves the contamination of the energy distribution arising from the pri-
mary collision of interest by radiation from additional soft collisions. With my col-
laborators in Ref. [35], I developed a new technique for removing this pileup contami-
nation using machine learning and convolutional neural networks. The network takes
as input the energy distribution of charged leading vertex particles, charged pileup
particles, and all neutral particles and outputs the energy distribution of particles
coming from leading vertex alone. The algorithm performs remarkably well at elim-
inating pileup distortion on a wide range of simple and complex jet observables. I
tested the robustness of the algorithm in a number of ways and discussed how the
network can be trained directly on data.
Collider data must be corrected for detector effects (“unfolded”) to be compared
with many theoretical calculations and measurements from other experiments. Un-
folding is traditionally done for individual, binned observables without including all
information relevant for characterizing the detector response. Together with my col-
laborators in Ref. [36], I introduced an unfolding method that iteratively reweights
a simulated dataset, using machine learning to capitalize on all of the available in-
formation. The approach is unbinned, works for arbitrarily high-dimensional data,
and naturally incorporates information from the full phase space. I illustrated this
technique on a realistic jet substructure example from the Large Hadron Collider and
compared it to standard binned unfolding methods. This new paradigm enables the
simultaneous measurement of all observables, including those not yet invented at the
time of the analysis.
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Chapter 2
The Hidden Geometry of Particle
Collisions
2.1 Introduction
Unification of ideas in physics has been an important way of achieving elegance,
clarity, and simplicity, which in turn helps inspire meaningful new developments. In
this chapter, we use the energy mover’s distance (EMD) between collider events [20]
to provide a natural geometric language that unifies many important concepts and
techniques in quantum field theory and collider physics from the past five decades.
Furthermore, we introduce and discuss several new ideas inspired by this geometric
approach to studying the space of events.
Throughout this chapter, we refer to an event and its energy flow interchange-
ably. The energy flow, or distribution of energy, is the kinematic information that is
experimentally observable and perturbatively well-defined in quantum field theories
with massless particles [8]. As it relates to collider physics, the energy flow has been
extensively studied [4–16, 18, 21, 23, 37–39], and this chapter builds on many of these
previous concepts. For an event consisting of 𝑀 particles with positive energies 𝐸𝑖
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and angular directions ?^?𝑖, the energy flow is:
ℰ(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖). (2.1)
Note that the energy flow is insensitive to charge and flavor information. Particles
are taken to be massless in the body of this chapter, with 𝑛𝜇𝑖 = (1, ?^?𝑖)𝜇 = 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 /𝐸𝑖,
and the case of massive particles is discussed in App. A. In a hadron collider context,
particle transverse momenta 𝑝𝑇,𝑖 are typically used in place of particle energies, but
we focus on energies in this chapter to minimize extraneous notation.
The EMD was introduced in Ref. [20] as a metric between events. It is based
on the well-known earth mover’s distance [40–44], also known as the Wasserstein
metric [45, 46]. Intuitively, the EMD between two events is the amount of “work”
required to rearrange one event to the other. Its value can be obtained by solving the
following optimal transport problem between energy flows ℰ and ℰ ′:
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ , ℰ ′) = min{𝑓𝑖𝑗≥0}
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗
(︂
𝜃𝑖𝑗
𝑅
)︂𝛽
+
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 −
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸 ′𝑗
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ , (2.2)
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐸 ′𝑗,
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐸𝑖,
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 = min
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖,
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸 ′𝑗
)︃
, (2.3)
where 𝜃𝑖𝑗 is a pairwise distance between particles known as the ground metric, 𝑅 > 0
is a parameter controlling the tradeoff between transporting energy and destroying
it, and 𝛽 > 0 is an angular weighting exponent.1 For the angular metric between two
massless particles, we focus on the case of
𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
√︁
2𝑛𝜇𝑖 𝑛𝑗𝜇 =
√︁
2(1− ?^?𝑖 · ?^?𝑗), (2.4)
1 Strictly speaking, for the case of 𝛽 > 1, one must raise the first term in Eq. (2.2) to the
1/𝛽 power for the EMD to be a proper metric satisfying the triangle inequality, in which case it is
known as a 𝑝-Wasserstein metric with 𝑝 = 𝛽. Additionally, 2𝑅 should be larger than or equal to the
maximum distance in the ground space for the EMD to satisfy the triangle inequality. When written
without subscripts, EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′) refers to the case of 𝛽 = 1 and a sufficiently large 𝑅 to ensure that
we have a proper metric. Even if the EMD is not a proper metric, though, it is still a valid optimal
transport problem for any positive values of 𝛽 and 𝑅.
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Figure 2-1: An illustration of the space of events. Each point in the space is a collider
event consisting of the particles produced in a collision, as indicated by the blue event.
The distance between events is quantified by the EMD, giving rise to a metric space.
Geometry in this abstract space of events provides a natural language to understand
many ideas and developments in quantum field theory and collider physics.
which reduces to their opening angle in the nearby limit.2 The first term in Eq. (2.2)
quantifies the difference in radiation patterns while the second term, which vanishes in
the case of normalized energy flows, allows for the comparison of events with different
total energies. The constraints in Eq. (2.3) specify that the amount of energy moved
to or from a particle cannot exceed its initial energy, and that as much energy must
be moved as possible.
The EMD has previously been used to bound modifications to infrared- and
collinear-safe (IRC-safe) observables, distinguish different types of jets, and enable
visualizations of the space of events [20]. It has also been used to explore the space
of jets and quantify detector effects with CMS Open Data from the Large Hadron
2Many modifications to this EMD definition are possible, including alternative angular distances
such as strict opening angle or rapidity-azimuth distance as well as alternative notions of energy
such as transverse momentum. In addition, energies can be normalized by dividing by their total
scalar sum so that energy flows become proper probability distributions. If desired, the EMD in the
center-of-mass frame can be phrased in a manifestly Lorentz-invariant way by replacing the particle
energies 𝐸𝑖 with 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 𝑃𝜇/
√︀
𝑃𝜇𝑃𝜇, where 𝑃𝜇 is the total event four-momentum.
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Collider (LHC) [1]. Alternative pairwise event distances were considered in Ref. [47]
in the context of new physics searches. Here, we demonstrate that the EMD can
be used to clarify numerous concepts throughout quantum field theory and collider
physics using a unified language of event space geometry. In addition to demonstrat-
ing how concepts such as IRC safety, observables, jet finding, and pileup subtraction
are related, we will develop new ideas and techniques in each of these areas, which
we describe below.
Equipping collider events with a metric allows us to explore interesting geometric
and topological ideas in the space of events. Fig. 2-1 illustrates the space of events with
the EMD as a metric. One key construction for relating these concepts is the notion of
a manifold in the space of events, which will allow us to define the distance between
an event and a manifold, as well as the point of closest approach on a manifold.
Since fixed-order perturbation theory works with a definite number of particles, an
important type of manifold will be the idealized massless 𝑁 -particle manifold:
𝒫𝑁 =
{︃
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖)
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ 𝐸𝑖 ≥ 0
}︃
, (2.5)
which, intuitively, is the set of all possible events with 𝑁 massless particles. Note that
𝒫𝑁 ⊃ 𝒫𝑁−1 ⊃ · · · 𝒫2 ⊃ 𝒫1 ⊃ 𝒫0 via soft and collinear limits, so that the idealized
𝑁 -particle manifold contains each manifold of smaller particle multiplicity.
The key concepts unified in this chapter are outlined and summarized in Table 2.1.
In Sec. 2.2, we discuss observables as functions defined on event radiation patterns and
IRC safety as smoothness in the space of energy flows. Colloquially, the label “IRC
safe” indicates that an observable should be well-defined and calculable in perturba-
tion theory [48, 49] due to its robustness to long-distance effects (e.g. hadronization
in the case of QCD). This “perturbatively accessible” IRC safety is traditionally con-
nected to the observable being “insensitive” to the addition of low energy particles or
collinear splittings of particles [50–57]. Here, we refine the definition of IRC safety
and clarify when discontinuities in an observable spoil its perturbative calculability.
Critical to our formulation is the notion of continuity with respect to the metric
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Sec. Concept Equation Illust.
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Collinear Safety |𝒪(ℰ)−𝒪(ℰ ′)| < 𝜖
[48–60]
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2.3 Observables 𝒪(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈ℳ
EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′)
2.3.1 Event Shapes [61–66]
2.3.2 Jet Shapes [67–69]
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<latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PtXXnmdCsMbXLaN+2VpDyN1cQaM=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRWncFEVxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QeYSZiRBC9v6AW/0Dd+LW3/AH/A4nbQXr48CFwzn3cu89YcyoNq777pRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BV8tEYdLBkknVD5EmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxkpBdOLwu/d0eUplLcmjQmAUdjQSOKkbGSP+DITDBi2VU+rNbc+kXDtYC/iVd3Z6iBBdrD6sdgJHHCiTCYIa19z41NkCFlKGYkrwwSTWKEp2hMfEsF4kQH2ezkHJ5YZQQjqWwJA2fq94kMca1THtrO4kT90yvEvzw/MVEzyKiIE0MEni+KEgaNhMX/cEQVwYalliCsqL0V4glSCBub0tKWiKSCx3nFBvP1PfyfdM/qnlv3bs5rreYiojI4AsfgFHigAVrgGrRBB2AgwQN4BE/OvfPsvDiv89aSs5g5BEtw3j4BL4eZ/w==</latexit>2.4 Jets 𝒥 (ℰ) = argmin
𝒥∈𝒫𝑁
EMD(ℰ ,𝒥 )
2.4.1 Cone Finding [70,71]
2.4.2 Seq. Rec. [72–75]
EC
<latexit sha1_base64="+aBHYQ3hZHNnouMowuijH5pgOPQ=">AAACCHicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpnEmYlQQn7AH3Crf+BO3PoX/oDf4aRVsD4ODBzOuZd75vgxZ0o7zptVWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8q7e20VJZLQFol4JLs+VpQzQVuaaU67saQ49Dnt+JNG7nduqVQsEtd6GlMvxCPBAkawNpLXD7EeE8zTi2zQGJQrjn1edQzQb+LazgyV+gHM0ByU3/vDiCQhFZpwrFTPdWLtpVhqRjjNSv1E0RiTCR7RnqECh1R56Sx0ho6NMkRBJM0TGs3U7xspDpWahr6ZzEOqn14u/uX1Eh3UvJSJONFUkPmhIOFIRyhvAA2ZpETzqSGYSGayIjLGEhNtelq4EtCpCOOsZIr5+j36n7RPbdex3auzSr02bwiKcAhHcAIuVKEOl9CEFhC4gXt4gEfrznqynq2X+WjB+tzZhwVYrx/90ZsJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+aBHYQ3hZHNnouMowuijH5pgOPQ=">AAACCHicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpnEmYlQQn7AH3Crf+BO3PoX/oDf4aRVsD4ODBzOuZd75vgxZ0o7zptVWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8q7e20VJZLQFol4JLs+VpQzQVuaaU67saQ49Dnt+JNG7nduqVQsEtd6GlMvxCPBAkawNpLXD7EeE8zTi2zQGJQrjn1edQzQb+LazgyV+gHM0ByU3/vDiCQhFZpwrFTPdWLtpVhqRjjNSv1E0RiTCR7RnqECh1R56Sx0ho6NMkRBJM0TGs3U7xspDpWahr6ZzEOqn14u/uX1Eh3UvJSJONFUkPmhIOFIRyhvAA2ZpETzqSGYSGayIjLGEhNtelq4EtCpCOOsZIr5+j36n7RPbdex3auzSr02bwiKcAhHcAIuVKEOl9CEFhC4gXt4gEfrznqynq2X+WjB+tzZhwVYrx/90ZsJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+aBHYQ3hZHNnouMowuijH5pgOPQ=">AAACCHicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpnEmYlQQn7AH3Crf+BO3PoX/oDf4aRVsD4ODBzOuZd75vgxZ0o7zptVWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8q7e20VJZLQFol4JLs+VpQzQVuaaU67saQ49Dnt+JNG7nduqVQsEtd6GlMvxCPBAkawNpLXD7EeE8zTi2zQGJQrjn1edQzQb+LazgyV+gHM0ByU3/vDiCQhFZpwrFTPdWLtpVhqRjjNSv1E0RiTCR7RnqECh1R56Sx0ho6NMkRBJM0TGs3U7xspDpWahr6ZzEOqn14u/uX1Eh3UvJSJONFUkPmhIOFIRyhvAA2ZpETzqSGYSGayIjLGEhNtelq4EtCpCOOsZIr5+j36n7RPbdex3auzSr02bwiKcAhHcAIuVKEOl9CEFhC4gXt4gEfrznqynq2X+WjB+tzZhwVYrx/90ZsJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CXHkSvLg82HqoJ4onWOoDTZFRko=">AAACCHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRWneFIrisYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5M4MxFCyA/4A271D9yJW//CH/A7nLQVrI8DA4dz7uWeOV7EmdK2/W4VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUeFsaTQpiEPZc8jCjgT0NZMc+hFEkjgceh602bud+9AKhaKG51E4AZkLJjPKNFGcgcB0RNKeHqZDZvDcsWuXtRsA/ybOFV7hgpaoDUsfwxGIY0DEJpyolTfsSPtpkRqRjlkpUGsICJ0SsbQN1SQAJSbzkJn+MQoI+yH0jyh8Uz9vpGSQKkk8MxkHlL99HLxL68fa7/upkxEsQZB54f8mGMd4rwBPGISqOaJIYRKZrJiOiGSUG16WrriQyKCKCuZYr5+j/8nnbOqY1ed6/NKo76oqIiO0DE6RQ6qoQa6Qi3URhTdogf0iJ6se+vZerFe56MFa7FziJZgvX0ChSWatQ==</latexit>
U
<latexit sha1_base64="KCK9oqMlgumUFByC6OTcW+zbbxU=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXcOOygmkLaSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvb+gFv9A3fi1t/wB/wOp62CzwMXDufcy733hClnSjvOq1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z36rt7XZVkklCPJDyR/RArypmgnmaa034qKY5DTnvh9GLm926oVCwR1zpPaRDjsWARI1gbyR/EWE8I5oVXDusNxz5vOgboN3FtZ45G+wDm6Azrb4NRQrKYCk04Vsp3nVQHBZaaEU7L2iBTNMVkisfUN1TgmKqgmJ9comOjjFCUSFNCo7n6daLAsVJ5HJrO2YnqpzcT//L8TEetoGAizTQVZLEoyjjSCZr9j0ZMUqJ5bggmkplbEZlgiYk2KX3bEtFcxGlZM8F8fo/+J91T23Vs9+qs0W4tEoIqHMIRnIALTWjDJXTAAwIJ3ME9PFi31qP1ZD0vWivWx8w+fIP18g7Bw5pj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCK9oqMlgumUFByC6OTcW+zbbxU=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXcOOygmkLaSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvb+gFv9A3fi1t/wB/wOp62CzwMXDufcy733hClnSjvOq1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z36rt7XZVkklCPJDyR/RArypmgnmaa034qKY5DTnvh9GLm926oVCwR1zpPaRDjsWARI1gbyR/EWE8I5oVXDusNxz5vOgboN3FtZ45G+wDm6Azrb4NRQrKYCk04Vsp3nVQHBZaaEU7L2iBTNMVkisfUN1TgmKqgmJ9comOjjFCUSFNCo7n6daLAsVJ5HJrO2YnqpzcT//L8TEetoGAizTQVZLEoyjjSCZr9j0ZMUqJ5bggmkplbEZlgiYk2KX3bEtFcxGlZM8F8fo/+J91T23Vs9+qs0W4tEoIqHMIRnIALTWjDJXTAAwIJ3ME9PFi31qP1ZD0vWivWx8w+fIP18g7Bw5pj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCK9oqMlgumUFByC6OTcW+zbbxU=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXcOOygmkLaSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvb+gFv9A3fi1t/wB/wOp62CzwMXDufcy733hClnSjvOq1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z36rt7XZVkklCPJDyR/RArypmgnmaa034qKY5DTnvh9GLm926oVCwR1zpPaRDjsWARI1gbyR/EWE8I5oVXDusNxz5vOgboN3FtZ45G+wDm6Azrb4NRQrKYCk04Vsp3nVQHBZaaEU7L2iBTNMVkisfUN1TgmKqgmJ9comOjjFCUSFNCo7n6daLAsVJ5HJrO2YnqpzcT//L8TEetoGAizTQVZLEoyjjSCZr9j0ZMUqJ5bggmkplbEZlgiYk2KX3bEtFcxGlZM8F8fo/+J91T23Vs9+qs0W4tEoIqHMIRnIALTWjDJXTAAwIJ3ME9PFi31qP1ZD0vWivWx8w+fIP18g7Bw5pj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mLPVFXE76qSokMb3S8pdhR3NoWo=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQiJC667gxmUF0xbSUibTSTt0HmFmIoSQvT/gVv/Anbj1N/wBv8NJW8H6OHDhcM693HtPlDCqjee9Oyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwo2WqMAmwZFL1IqQJo4IEhhpGeokiiEeMdKPpVel374jSVIpbkyVkwNFY0JhiZKwU9jkyE4xYHhTDWt1zLxueBfxNfNeboQ4WaA9rH/2RxCknwmCGtA59LzGDHClDMSNFtZ9qkiA8RWMSWioQJ3qQz04u4KlVRjCWypYwcKZ+n8gR1zrjke0sT9Q/vVL8ywtTEzcHORVJaojA80VxyqCRsPwfjqgi2LDMEoQVtbdCPEEKYWNTWtoSk0zwpKjaYL6+h/+Tzrnre65/c1FvNRcRVcAxOAFnwAcN0ALXoA0CgIEED+ARPDn3zrPz4rzOW1ecxcwRWILz9glJF5oP</latexit>
E
<latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PtXXnmdCsMbXLaN+2VpDyN1cQaM=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRWncFEVxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QeYSZiRBC9v6AW/0Dd+LW3/AH/A4nbQXr48CFwzn3cu89YcyoNq777pRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BV8tEYdLBkknVD5EmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxkpBdOLwu/d0eUplLcmjQmAUdjQSOKkbGSP+DITDBi2VU+rNbc+kXDtYC/iVd3Z6iBBdrD6sdgJHHCiTCYIa19z41NkCFlKGYkrwwSTWKEp2hMfEsF4kQH2ezkHJ5YZQQjqWwJA2fq94kMca1THtrO4kT90yvEvzw/MVEzyKiIE0MEni+KEgaNhMX/cEQVwYalliCsqL0V4glSCBub0tKWiKSCx3nFBvP1PfyfdM/qnlv3bs5rreYiojI4AsfgFHigAVrgGrRBB2AgwQN4BE/OvfPsvDiv89aSs5g5BEtw3j4BL4eZ/w==</latexit>
⌦+
⇢U
<latexit sha1_base64="fxRmpP5XOV2+GKCKr9G7+WlrlQQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fxRmpP5XOV2+GKCKr9G7+WlrlQQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fxRmpP5XOV2+GKCKr9G7+WlrlQQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXvmy5Fbc16aSrsm+5ejrZKkU24=">AAACGXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdamLYBEEpWRKqXYnuHGngtVCp5RMeqcNTTJDkhHK0I2/4Q+41T9wJ25d+QN+h+lDUNEDFw7n3Mu994SJ4MYS8u7NzM7NLyzmlvLLK6tr64WNzWsTp5pBncUi1o2QGhBcQd1yK6CRaKAyFHAT9k9H/s0taMNjdWUHCbQk7SoecUatk9qFneBcQpfiAxzoXoyDQxxIanuMiqw+bBeKpFSpVUmlisfEL5cnhJAa9ktkjCKa4qJd+Ag6MUslKMsENabpk8S2MqotZwKG+SA1kFDWp11oOqqoBNPKxl8M8Z5TOjiKtStl8Vj9PpFRacxAhq5zdKL57Y3Ev7xmaqPjVsZVklpQbLIoSgW2MR5FgjtcA7Ni4AhlmrtbMetRTZl1wf3YEsFAyWSYd8F8fY//J9flkk9K/mWleLI/jSiHttEu2kc+OkIn6AxdoDpi6A49oEf05N17z96L9zppnfGmM1voB7y3T/R9oBg=</latexit>
⇢U
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2.5 Pileup ℰ𝐶(ℰ , 𝜌) = argmin
ℰ ′∈Ω
EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′ + 𝜌𝒰)
[76–82]
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2.6 Theory Space 𝒯 (ℰ) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜎𝑖 𝛿(ℰ − ℰ𝑖)
Table 2.1: Concepts from quantum field theory and collider physics, unified in this
chapter as geometric and topological constructions in the space of events. In Sec. 2.2,
IRC safety is identified as continuity in this space. In Sec. 2.3, many classic collider
observables are shown to be the shortest distance between the event and a manifold
of events. In Sec. 2.4, popular jet algorithms are derived by projecting the event
onto manifolds of 𝑁 -particle events. In Sec. 2.5, common pileup mitigation strategies
are cast as transporting away uniform radiation. In Sec. 2.6, a space of theories is
developed using a distance between event distributions.
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topology provided by the EMD:
Definition 1. An observable 𝒪 is EMD continuous at an event ℰ if, for any 𝜖 > 0,
there exists a 𝛿 > 0 such that for all events ℰ ′:
EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′) < 𝛿 =⇒ |𝒪(ℰ)−𝒪(ℰ ′)| < 𝜖. (2.6)
We argue that IRC safety is EMD continuity everywhere except a negligible set of
events, where a negligible set is one that contains no EMD balls of non-zero radius.
Using the EMD provides a definition of IRC safety that does not refer to particles
directly, which circumvents many pathologies of previous definitions. We argue that
observables that are calculable in fixed-order perturbation are exactly those that
satisfy a slightly stronger continuity condition known as Hölder continuity [83, 84],
which restricts the types of divergences that can appear in the distribution of an
observable [53, 57]. Fascinatingly, this framework naturally accommodates Sudakov-
safe observables [58–60] as those that are IRC safe but fail to satisfy EMD Hölder
continuity on a non-negligible subset of some 𝒫𝑁 (where a non-negligible subset of
𝒫𝑁 is one that has measure in 𝒫𝑁). This suggests, in agreement with Ref. [60], that
Sudakov safe observables are indeed perturbatively calculable once properly regulated.
In Sec. 2.3, we highlight that many well-known collider observables can be viewed
as the distance of closest approach between an event and a manifold of events. Many
of the observables we consider can be exactly cast as:
𝒪(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈ℳ
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ , ℰ ′), (2.7)
for particular choices of the manifold ℳ and parameters 𝛽 and 𝑅. Observables
that have the form of Eq. (2.7) include thrust [61, 62], spherocity [63], (recoil-free)
broadening [64], and 𝑁 -jettiness [65]. Particularly interesting is the event isotropy,
recently proposed in Ref. [66], which was inspired by EMD geometry and is directly
based on optimal transport. This geometric framework also includes jet substructure
observables such as jet angularities [67] and 𝑁 -subjettiness [68,69].
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In Sec. 2.4, we demonstrate how jet finding can be phrased in our geometric
language. Intuitively, a jet algorithm “approximates” an 𝑀 -particle event with 𝑁 <
𝑀 objects called jets. To phrase this geometrically, we are interested in the point of
closest approach in 𝒫𝑁 to our event, allowing us to define jets as:
𝒥 (ℰ) = argmin
𝒥∈𝒫𝑁
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ ,𝒥 ), (2.8)
where 𝒥 is the collection of 𝑁 jets corresponding to the event ℰ . Many common
jet finding algorithms can be derived in full detail from Eq. (2.8). For instance, we
show that jets defined by Eq. (2.8) are precisely those found by XCone [70,71], where
𝛽 is the angular weighting exponent and 𝑅 is the jet radius. Also, several popular
sequential clustering algorithms and recombination schemes, such as 𝑘𝑇 clustering [72,
73] with winner-take-all recombination [64,74,75], can be exactly obtained by iterating
Eq. (2.8) with 𝑁 = 𝑀 − 1 for various 𝛽. It is satisfying that a rich diversity of jet
algorithms can be concisely encoded using event geometry, and we find that several
new schemes not previously appearing in the literature naturally emerge.
In Sec. 2.5, we connect several pileup mitigation strategies to optimal transport
through the EMD. There is a long-established relationship between pileup subtraction
and geometric concepts [76–82]. Since pileup is reasonably modeled as uniform con-
tamination in rapidity and azimuth [81], we phrase pileup subtraction as removing a
uniform distribution of radiation from the event using optimal transport. Intuitively,
pileup mitigation finds the event that, when combined with an amount 𝜌 of uniform
radiation 𝒰 , is closest to the given event:
ℰ𝐶(ℰ , 𝜌) = argmin
ℰ ′∈Ω
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ ′ + 𝜌𝒰), (2.9)
yielding the pileup-corrected event ℰ𝐶 . Here, Ω refers to the space of all possible en-
ergy flows and EMD𝛽 compares events of equal energy, as described at the beginning
of Sec. 2.3. We demonstrate that Voronoi area subtraction [76, 77] and constituent
subtraction [79] can be phrased exactly as Eq. (2.9) in the small-pileup limit. Gener-
alizing this to the large-pileup limit, we develop two new pileup subtraction schemes,
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Energy Mover’s Distance Cross Section Mover’s Distance
Symbol EMD ΣMD
Description Distance between events Distance between theories
Weight Particle energies 𝐸𝑖 Event cross sections 𝜎𝑖
Ground Metric Particle distances 𝜃𝑖𝑗 Event distances EMD(ℰ𝑖, ℰ𝑗)
Table 2.2: Comparing the constructions of EMD and ΣMD as optimal transport
problems. Events are treated as energy-weighted angular distributions, whereas the-
ories are treated as cross section-weighted event distributions. This connection allows
us to bootstrap the EMD as a ground metric for the ΣMD to develop a rigorous notion
of theory space.
Apollonius subtraction and iterated Voronoi subtraction, and discuss their prospects
and potential advantages.
In Sec. 2.6, we introduce a distance between theories: the cross section mover’s
distance (stylized as ΣMD, using the typical greek letter for cross section). Here, a
“theory” 𝒯 is taken to be a distribution over (or collection of) events {ℰ𝑖} weighted
by cross sections {𝜎𝑖}:
𝒯 (ℰ) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜎𝑖 𝛿(ℰ − ℰ𝑖). (2.10)
The ΣMD is formulated as an optimal transport problem with EMD as the ground
metric and cross sections as the weights. The similarity of the constructions of EMD
and ΣMD are highlighted in Table 2.2. Interestingly, we connect ΣMD to a recently
proposed technique for probing jet modifications due to the quark-gluon plasma by
comparing similar sets of events between proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions [85].
We also demonstrate that representative events can be identified by clustering using
the ΣMD, analogously to how particles are clustered into jets. The ΣMD provides
the foundation for a rigorous formulation of “theory space”, quantifying how different
two theories are based on all of their physically observable quantities simultaneously.
Our conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.5, where we also highlight the interesting
and unique interplay between machine learning and the natural sciences in this story.
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All Observables 
Measurable at a collider
Defined on Energy Flows 
Invariant to exact infrared & collinear emissions everywhere except a negligible set of events
Infrared & Collinear Safe 
EMD continuous everywhere except a negligible set of events
EMD Hölder Continuous 
Everywhere invariant to infinitesimal 
infrared & collinear emissions
Sudakov Safe 
Discontinuous on some 
N-particle manifolds
Figure 2-2: An illustration of the set of observables partitioned according to various
IRC-invariance properties. Examples of observables in each category are listed in
Table 2.3.
2.2 Infrared and collinear safety: Smoothness in the
space of events
IRC safety is a central notion in collider physics because it indicates when an ob-
servable is robust to long distance effects and hence can be described in perturbation
theory [48,49] using a combination of fixed-order calculations and resummation. This
insensitivity is frequently connected to the invariance of an observable under certain
modifications of the event, namely soft and collinear splittings [50–52,54–57].
In this section, we review some of the common mathematical statements of this
invariance that have appeared in the literature, with the goal of clarifying and cate-
gorizing their implications. We arrive at a simple, unified description of IRC safety
and related concepts (including Sudakov safety) as statements about continuity in the
space of energy flows. In Fig. 2-2, we show the breakdown of observables into broad
classes according to our categorization. A few common examples of each category are
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given in Table 2.3.
2.2.1 Review of infrared and collinear invariance
The most straightforward statement of IRC invariance is that an observable 𝒪 is
unchanged under the addition of an exactly zero energy particle or an exactly collinear
splitting [54]:
Exact Infrared Invariance: 𝒪(𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀) = 𝒪(0𝑝𝜇0 , 𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀), (2.11)
Exact Collinear Invariance: 𝒪(𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀) = 𝒪(𝜆𝑝𝜇1 , (1− 𝜆)𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀), (2.12)
for any soft momentum 𝑝𝜇0 and collinear splitting fraction 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]. These conditions
correctly rule out some observables from having a perturbative description, such as the
number of particles in an event, which change by a finite amount under any splitting.
Exact IRC invariance, however, is not sufficiently restrictive to guarantee perturbative
calculability of an observable. For instance, the number of calorimeter cells with non-
zero energy is safe according to Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), though it is highly sensitive to
arbitrarily low-energy effects [90]. Similarly, the pseudo-multiplicity, which we define
as the smallest 𝑁 that yields zero 𝑁 -jettiness (see Sec. 2.3.2 below), is unchanged
by exact infrared and collinear emissions,3 but is highly sensitive to any emissions at
finite energy or angle.
Another common statement of IRC invariance refines the concept by invoking the
limit as particles become soft or collinear [51,52,55,57]:
Near Infrared Invariance: 𝒪(𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀) = lim𝜖→0𝒪(𝜖𝑝
𝜇
0 , 𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑀), (2.13)
Near Collinear Invariance: 𝒪(𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀) = lim
𝑝𝜇0→𝑝𝜇1
𝒪(𝜆𝑝𝜇0 , (1− 𝜆)𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀).
(2.14)
One issue with this definition is that many reasonable observables that have hard
boundaries in phase space are excluded, such as jet kinematics due to sensitivity to
3We thank Andrew Larkoski for discussions related to this point.
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All Observables Comments
Multiplicity (
∑︀
𝑖 1) IR unsafe and C unsafe
Momentum Dispersion [86] (
∑︀
𝑖𝐸
2
𝑖 ) IR safe but C unsafe
Sphericity Tensor [87] (
∑︀
𝑖 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 𝑝
𝜈
𝑖 ) IR safe but C unsafe
Number of Non-Zero Calorimeter Deposits C safe but IR unsafe
Defined on Energy Flows
Pseudo-Multiplicity (min{𝑁 | 𝒯𝑁 = 0}) Robust to exact IR or C emis-
sions
Infrared & Collinear Safe
Jet Energy (
∑︀
𝑖𝐸𝑖) Disc. at jet boundary
Heavy Jet Mass [88] Disc. at hemisphere boundary
Soft-Dropped Jet Mass [59,89] Disc. at grooming threshold
Calorimeter Activity [90] (𝑁95) Disc. at cell boundary
Sudakov Safe
Groomed Momentum Fraction [60] (𝑧𝑔) Disc. on 1-particle manifold
Jet Angularity Ratios [58] Disc. on 1-particle manifold
𝑁 -subjettiness Ratios [68, 69]
(𝜏𝑁+1/𝜏𝑁)
Disc. on 𝑁 -particle manifold
𝑉 parameter [57] (Eq. (2.21)) H-disc. on 3-particle manifold
EMD Hölder Continuous Everywhere
Thrust [61, 62]
Spherocity [63]
Angularities [11]
𝑁 -jettiness [65] (𝒯𝑁)
𝐶 parameter [91–94] Resumming beneficial at 𝐶 = 3
4
Linear Sphericity [92] (
∑︀
𝑖𝐸𝑖𝑛
𝜇
𝑖 𝑛
𝜈
𝑖 )
Energy Correlators [57, 95–97]
Energy Flow Polynomials [18, 21]
Table 2.3: Examples of well-known collider observables, along with their classifica-
tion according to Fig. 2-2. The observables satisfy the conditions of all bold-faced
categories above them in the table. Note that via our classification, Sudakov safe
observables are IRC safe, since the discontinuities appear on 𝑁 -particle manifolds
which are negligible sets in the full space.
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particles on a jet boundary. Hybrid definitions mixing exact and near IRC invariance
also appear in the literature but they suffer from the same pathologies. Another issue
is that Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) (and also Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12)) do not guarantee
insensitivity to multiple soft or collinear splittings.
Several of these issues were previously identified in Ref. [57], which utilized a
limit-based statement of IRC invariance, recognized the importance of allowing for
multiple soft and collinear emissions, and allowed for exceptions on sets of measure
zero. Despite noting that a rigorous mathematical definition of IRC safety would be
desirable, Ref. [57] concluded that formulating one without pathologies was challeng-
ing and that a satisfactory definition had not yet been obtained. Here, we explore
how the geometric picture provided by the EMD yields a natural and elegant way to
phrase IRC safety and to control these various subtleties. This builds on the notion
of “𝐶-continuity” advocated for in Refs. [8, 38], which argue that the perturbative
calculability of 𝐶-continuous observables can be seen by relating the energy flow to
the energy-momentum tensor of the underlying quantum field theory.
2.2.2 Infrared and collinear safety in the space of events
The EMD provides a natural language for understanding IRC-safe observables as
continuous functions on the space of events. To make this precise, we first must
understand which observables are well-defined functions of the energy flow.
We can show that observables that are defined on all energy flows are precisely
those which have exact IRC invariance according to Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). First, an
observable is well defined on the space of energy flows if its value is the same on events
that are zero EMD apart. The following lemma establishes the remaining connection
to exact IRC invariance.
Lemma 1. Two events are zero EMD apart if and only if they differ by zero energy
emissions or exactly collinear splittings.
Proof. Adding a zero energy particle or a collinear splitting to an event manifestly
does zero energy moving, proving the forward direction. To prove the reverse direc-
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tion, suppose that two events are zero EMD apart and take their energy flows to
be:
ℰ(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖), ℰ ′(?^?) =
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸 ′𝑗 𝛿(?^?− ?^?′𝑗). (2.15)
Since the EMD is a proper metric between energy flows, the identity of indiscernibles
says that EMD(ℰ(?^?), ℰ ′(?^?)) = 0 implies ℰ(?^?) = ℰ ′(?^?). For any direction ?^? with at
least one particle, either the sums of energies in that direction are equal between
the two events or the particle has zero energy. In the first case, the events differ by
exactly collinear splittings in that direction, and in the second case they differ by zero
energy particles.
By this lemma we see that exact IRC invariance ensures that we can write 𝒪(ℰ)
rather than 𝒪(𝑝𝜇1 , · · · , 𝑝𝜇𝑀) for an observable. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, exact IRC
invariance is insufficient to guarantee IRC safety and we must formulate a stronger
condition phrased in the geometric language of the space of events.
We propose that IRC safety is achieved by requiring an observable to be EMD
continuous, in the sense of Definition 1, except possibly on a negligible set of events.
We define a negligible set to be one that contains no EMD ball. The (open) EMD
ball 𝐵𝑟(ℰ) around an event ℰ is defined as all events within an EMD of 𝑟 > 0:
𝐵𝑟(ℰ) =
{︁
ℰ ′ ∈ Ω
⃒⃒⃒
EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′) < 𝑟
}︁
, (2.16)
where Ω is the space of all energy flows. Implicit in the above requirement is that an
observable must be well defined on energy flows. Concretely, we state IRC safety as
the following:
Infrared and Collinear Safety. An observable is IRC safe if it is EMD contin-
uous for all energy flows, except potentially on a negligible set of events.
This new formulation of IRC safety has many aspects of existing ideas of safety
discussed in Sec. 2.2.2 wrapped into a concise and rigorous statement. It makes
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Figure 2-3: An illustration of IRC safety of an observable as continuity in the space
of events. As formulated in Eq. (2.6), small perturbations to the event, as measured
by EMD, yield small changes in the observable value.
mathematically precise the intuitive notion that small perturbations in the energy
flow of the event give rise to small perturbations in the observable. This notion of
EMD continuity for IRC safe observables is illustrated in Fig. 2-3. The exception for
negligible sets allows observables to be discontinuous in a way that affords them the
opportunity to depend sharply on phase space but does not spoil their calculability.
Calculability is a statement about integrability, and removing a negligible set of points
from an integral cannot change its value.
To get some familiarity with this definition, consider additive IRC-safe observables,
which are ubiquitous structures [21] that take the form 𝒪(ℰ) =∑︀𝑀𝑖=1𝐸𝑖𝑓(?^?𝑖) for an
angular function 𝑓 . One can prove that they are Lipschitz continuous in the space of
events assuming 𝑓 is Lipschitz continuous [20], and therefore they naturally satisfy
continuity according to the EMD. As a generalization of additive observables, energy
flow networks [23] are a machine learning architecture that can approximate any IRC-
safe observable through an additive IRC-safe latent space. As long as the activation
functions are continuous almost everywhere, then the final energy flow network output
will be IRC safe.
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There are also observables that fail the criteria of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) for small
sets of events but are safe according to our definition and are indeed calculable.
The energy of a jet is a simple example where emissions on the jet boundary result
in discontinuous behavior of the observable, but this discontinuity is integrable in
fixed-order perturbation theory. A more complicated example is the invariant mass
after soft drop grooming [59, 89]: for events on the threshold of having an emis-
sion dropped, tiny perturbations can give rise to discontinuously large changes in
the observable. This issue, however, only occurs on a negligible set, satisfying our
definition of safety and avoiding serious analytic pathologies [98–101]. Piecewise con-
tinuity does, however, complicate analyzing the nonperturbative corrections [102] and
detector response [103,104] of soft-dropped jet mass.
Our definition also includes observables that would sometimes not be called IRC
safe since they do not have a well defined Taylor expansion in the small parameter of
the theory (e.g. 𝛼𝑠 for QCD). These observables are nevertheless perturbatively calcu-
lable, though methods beyond fixed-order perturbation theory may be required. The
next subsections are devoted to exploring which IRC-safe observables are calculable
in fixed-order perturbation theory and which require additional techniques.
2.2.3 Calculability in fixed-order perturbation theory
IRC safety has long been connected with the notion of calculability order-by-order in
perturbative quantum field theory. However, IRC safety according to our Definition 1
includes observables that are not calculable in fixed-order perturbation theory, which
we explore further in the next subsection. Here, building off the work in Refs. [53,57],
we formulate the stronger notion of EMD Hölder continuity [83,84] and argue that it
is the appropriate condition to guarantee order-by-order perturbative control:
Definition 2. An observable 𝒪 is EMD Hölder continuous with exponent 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1]
at an event ℰ if there exists 𝐾 > 0 such that for all ℰ ′ in some neighborhood of ℰ:
|𝒪(ℰ)−𝒪(ℰ ′)| ≤ 𝐾 EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′)𝛼. (2.17)
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Note that the case of 𝛼 = 1 corresponds to Lipschitz continuity at ℰ , and in general
we have containment such that Hölder continuity with exponent 𝛼 implies Hölder
continuity with exponent 𝛽 if 𝛽 ≤ 𝛼. EMD Hölder continuity effectively specifies
that the 𝛿 in Definition 1 is no smaller than 𝜖 to some power (times a constant) for
all points in a neighborhood of ℰ , and thus it is a stronger requirement than plain
EMD continuity.
To connect to fixed-order perturbation theory, we state the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. An observable is calculable order-by-order in perturbation theory if
it is EMD Hölder continuous on all but a negligible set of events in each 𝑁-particle
manifold.
This relation phrases the ideas of Ref. [53] and “Version 2” of the IRC safety definition
of Ref. [57] in our geometric language via the EMD.While these criteria were originally
formulated for the calculability of moments of an observable, they appear to also
extend to the calculability of distributions of observables [105].
It is possible to demonstrate a precise equivalence between our Conjecture 1 and
the following criteria of Ref. [53] regarding when the average value of an observable
𝒪 is calculable in fixed-order perturbation theory:
lim
|𝑝𝑖|→0
𝒪(𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑖, . . . , 𝑝𝑀)−𝒪(𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑖−1, 𝑝𝑖+1, . . . , 𝑝𝑀)
|𝑝𝑖|𝑎 = 0, (2.18)
lim
𝜃𝑖𝑗→0
𝒪(𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑖, . . . , 𝑝𝑗, . . .)−𝒪(𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑗, . . . , 𝑝𝑗−1, 𝑝𝑗+1, . . .)
𝜃𝑏𝑖𝑗
= 0, (2.19)
where the powers 𝑎 and 𝑏 are positive and the choices of 𝑖 and 𝑗 are arbitrary. Here,
Eq. (2.18) is a statement of Hölder continuity in the energy of particle 𝑖, which implies
ordinary soft safety. Similarly, Eq. (2.19) is a statement of Hölder continuity in the
angular distance between particles 𝑖 and 𝑗, which implies ordinary collinear safety. In
these soft and collinear limits, EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′) ∝ 𝐸𝑖 and EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′) ∝ 𝜃𝑖𝑗 respectively,
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and so Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) can be phrased compactly as:
lim
ℰ ′→ℰ
𝒪(ℰ)−𝒪(ℰ ′)
EMD(ℰ , ℰ ′)𝑐 = 0. (2.20)
for some positive exponent 𝑐. This is equivalent to the Hölder continuity of the
observable 𝒪 at ℰ with some exponent 𝛼 ≥ 𝑐, connecting the formulation of Ref. [53]
to our conjecture.
Our Conjecture 1 also nicely connects to “Version 2” of the IRC safety definition in
Ref. [57], which we restate here with a suggestive relabeling of the original notation.
The criteria for fixed-order calculability of an observable in Ref. [57] are as follows:
Ref. [57]: Given almost any fixed set of particles and any value 𝑛, then for
any 𝜖 > 0, however small, there should exist a 𝛿 > 0 such that producing
𝑛 extra soft or collinear emissions, each emission being at a distance of no
more than 𝛿 from the nearest particle, then the value of the observable
does not change by more than 𝜖. Furthermore, there should exist a positive
power 𝑐 such that for small 𝜖, 𝛿𝑐 can always be taken greater than 𝜖.
By equipping the space of events with these topological and geometric structures via
EMD, our language provides a natural language to sharply mathematically formulate
this discussion. The first sentence can be encoded as EMD continuity of the observable
on all but a negligible set of events. The power relation between the 𝜖 and 𝛿 parameters
is precisely captured by EMDHölder continuity with some exponent 𝛼 > 𝑐, connecting
to our Conjecture 1.
A variety of observables are considered in Ref. [57] at the boundary of perturbative
calculability, which helpfully illustrate the various requirements in their definition.4
An observable that is useful to consider is:
𝑉 (ℰ) = 𝒯2(ℰ)
(︂
1 +
1
ln𝐸(ℰ)/𝒯3(ℰ)
)︂
, (2.21)
where 𝒯𝑁 are 𝑁 -jettiness observables [65] discussed further in Sec. 2.3.1, and 𝐸 is
4We thank Gavin Salam for discussions related to this point.
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the total energy of the event. We will refer to this observable as the “𝑉 parameter”.
The double logarithmic structure of 𝒯3 spoils the integrability of 𝑉 at fixed order due
to its behavior as 𝒯3 goes to zero [57], which occurs on the three-particle manifold
𝒫3. Nonetheless, this observable can be calculated using techniques beyond fixed-
order perturbation theory, such as the Sudakov safety approach discussed in the next
section.
The relation between our formalism and fixed-order perturbative calculability is
phrased as a conjecture since additional subtleties or nuances about this type of cal-
culability may emerge with future research. Nonetheless, it is very satisfying that
our geometric language provides an efficient encapsulation and unification of the ex-
isting formulations of Refs. [53, 57]. In future work, it would be interesting to find
a geometric phrasing of recursive IRC safety [57], which is a more restrictive condi-
tion than EMD Hölder continuity and relevant for understanding factorization and
resummation. It would also be interesting to find a geometric phrasing of unsafe
observables that can be nevertheless be computed with the help of nonperturbative
fragmentation functions (see Ref. [106] for a broad class of such observables). We
hope that further refinements and developments will benefit from and be enabled by
the rigorous geometric and topological constructions we have introduced for the space
of events via the EMD.
2.2.4 A refined understanding of Sudakov safety
Sudakov-safe observables [58–60] are an interesting class of observables that are not
typically considered IRC safe because divergences may appear order by order in per-
turbation theory; this issue was originally pointed out in Ref. [78]. Nevertheless,
the distribution for a Sudakov-safe observable 𝒪𝑠 can be computed perturbatively by
calculating its conditional distribution with an IRC-safe companion observable 𝒪𝑐,
resumming the 𝒪𝑐 distribution, and then marginalizing over 𝒪𝑐 to obtain a finite
answer [60]:
𝑝(𝒪𝑠) =
∫︁
d𝒪𝑐 𝑝(𝒪𝑠|𝒪𝑐) 𝑝(𝒪𝑐). (2.22)
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The conditional probability 𝑝(𝒪𝑠|𝒪𝑐) can either be computed in fixed-order pertur-
bation theory or it can be further resummed to obtain a more accurate prediction for
𝑝(𝒪𝑠).
Here, we interpret Sudakov-safe observables as observables that are IRC safe ac-
cording to our definition but may be EMD (Hölder) discontinuous on sets with non-
zero measure when restricted to some idealized massless 𝑁 -particle manifold 𝒫𝑁 ,
defined in Eq. (2.5). The relevant manifolds are the 𝑁 -particle manifolds since these
contain the infrared singular regions of massless gauge theories, namely configura-
tions that differ by soft and collinear splittings. The IRC safety of an observable
according to our definition guarantees that any potentially problematic energy flows
are infinitesimally close to energy flows for which the observable is well defined. The
strategy in Eq. (2.22) also enables the computation of observables such as the 𝑉
parameter in Eq. (2.21), which are EMD continuous everywhere but exhibit Hölder
discontinuities on sets with non-zero measure in 𝒫𝑁 and are therefore incalculable
with fixed-order perturbation theory alone.
It is instructive to make a connection to practical methods of computing Sudakov-
safe observables. In a quantum field theory of massless particles, the cross section
to produce events with exactly 𝑁 particles is zero (i.e. the naive 𝑆-matrix is zero),
and such theories ultimately yield smooth predictions in the space of events. Hence,
divergences that appear in the calculation of such an observable in a fixed-order
expansion can be regulated by a joint, all-orders calculation of the observable and the
distance from the problematic manifold 𝒫𝑁 . This is precisely the strategy represented
by Eq. (2.22), though Ref. [60] did not provide a generic method to identify the
companion observable 𝒪𝑐. In Sec. 2.3, we will establish that the distance from an
event to the manifold 𝒫𝑁 is precisely 𝑁 -(sub)jettiness [65,68,69], suggesting that they
are universal companion observables for the calculation of Sudakov-safe observables,
in a similar spirit to Refs. [107–109].
It is worth mentioning that, even if an observable is EMD Hölder continuous
everywhere, resummation along the lines of Eq. (2.22) may still be beneficial for mak-
ing reliable predictions. The 𝐶-parameter [91–93] is an example of an EMD Hölder
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continuous observable, yet its fixed-order perturbative distribution exhibits discon-
tinuous behavior at 𝐶 = 3
4
[94]. This perturbative discontinuity can be smoothed
through soft-gluon resummation, and such techniques are relevant for other observ-
ables that exhibit Sudakov shoulder behavior [110]. This is different, however, from
Sudakov-safe observables, where the observable itself (and not just its distribution)
is ill-defined on some 𝒫𝑁 .
To summarize, our definition of IRC safety does includes Sudakov-safe observables,
but we argue that this is appropriate since such observables are indeed perturbatively
accessible via regulation with 𝑁 -(sub)jettiness. This motivates the following conjec-
ture:
Conjecture 2. An observable is perturbatively calculable, using a combination of
fixed-order and resummation techniques, if it is IRC safe according to the defini-
tion in Sec. 2.2.2.
Proving this conjecture, or finding a counterexample, would shed considerable light on
the structure of perturbative quantum field theory. Of course, even if an observable
is perturbatively calculable, it may suffer from large nonperturbative or detector
corrections, and it may be helpful to use the 𝐾 and 𝛼 paramters in Eq. (2.17) to
assess the sensitivity of observables to long-distance effects.
2.3 Observables: Distances between events and man-
ifolds
In this section, we show that a number of event-level and jet substructure observables
can be identified as geometric quantities in the space of events. Broadly speaking,
the observables we consider take the general form of a distance between an event
and a manifold, as in Eq. (2.7). The illustration in Fig. 2-4 shows an observable as
a distance between geometric objects in the space of events. While not all IRC-safe
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Figure 2-4: An illustration of an observable 𝒪 as the distance of closest approach,
as measured by the EMD, between the event ℰ and a manifold ℳ of events. Many
classic collider observables fit into this precise form, stated in Eq. (2.7), with particular
choices of manifold.
observables can be written in this way, a remarkably large family of classic observables
take precisely this geometric form. We will work with unnormalized observables here,
but normalized versions can be obtained by dividing by the total energy (or transverse
momentum in the hadronic case).
We begin by discussing thrust and spherocity, where the manifold is the set of
all back-to-back two-particle events. To understand (recoil-free) broadening, we ex-
pand the manifold to all two-particle events, beyond just back-to-back configurations.
Then, to connect to 𝑁 -jettiness, we utilize the idealized 𝑁 -particle manifold defined
in Eq. (2.5). Our geometric language gives clear and intuitive explanations of what
physics these observables probe and why they take the forms that they do. While
these EMD formulations do not necessarily lead to practical computational improve-
ments, we do highlight ways to speed up the numerical evaluation of event isotropy
using techniques from the optimal transport literature. Finally, we identify jet angu-
larities and 𝑁 -subjettiness as jet substructure observables obeying similar principles
at the level of jets.
For most of the observables in this section, the 𝑅 parameter is not needed, in which
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𝒪(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈ℳ
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ ′)
Name 𝛽 Manifold ℳ
Thrust 𝑡(ℰ) 2 𝒫BB2 : 2-particle events, back to back
Spherocity
√︀
𝑠(ℰ) 1 𝒫BB2 : 2-particle events, back to back
Broadening 𝑏(ℰ) 1 𝒫2: 2-particle events
𝑁 -jettiness 𝒯 (𝛽)𝑁 (ℰ) 𝛽 𝒫𝑁 : 𝑁 -particle events
Isotropy ℐ(𝛽)(ℰ) 𝛽 ℳ𝒰 : Uniform events
Jet Angularities 𝜆𝛽(𝒥 ) 𝛽 𝒫1: 1-particle jets
𝑁 -subjettiness 𝜏 (𝛽)𝑁 (𝒥 ) 𝛽 𝒫𝑁 : 𝑁 -particle jets
Table 2.4: Observables as the EMD between the event ℰ and a manifoldℳ, using the
EMD definition in Eq. (2.24). Several of these observables are illustrated in Fig. 2-5.
Here, we consider only the “recoil-free” versions of these observables.
case we define a notion of EMD relevant for comparing events with equal energies:
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ ′) = lim
𝑅→∞
𝑅𝛽 EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ , ℰ ′). (2.23)
This only has a finite limit if ℰ and ℰ ′ have the same total energy, which is a useful
property to simplify our analysis. Explicitly, when comparing events with equal
energy, this EMD simplifies to:
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ ′) = min{𝑓𝑖𝑗≥0}
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗𝜃
𝛽
𝑖𝑗, (2.24)
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐸 ′𝑗,
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐸𝑖,
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑓𝑖𝑗 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 =
𝑀 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸 ′𝑗. (2.25)
This will be the precise notion of EMD we use when the 𝑅 subscript is suppressed.
In Table 2.4, we summarize some of the observables considered below and their
geometric interpretations. In Fig. 2-5, we illustrate the geometric construction of
many of these observables, which we will explore in detail below.
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t
<latexit sha1_base64="xsud14FDcektnrghDiXFlY0IVqE=">AAAB/HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLy81LYxA8hR7XeAt48ZiAWSCG0NOpSRp7eobuHiGE+ANe9Q+8iVf/xR/wO+xMIqjog4LHe1VU1QsSKYyl9N2bm19YXFrOreRX19Y3Ngtb2w0Tp5pjnccy1q2AGZRCYd0KK7GVaGRRILEZ3F5O/OYdaiNidW2HCXYi1lciFJxZJ9Vst1CkpVPqX5xRQks0Q0bK/rFP/JlSrOxChmq38HHTi3kaobJcMmPaPk1sZ8S0FVziOH+TGkwYv2V9bDuqWISmM8oOHZMDp/RIGGtXypJM/T4xYpExwyhwnRGzA/Pbm4h/ee3UhuXOSKgktaj4dFGYSmJjMvma9IRGbuXQEca1cLcSPmCaceuy+bElxKGKknHeBfP1PfmfNI5KPi35tZNihU4TghzswT4cgg/nUIErqEIdOCA8wCM8effes/fivU5b57zZzA78gPf2Calkldo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xsud14FDcektnrghDiXFlY0IVqE=">AAAB/HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLy81LYxA8hR7XeAt48ZiAWSCG0NOpSRp7eobuHiGE+ANe9Q+8iVf/xR/wO+xMIqjog4LHe1VU1QsSKYyl9N2bm19YXFrOreRX19Y3Ngtb2w0Tp5pjnccy1q2AGZRCYd0KK7GVaGRRILEZ3F5O/OYdaiNidW2HCXYi1lciFJxZJ9Vst1CkpVPqX5xRQks0Q0bK/rFP/JlSrOxChmq38HHTi3kaobJcMmPaPk1sZ8S0FVziOH+TGkwYv2V9bDuqWISmM8oOHZMDp/RIGGtXypJM/T4xYpExwyhwnRGzA/Pbm4h/ee3UhuXOSKgktaj4dFGYSmJjMvma9IRGbuXQEca1cLcSPmCaceuy+bElxKGKknHeBfP1PfmfNI5KPi35tZNihU4TghzswT4cgg/nUIErqEIdOCA8wCM8effes/fivU5b57zZzA78gPf2Calkldo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xsud14FDcektnrghDiXFlY0IVqE=">AAAB/HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLy81LYxA8hR7XeAt48ZiAWSCG0NOpSRp7eobuHiGE+ANe9Q+8iVf/xR/wO+xMIqjog4LHe1VU1QsSKYyl9N2bm19YXFrOreRX19Y3Ngtb2w0Tp5pjnccy1q2AGZRCYd0KK7GVaGRRILEZ3F5O/OYdaiNidW2HCXYi1lciFJxZJ9Vst1CkpVPqX5xRQks0Q0bK/rFP/JlSrOxChmq38HHTi3kaobJcMmPaPk1sZ8S0FVziOH+TGkwYv2V9bDuqWISmM8oOHZMDp/RIGGtXypJM/T4xYpExwyhwnRGzA/Pbm4h/ee3UhuXOSKgktaj4dFGYSmJjMvma9IRGbuXQEca1cLcSPmCaceuy+bElxKGKknHeBfP1PfmfNI5KPi35tZNihU4TghzswT4cgg/nUIErqEIdOCA8wCM8effes/fivU5b57zZzA78gPf2Calkldo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3a3GJjcdt+LQtD5NsG2okswqLl0=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hVmf8Rbw4jEB84BkCbOT3mTI7OwyMyssIf6AV/0Db+LVf/EH/A4nmxWMaEFDUdVNd5cfC64NIR/O0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va22/pKFEMmiwSker4VIPgEpqGGwGdWAENfQFtf3wz89v3oDSP5J1JY/BCOpQ84IwaKzVMv1QmlQviXl8STCokQ0aq7pmL3Vwpoxz1fumzN4hYEoI0TFCtuy6JjTehynAmYFrsJRpiysZ0CF1LJQ1Be5Ps0Ck+tsoAB5GyJQ3O1J8TExpqnYa+7QypGenf3kz8y+smJqh6Ey7jxIBk80VBIrCJ8OxrPOAKmBGpJZQpbm/FbEQVZcZms7AlgFSG8bRog/n+Hv9PWqcVl1Tcxnm5RvKICugQHaET5KIrVEO3qI6aiCFAj+gJPTsPzovz6rzNW5ecfOYALcB5/wIwuJWG</latexit>
PBB2
<latexit sha1_base64="ssH/DqpuHJHfFAwagi09v/Cr6gE=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqD9y4CRbBVcn4dld047KCbYW2lkyaaYNJZkgyQhnnM/wBt/oH7sStH+AP+B2mUwUVPRA4nHMv9+QEseDGYvzmjY1PTE5Nz8wW5uYXFpeKyyt1EyWashqNRKQvA2KY4IrVLLeCXcaaERkI1giuT4d+44ZpwyN1YQcxa0vSUzzklFgndYrrLUlsnxKRVrOrtKUlOjnJOjudYgmX97F/fIARLuMcOTnyd33kfyqlyhrkqHaK761uRBPJlKWCGNP0cWzbKdGWU8GyQisxLCb0mvRY01FFJDPtNM+foS2ndFEYafeURbn6fSMl0piBDNzkMK357Q3Fv7xmYsOjdspVnFim6OhQmAhkIzQsA3W5ZtSKgSOEau6yItonmlDrKvtxJWQDJeOs4Ir5+j36n9R3yj4u++d7pQoeNQQzsAGbsA0+HEIFzqAKNaBwC/fwAI/enffkPXsvo9Ex73NnFX7Ae/0A/pSerQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ssH/DqpuHJHfFAwagi09v/Cr6gE=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqD9y4CRbBVcn4dld047KCbYW2lkyaaYNJZkgyQhnnM/wBt/oH7sStH+AP+B2mUwUVPRA4nHMv9+QEseDGYvzmjY1PTE5Nz8wW5uYXFpeKyyt1EyWashqNRKQvA2KY4IrVLLeCXcaaERkI1giuT4d+44ZpwyN1YQcxa0vSUzzklFgndYrrLUlsnxKRVrOrtKUlOjnJOjudYgmX97F/fIARLuMcOTnyd33kfyqlyhrkqHaK761uRBPJlKWCGNP0cWzbKdGWU8GyQisxLCb0mvRY01FFJDPtNM+foS2ndFEYafeURbn6fSMl0piBDNzkMK357Q3Fv7xmYsOjdspVnFim6OhQmAhkIzQsA3W5ZtSKgSOEau6yItonmlDrKvtxJWQDJeOs4Ir5+j36n9R3yj4u++d7pQoeNQQzsAGbsA0+HEIFzqAKNaBwC/fwAI/enffkPXsvo9Ex73NnFX7Ae/0A/pSerQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ssH/DqpuHJHfFAwagi09v/Cr6gE=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqD9y4CRbBVcn4dld047KCbYW2lkyaaYNJZkgyQhnnM/wBt/oH7sStH+AP+B2mUwUVPRA4nHMv9+QEseDGYvzmjY1PTE5Nz8wW5uYXFpeKyyt1EyWashqNRKQvA2KY4IrVLLeCXcaaERkI1giuT4d+44ZpwyN1YQcxa0vSUzzklFgndYrrLUlsnxKRVrOrtKUlOjnJOjudYgmX97F/fIARLuMcOTnyd33kfyqlyhrkqHaK761uRBPJlKWCGNP0cWzbKdGWU8GyQisxLCb0mvRY01FFJDPtNM+foS2ndFEYafeURbn6fSMl0piBDNzkMK357Q3Fv7xmYsOjdspVnFim6OhQmAhkIzQsA3W5ZtSKgSOEau6yItonmlDrKvtxJWQDJeOs4Ir5+j36n9R3yj4u++d7pQoeNQQzsAGbsA0+HEIFzqAKNaBwC/fwAI/enffkPXsvo9Ex73NnFX7Ae/0A/pSerQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dJttqGz1EWV3twGSS0kVVtxlisU=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXJVMfdVdqRuXFewD2loyaaYNTTJDkhHKOJ/hD7jVP3Anbv0Af8DvMH0IVvRA4HDOvdyT40ecaYPQh5NZWFxaXsmu5tbWNza33O2dug5jRWiNhDxUTR9rypmkNcMMp81IUSx8Thv+8HLsN+6o0iyUN2YU0Y7AfckCRrCxUtfdawtsBgTzpJreJm0lYKWSdotdN48Kp8i7OEMQFdAEE1Lyjj3ozZQ8mKHadT/bvZDEgkpDONa65aHIdBKsDCOcprl2rGmEyRD3actSiQXVnWSSP4WHVunBIFT2SQMn6s+NBAutR8K3k+O0+rc3Fv/yWrEJSp2EySg2VJLpoSDm0IRwXAbsMUWJ4SNLMFHMZoVkgBUmxlY2dyWgIymiNGeL+f49/J/UiwUPFbzrk3wZzSrKgn1wAI6AB85BGVyBKqgBAu7BI3gCz86D8+K8Om/T0Ywz29kFc3DevwCF6J5Z</latexit>
E
<latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvFx+StuSuW/bUaEGokakvU66aw=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEWEMFjBLPAJISeTk/SpKd76O4RwpC7P+BV/8CbePU3/AG/w85Ewbg8KHi8V0VVvTDhTBvPe3MKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6VlqghtEsml6oRYU84EbRpmOO0kiuI45LQdji9mfvuWKs2kuDGThPZiPBQsYgQbKwXdGJsRwTy7nPbLFc89r3oW6DfxXS9HpX4AORr98nt3IEkaU2EIx1oHvpeYXoaVYYTTaambappgMsZDGlgqcEx1L8tPnqJjqwxQJJUtYVCufp/IcKz1JA5t5+xE/dObiX95QWqiWi9jIkkNFWS+KEo5MhLN/kcDpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsSktbInoRMTJtGSD+foe/U9ap67vuf71WaVemycERTiEIzgBH6pQhytoQBMISLiHB3h07pwn59l5mbcWnM+ZfViA8/oBqDOaUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PtXXnmdCsMbXLaN+2VpDyN1cQaM=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRWncFEVxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QeYSZiRBC9v6AW/0Dd+LW3/AH/A4nbQXr48CFwzn3cu89YcyoNq777pRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BV8tEYdLBkknVD5EmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxkpBdOLwu/d0eUplLcmjQmAUdjQSOKkbGSP+DITDBi2VU+rNbc+kXDtYC/iVd3Z6iBBdrD6sdgJHHCiTCYIa19z41NkCFlKGYkrwwSTWKEp2hMfEsF4kQH2ezkHJ5YZQQjqWwJA2fq94kMca1THtrO4kT90yvEvzw/MVEzyKiIE0MEni+KEgaNhMX/cEQVwYalliCsqL0V4glSCBub0tKWiKSCx3nFBvP1PfyfdM/qnlv3bs5rreYiojI4AsfgFHigAVrgGrRBB2AgwQN4BE/OvfPsvDiv89aSs5g5BEtw3j4BL4eZ/w==</latexit>
U
<latexit sha1_base64="KCK9oqMlgumUFByC6OTcW+zbbxU=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXcOOygmkLaSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvb+gFv9A3fi1t/wB/wOp62CzwMXDufcy733hClnSjvOq1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z36rt7XZVkklCPJDyR/RArypmgnmaa034qKY5DTnvh9GLm926oVCwR1zpPaRDjsWARI1gbyR/EWE8I5oVXDusNxz5vOgboN3FtZ45G+wDm6Azrb4NRQrKYCk04Vsp3nVQHBZaaEU7L2iBTNMVkisfUN1TgmKqgmJ9comOjjFCUSFNCo7n6daLAsVJ5HJrO2YnqpzcT//L8TEetoGAizTQVZLEoyjjSCZr9j0ZMUqJ5bggmkplbEZlgiYk2KX3bEtFcxGlZM8F8fo/+J91T23Vs9+qs0W4tEoIqHMIRnIALTWjDJXTAAwIJ3ME9PFi31qP1ZD0vWivWx8w+fIP18g7Bw5pj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCK9oqMlgumUFByC6OTcW+zbbxU=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXcOOygmkLaSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvb+gFv9A3fi1t/wB/wOp62CzwMXDufcy733hClnSjvOq1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z36rt7XZVkklCPJDyR/RArypmgnmaa034qKY5DTnvh9GLm926oVCwR1zpPaRDjsWARI1gbyR/EWE8I5oVXDusNxz5vOgboN3FtZ45G+wDm6Azrb4NRQrKYCk04Vsp3nVQHBZaaEU7L2iBTNMVkisfUN1TgmKqgmJ9comOjjFCUSFNCo7n6daLAsVJ5HJrO2YnqpzcT//L8TEetoGAizTQVZLEoyjjSCZr9j0ZMUqJ5bggmkplbEZlgiYk2KX3bEtFcxGlZM8F8fo/+J91T23Vs9+qs0W4tEoIqHMIRnIALTWjDJXTAAwIJ3ME9PFi31qP1ZD0vWivWx8w+fIP18g7Bw5pj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCK9oqMlgumUFByC6OTcW+zbbxU=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzM1gEVyERoXVXcOOygmkLaSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvb+gFv9A3fi1t/wB/wOp62CzwMXDufcy733hClnSjvOq1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z36rt7XZVkklCPJDyR/RArypmgnmaa034qKY5DTnvh9GLm926oVCwR1zpPaRDjsWARI1gbyR/EWE8I5oVXDusNxz5vOgboN3FtZ45G+wDm6Azrb4NRQrKYCk04Vsp3nVQHBZaaEU7L2iBTNMVkisfUN1TgmKqgmJ9comOjjFCUSFNCo7n6daLAsVJ5HJrO2YnqpzcT//L8TEetoGAizTQVZLEoyjjSCZr9j0ZMUqJ5bggmkplbEZlgiYk2KX3bEtFcxGlZM8F8fo/+J91T23Vs9+qs0W4tEoIqHMIRnIALTWjDJXTAAwIJ3ME9PFi31qP1ZD0vWivWx8w+fIP18g7Bw5pj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mLPVFXE76qSokMb3S8pdhR3NoWo=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQiJC667gxmUF0xbSUibTSTt0HmFmIoSQvT/gVv/Anbj1N/wBv8NJW8H6OHDhcM693HtPlDCqjee9Oyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwo2WqMAmwZFL1IqQJo4IEhhpGeokiiEeMdKPpVel374jSVIpbkyVkwNFY0JhiZKwU9jkyE4xYHhTDWt1zLxueBfxNfNeboQ4WaA9rH/2RxCknwmCGtA59LzGDHClDMSNFtZ9qkiA8RWMSWioQJ3qQz04u4KlVRjCWypYwcKZ+n8gR1zrjke0sT9Q/vVL8ywtTEzcHORVJaojA80VxyqCRsPwfjqgi2LDMEoQVtbdCPEEKYWNTWtoSk0zwpKjaYL6+h/+Tzrnre65/c1FvNRcRVcAxOAFnwAcN0ALXoA0CgIEED+ARPDn3zrPz4rzOW1ecxcwRWILz9glJF5oP</latexit>
(a)
PN
<latexit sha1_base64="JsZOYfja2vHFGx/cDtLrSJZ4kCM=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL1T3/XR8bFzEyyCqyFTq627ghtXUsGq0JaSSTNtaCYzJBmhDPML/oBb/QN34tZ/8Af8DtNWQUUPBA7n3Ms9OUEiuDYYvzmFufmFxaXlleLq2vpGyd3cutJxqihr0VjE6iYgmgkuWctwI9hNohiJAsGug9HpxL++ZUrzWF6accK6ERlIHnJKjJV6bqkTETOkRGTNvJed5z23jD18XPUrPsLeEfbrFTwjJ7VD5Ht4inJjB6Zo9tz3Tj+macSkoYJo3fZxYroZUYZTwfJiJ9UsIXREBqxtqSQR091sGjxH+1bpozBW9kmDpur3jYxEWo+jwE5OYurf3kT8y2unJqx3My6T1DBJZ4fCVCATo0kLqM8Vo0aMLSFUcZsV0SFRhBrb1Y8rIRvLKMmLtpiv36P/yVXF87HnX1TLjfqsIViGXdiDA/ChBg04gya0gEIK9/AAj86d8+Q8Oy+z0YLzubMNP+C8fgCFmZxj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JsZOYfja2vHFGx/cDtLrSJZ4kCM=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL1T3/XR8bFzEyyCqyFTq627ghtXUsGq0JaSSTNtaCYzJBmhDPML/oBb/QN34tZ/8Af8DtNWQUUPBA7n3Ms9OUEiuDYYvzmFufmFxaXlleLq2vpGyd3cutJxqihr0VjE6iYgmgkuWctwI9hNohiJAsGug9HpxL++ZUrzWF6accK6ERlIHnJKjJV6bqkTETOkRGTNvJed5z23jD18XPUrPsLeEfbrFTwjJ7VD5Ht4inJjB6Zo9tz3Tj+macSkoYJo3fZxYroZUYZTwfJiJ9UsIXREBqxtqSQR091sGjxH+1bpozBW9kmDpur3jYxEWo+jwE5OYurf3kT8y2unJqx3My6T1DBJZ4fCVCATo0kLqM8Vo0aMLSFUcZsV0SFRhBrb1Y8rIRvLKMmLtpiv36P/yVXF87HnX1TLjfqsIViGXdiDA/ChBg04gya0gEIK9/AAj86d8+Q8Oy+z0YLzubMNP+C8fgCFmZxj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JsZOYfja2vHFGx/cDtLrSJZ4kCM=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL1T3/XR8bFzEyyCqyFTq627ghtXUsGq0JaSSTNtaCYzJBmhDPML/oBb/QN34tZ/8Af8DtNWQUUPBA7n3Ms9OUEiuDYYvzmFufmFxaXlleLq2vpGyd3cutJxqihr0VjE6iYgmgkuWctwI9hNohiJAsGug9HpxL++ZUrzWF6accK6ERlIHnJKjJV6bqkTETOkRGTNvJed5z23jD18XPUrPsLeEfbrFTwjJ7VD5Ht4inJjB6Zo9tz3Tj+macSkoYJo3fZxYroZUYZTwfJiJ9UsIXREBqxtqSQR091sGjxH+1bpozBW9kmDpur3jYxEWo+jwE5OYurf3kT8y2unJqx3My6T1DBJZ4fCVCATo0kLqM8Vo0aMLSFUcZsV0SFRhBrb1Y8rIRvLKMmLtpiv36P/yVXF87HnX1TLjfqsIViGXdiDA/ChBg04gya0gEIK9/AAj86d8+Q8Oy+z0YLzubMNP+C8fgCFmZxj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7cLdUU0n89KEDkB05clWTPEiXwM=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRUZdugkVwNWRqtXVXcONKKtgHtEPJpJk2NJMZkoxQhvkFf8Ct/oE7ces/+AN+h5m2ghU9EDiccy/35PgxZ0oj9GGtrK6tb2wWtorbO7t7JXv/oK2iRBLaIhGPZNfHinImaEszzWk3lhSHPqcdf3KV+517KhWLxJ2extQL8UiwgBGsjTSwS/0Q6zHBPG1mg/QmG9hl5KCLqltxIXLOkVuvoDm5rJ1B10EzlMECzYH92R9GJAmp0IRjpXouirWXYqkZ4TQr9hNFY0wmeER7hgocUuWls+AZPDHKEAaRNE9oOFN/bqQ4VGoa+mYyj6l+e7n4l9dLdFD3UibiRFNB5oeChEMdwbwFOGSSEs2nhmAimckKyRhLTLTpaulKQKcijLOiKeb79/B/0q44LnLc22q5UV9UVABH4BicAhfUQANcgyZoAQIS8AiewLP1YL1Yr9bbfHTFWuwcgiVY718M7ZwP</latexit>
PN 1
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(b)
Figure 2-5: An illustration of a variety of observables as distances between an event ℰ
and various manifolds in the space of events, as summarized in Table 2.4. (a) Thrust
𝑡 is the smallest distance from the event to the manifold 𝒫BB2 of two-particle back-
to-back events, while event isotropy ℐ is the distance to the uniform event 𝒰 . (b)
𝑁 -jettiness observables 𝒯𝑁 are the smallest distances from the event to the 𝑁 -particle
manifolds 𝒫𝑁 .
2.3.1 Event-level observables
Thrust
Thrust is an observable that quantifies the degree to which an event is pencil-like [61,
62, 111]. It has been experimentally measured [112–124] and theoretically calcu-
lated [125–130] in detail for electron-positron collisions. Thrust seeks to find an axis
?^? (the “thrust axis”) such that most of the radiation lies in the direction of either ?^? or
−?^?; i.e. it maximizes the amount of radiation longitudinal to the thrust axis. While a
variety of conventions for defining thrust exist, here we use the following dimensionful
definition:
𝑡(ℰ) = 2min
?^?
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
|𝑝𝑖|(1− |?⃗?𝑖 · ?^?|), (2.26)
where ?^?𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖/|𝑝𝑖| and other definitions follow by simple rescalings. A thrust value
of zero corresponds to an event consisting of two back-to-back prongs, while its max-
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imum value of the total energy corresponds to a perfectly spherical event.
Interestingly, the value of thrust in Eq. (2.26) is equivalent to the cost of an
optimal transport problem. This connection will allow us to cast thrust as a simple
geometric quantity written in terms of the EMD. Using 𝐸𝑖 = |𝑝𝑖| for massless particles
and writing out the absolute value, we can cast Eq. (2.26) as:
𝑡(ℰ) = 2min
?^?
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖min(1− ?^?𝑖 · ?^?, 1 + ?^?𝑖 · ?^?). (2.27)
For a fixed ?^?, the summand in Eq. (2.27) is the transportation cost to move particle
𝑖 to the closer of ?^? or −?^? with an angular measure of 𝜃2𝑖𝑗 = 2𝑛𝜇𝑖 𝑛𝑗𝜇 = 2(1 − ?^?𝑖 · ?^?𝑗).
The sum is then the EMD between the event and a two-particle event consisting of
back-to-back particles directed along ?^?, where the energy of each of the two particles
is equal to the total energy in the corresponding hemisphere. The minimization over
?^? is equivalent to a minimization over all such two-particle events.
Thus, thrust is our first example of an observable that can be cast in the form of
Eq. (2.7). First, we define the manifold of back-to-back two-particle events:
𝒫BB2 =
{︃
2∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖)
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ 𝐸𝑖 ≥ 0, ?^?1 = −?^?2
}︃
. (2.28)
Then, using the notation of Eq. (2.24) with 𝛽 = 2,5 thrust is the smallest EMD from
the event to the 𝒫BB2 manifold:
𝑡(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈𝒫BB2
EMD2(ℰ , ℰ ′), (2.29)
where the minimization is carried out over all back-to-back two-particle configura-
tions.
Because of the 𝑅→∞ limit in Eq. (2.23), the optimal back-to-back configuration
is guaranteed to have the same total energy as the event ℰ , as desired. Note that even
5As mentioned in footnote 1, strictly speaking only the square root of EMD2 is a proper metric.
Because the square root is a monotonic function, though, this has no impact on the interpretation
of thrust as an optimal transport problem.
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if this analysis is carried out in the center-of-mass frame, the optimal back-to-back
configuration will generically not be at rest, since it involves two massless particles
with different energies.6 This suggests a possible variant of thrust where one restricts
the two-particle manifold to only include events that are physically accessible, either
by forcing 𝐸1 = 𝐸2 or by considering massive particles as in App. A.
Spherocity
Spherocity is an observable that also probes the jetty nature of events [63]. It seeks
to find an axis that minimizes the amount of radiation in the event transverse to it
according to the following criterion:
𝑠(ℰ) = min
?^?
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖|?⃗?𝑖 × ?^?|
)︃2
, (2.30)
where the original definition of spherocity is related to this by an overall rescaling.
In the small 𝑠 limit, where the event configurations are back to back, we can write
|?⃗?𝑖 × ?^?| ≃
√︀
2(1− |?^?𝑖 · ?^?|) and obtain:
𝑠(ℰ) ≃ min
?^?
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖
√︀
2(1− |?^?𝑖 · ?^?|)
)︃2
. (2.31)
We focus on this limiting form for the following discussion.
Similar to the case of thrust, we can identify the spherocity expression to be
minimized as an optimal transport problem. For a fixed ?^?, the summand in Eq. (2.31)
is the cost to transport particle 𝑖 to the closer of ?^? or −?^? with an angular measure
of 𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
√︀
2𝑛𝜇𝑖 𝑛𝑗𝜇.7 The sum is once again the EMD from the event to the manifold
of back-to-back events, with the minimization over ?^? interpreted as a minimization
over the manifold.
Spherocity, in the appropriate limit, is therefore the square of the smallest EMD
6We thank Samuel Alipour-fard for discussions related to this point.
7In fact, Eq. (2.30) is already an optimal transport problem, using 𝜃𝑖𝑗 = sinΩ𝑖𝑗 , where Ω𝑖𝑗 is the
opening angle between particles 𝑖 and 𝑗. This has the same small angle behavior as 𝜃𝑖𝑗 = 2 sin
Ω𝑖𝑗
2
from Eq. (2.4).
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(with 𝛽 = 1) from the event to the manifold 𝒫BB2 from Eq. (2.28):
√︀
𝑠(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈𝒫BB2
EMD1(ℰ , ℰ ′). (2.32)
Through this lens, spherocity differs from thrust (besides the overall exponent) solely
in the angular weighting factor: 𝛽 = 1 for spherocity and 𝛽 = 2 for thrust. One
could continue in this direction, defining the distance of closest approach for general
𝛽. (This is related to the event shape angularities [11], with a key difference being
that angularities are traditionally measured with respect to the thrust axis.) Instead,
we now turn towards enlarging the manifold itself.
Broadening
Recoil-free broadening [64] is an observable that is sensitive to two-pronged events
that are not precisely back-to-back jets. Here we focus on recoil-free broadening,
to be distinguished from the original jet broadening [131–133] which is defined in
terms of the thrust axis.8 It differs from spherocity only in that it minimizes the
same quantity over two “kinked” axes that need not be antipodal. Though subtle,
this difference gives rise to very important theoretical differences between broadening
and spherocity in the treatment of soft recoil effects [134], as discussed extensively
in Ref. [64].
Here, we use the following definition of broadening:
𝑏(ℰ) = min
?^?𝐿, ?^?𝑅
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖min(𝜃𝑖𝐿, 𝜃𝑖𝑅), (2.33)
where 𝜃𝑖𝐿 and 𝜃𝑖𝑅 are the angular distances between particle 𝑖 and ?^?𝐿 and ?^?𝑅, respec-
tively. The fact that ?^?𝐿 and ?^?𝑅 are minimized separately (rather than ?^?𝐿 = −?^?𝑅)
is the key distinction between recoil-free broadening and previous observables. For a
8There is an EMD-based definition of the original jet broadening, using the thrust axis defined by
ℰ𝑡 = arg minℰ′∈𝒫BB2 EMD2(ℰ , ℰ ′). With modified angular measure and normalization, the original
jet broadening with respect to the thrust axis is 𝑏𝑡(ℰ) = EMD1(ℰ , ℰ𝑡). Note the two different values
of 𝛽 in these expressions.
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fixed ?^?𝐿 and ?^?𝑅, the summand in Eq. (2.33) is the cost to transport particle 𝑖 to the
closer of ?^?𝐿 or ?^?𝑅 with an angular measure of 𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
√︀
2𝑛𝜇𝑖 𝑛𝑗𝜇. The sum is then the
EMD from the event to the manifold of all two-particle events, which need not be
back-to-back, namely 𝒫2 from Eq. (2.5). The minimization over ?^?𝐿 and ?^?𝑅 is then
interpreted as a minimization over this manifold.
Thus, broadening is the smallest EMD with 𝛽 = 1 from the event to 𝒫2:
𝑏(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈𝒫2
EMD1(ℰ , ℰ ′). (2.34)
The geometrical formulation of broadening in Eq. (2.34) differs from that of spherocity
in Eq. (2.32) only in that it does not restrict the manifold to back-to-back configu-
rations. This distinction is important to extend these ideas beyond the two-particle
manifold.
𝑁-jettiness
𝑁 -jettiness [65] (see also Ref. [135]) is an observable that partitions an event into 𝑁
jet regions and, for hadronic collisions, a beam region. Without a beam region, it is
defined based on a minimization procedure over 𝑁 axes:
𝒯 (𝛽)𝑁 = min
?^?1,··· ,?^?𝑁
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖min
(︁
𝜃𝛽𝑖1, 𝜃
𝛽
𝑖2, · · · , 𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑁
)︁
, (2.35)
where 𝜃𝑖1 through 𝜃𝑖𝑁 are the angular distances between particle 𝑖 and axes ?^?1 through
?^?𝑁 , respectively.
We immediately identify the summand as the cost of transporting particle 𝑖 to
the nearest axis. For fixed ?^?1 through ?^?𝑁 , assigning the energy transported to each
axis as the energy of that axis gives rise to an 𝑁 -particle event. The expression to
be minimized is then the EMD between the original event and that 𝑁 -particle event.
The minimization over ?^?1 through ?^?𝑁 is interpreted as a minimization over all such
𝑁 -particle events.
Therefore, 𝑁 -jettiness is the smallest distance between the event and the manifold
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𝒫𝑁 of 𝑁 -particle events. Equivalently, one can view it as the EMD to the best 𝑁 -
particle approximation of the event, and we return to this interpretation in Sec. 2.4.1.
Thus, we have:
𝒯 (𝛽)𝑁 = minℰ ′∈𝒫𝑁 EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ
′). (2.36)
We see that 𝑁 -jettiness generalizes the geometric interpretation of broadening to a
general 𝑁 -particle manifold and a general angular weighting exponent 𝛽.
For hadronic collisions, initial state radiation and underlying event activity re-
quire the introduction of a “beam” (or out-of-jet) region [65, 136, 137]. This can
be accomplished via the introduction of a beam distance 𝜃𝑖,beam into the minimiza-
tion of Eq. (2.35). There are many possible beam measures [70, 138], including ones
that involve optimizing over two beam axes ?^?𝑎 and ?^?𝑏. For simplicity, we focus on
𝜃𝑖,beam = 𝑅
𝛽 which makes no explicit reference to the beam directions [69]. Dividing
by an overall factor of 𝑅𝛽, this modified version of 𝑁 -jettiness can be written as:
𝒯 (𝛽,𝑅)𝑁 = min
?^?1,··· ,?^?𝑁
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖min
(︃
1,
𝜃𝛽𝑖1
𝑅𝛽
,
𝜃𝛽𝑖2
𝑅𝛽
, · · · , 𝜃
𝛽
𝑖𝑁
𝑅𝛽
)︃
. (2.37)
This definition of 𝑁 -jettiness is similar to Eq. (2.35), though now a particle can
be closer to the beam than to any axis. In this case, we say that the particle is
transported to the beam and removed for a cost 𝐸𝑖. The summand is then the cost
to transport the event to an 𝑁 -particle event plus the cost of removing any particles
beyond 𝑅 from any axes.
Remarkably, this precisely corresponds to the EMD when formulated for events
of different total energy. Namely, 𝑁 -jettiness with this beam region is simply the
smallest distance between the event and the manifold of 𝑁 -particle events, with 𝑅
smaller than the radius of the space:
𝒯 (𝛽,𝑅)𝑁 = minℰ ′∈𝒫𝑁 EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ , ℰ
′). (2.38)
Particles removed by the optimal transport procedure are interpreted as being part
of the beam region. This fact will also be relevant in Sec. 2.4.2 for understanding
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sequential recombination jet clustering algorithms as geometric constructions in the
space of events.
Event isotropy
Our new geometric phrasing of these classic collider observables highlights the types
of configurations that they are designed to probe. Specifically, Eq. (2.7) can be
interpreted as how similar an event is to the class of events on the manifoldℳ. This
framework also suggests regions of phase space that are poorly resolved by existing
observables and provides a prescription for developing new observables by identifying
new manifolds of interest.
Event isotropy [66] is a recently-proposed observable that provides a clear example
of this strategy. It is based on the insight that distances from the 𝑁 -particle manifolds
(such as thrust and 𝑁 -jettiness) are not well-suited for resolving isotropic events with
uniform radiation patterns. Having observables with sensitivity to isotropic events
can, for instance, improve new physics searches for microscopic black holes or strongly-
coupled scenarios. This motivates event isotropy, which is the distance between the
event ℰ and an isotropic event 𝒰 of the same total energy:
ℐ(𝛽)(ℰ) = EMD𝛽(ℰ ,𝒰). (2.39)
Since ℰ and 𝒰 have the same total energy by construction, it is natural to normalize
event isotropy by the total energy to make it dimensionless. The analysis in Ref. [66]
focused primarily on 𝛽 = 2, though this approach can be extended to a general
angular exponent. For practical applications, it is convenient to consider a manifold
of quasi-isotropic events of the same total energy and then estimate event isotropy as
the average EMD between an event and this manifold.
We can cast Eq. (2.39) into the form of Eq. (2.7) by introducing a manifold ℳ𝒰
of uniform events with varying total energies:
ℐ(𝛽)(ℰ) = min
ℰ ′∈ℳ𝒰
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ ′). (2.40)
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The 𝑅→∞ limit in Eq. (2.23) enforces that the optimal isotropic approximation 𝒰
has the same total energy as ℰ , as in the original event isotropy definition.
The particular notion of a uniform distribution depends on the collider context—
spherical for electron-positron collisions and cylindrical or ring-like for hadronic collisions—
with corresponding choices for the energy and angular measures. The case of ring-like
isotropy at a hadron collider is particularly interesting, since there are known simplifi-
cations for one-dimensional circular optimal transport problems. For 𝛽 = 1, ring-like
event isotropy can be computed in 𝒪(𝑀) runtime [139] and there are fast approxima-
tions for any 𝛽 ≥ 1 [139]. This is much faster than the generic 𝒪(𝑀3 log𝑀) expec-
tation for EMD computations, motivating further studies of these one-dimensional
geometries.
2.3.2 Jet substructure observables
Jet angularities
Jet angularities are the energy-weighted angular moments of radiation within a jet [67]
(see also Refs. [64, 140,141]). Here, we use the following definition of a recoil-free jet
angularity:
𝜆𝛽(𝒥 ) = min
?^?
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖 𝜃
𝛽
𝑖 , (2.41)
where 𝜃𝑖 is the angular distance between particle 𝑖 and an axis ?^?. The summand of
an angularity is the EMD from the jet to the axis, so we can follow the analogous
logic from our previous discussions of event shapes to reframe this observable in our
geometric language. Specifically, the recoil-free angularities are the closest distance
between the jet and the 1-particle manifold 𝒫1:
𝜆𝛽(𝒥 ) = min𝒥 ′∈𝒫1 EMD𝛽(𝒥 ,𝒥
′). (2.42)
One can alternatively consider a definition of angularities where 𝜃𝑖 is computed with
respect to a fixed jet axis. In that case, the angularities are the EMD from the jet to
a 1-particle configuration where the total energy of the jet is placed at the position
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P2
<latexit sha1_base64="HCtUNp3JQxizVnLfnOcMYXRPGOE=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZXfezcBIvgqmRa7WNXcOOygq1COwyZNKPBTGZIMkIZ5hf8Abf6B+7Erf/gD/gdZloFFT0QOJxzL/fkBIng2mD85szNLywuLZdWyqtr6xubla3tgY5TRVmfxiJWlwHRTHDJ+oYbwS4TxUgUCHYR3JwU/sUtU5rH8txMEuZF5ErykFNirORXNkcRMdeUiKyX+1k99ytVXMPN404DI1w7xm6r07EE42a7UUeuJQWq3V2YoudX3kfjmKYRk4YKovXQxYnxMqIMp4Ll5VGqWULoDbliQ0sliZj2smnwHB1YZYzCWNknDZqq3zcyEmk9iQI7WcTUv71C/MsbpiZsexmXSWqYpLNDYSqQiVHRAhpzxagRE0sIVdxmRfSaKEKN7erHlZBNZJTkZVvM1+/R/2RQr7m45p4dVbvtWUNQgj3Yh0NwoQVdOIUe9IFCCvfwAI/OnfPkPDsvs9E553NnB37Aef0AdLWcWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HCtUNp3JQxizVnLfnOcMYXRPGOE=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZXfezcBIvgqmRa7WNXcOOygq1COwyZNKPBTGZIMkIZ5hf8Abf6B+7Erf/gD/gdZloFFT0QOJxzL/fkBIng2mD85szNLywuLZdWyqtr6xubla3tgY5TRVmfxiJWlwHRTHDJ+oYbwS4TxUgUCHYR3JwU/sUtU5rH8txMEuZF5ErykFNirORXNkcRMdeUiKyX+1k99ytVXMPN404DI1w7xm6r07EE42a7UUeuJQWq3V2YoudX3kfjmKYRk4YKovXQxYnxMqIMp4Ll5VGqWULoDbliQ0sliZj2smnwHB1YZYzCWNknDZqq3zcyEmk9iQI7WcTUv71C/MsbpiZsexmXSWqYpLNDYSqQiVHRAhpzxagRE0sIVdxmRfSaKEKN7erHlZBNZJTkZVvM1+/R/2RQr7m45p4dVbvtWUNQgj3Yh0NwoQVdOIUe9IFCCvfwAI/OnfPkPDsvs9E553NnB37Aef0AdLWcWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HCtUNp3JQxizVnLfnOcMYXRPGOE=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZXfezcBIvgqmRa7WNXcOOygq1COwyZNKPBTGZIMkIZ5hf8Abf6B+7Erf/gD/gdZloFFT0QOJxzL/fkBIng2mD85szNLywuLZdWyqtr6xubla3tgY5TRVmfxiJWlwHRTHDJ+oYbwS4TxUgUCHYR3JwU/sUtU5rH8txMEuZF5ErykFNirORXNkcRMdeUiKyX+1k99ytVXMPN404DI1w7xm6r07EE42a7UUeuJQWq3V2YoudX3kfjmKYRk4YKovXQxYnxMqIMp4Ll5VGqWULoDbliQ0sliZj2smnwHB1YZYzCWNknDZqq3zcyEmk9iQI7WcTUv71C/MsbpiZsexmXSWqYpLNDYSqQiVHRAhpzxagRE0sIVdxmRfSaKEKN7erHlZBNZJTkZVvM1+/R/2RQr7m45p4dVbvtWUNQgj3Yh0NwoQVdOIUe9IFCCvfwAI/OnfPkPDsvs9E553NnB37Aef0AdLWcWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KOxF7/xLsYdqqJTwGj/l/E7wiKw=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4KpnWvnYFNy4r2Ae0w5BJM21oJjMkGaEM8wv+gFv9A3fi1n/wB/wOM20FK3ogcDjnXu7J8SLOlEbow9rY3Nre2c3t5fcPDo8KxeOTngpjSWiXhDyUAw8rypmgXc00p4NIUhx4nPa92XXm9++pVCwUd3oeUSfAE8F8RrA2klssjAKspwTzpJO6SSV1iyVURvVaq4ogKteQ3Wi1DEGo3qxWoG1IhhJYoeMWP0fjkMQBFZpwrNTQRpF2Eiw1I5ym+VGsaITJDE/o0FCBA6qcZBE8hRdGGUM/lOYJDRfqz40EB0rNA89MZjHVby8T//KGsfabTsJEFGsqyPKQH3OoQ5i1AMdMUqL53BBMJDNZIZliiYk2Xa1d8elcBFGaN8V8/x7+T3qVso3K9u1Vqd1cVZQDZ+AcXAIbNEAb3IAO6AICYvAInsCz9WC9WK/W23J0w1rtnII1WO9f+/qcBQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="+SHYSrABxIxjhGoGJu2YjyFLKXc=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZH62PnJlgEV0OmPlp3BTcuK9gqtKVk0kwbzGSGJCMMw/yCP+BW/8CduPUf/AG/w7SjoKIHAodz7uWeHD8WXBuM35y5+YXFpeXSSnl1bX2jUt3c6uooUZR1aCQide0TzQSXrGO4Eew6VoyEvmBX/s3Z1L+6ZUrzSF6aNGaDkIwlDzglxkrDaqUfEjOhRGTtfJgd5sNqDbv45Mirewi7x9hr1nFBThuHyHPxDLXWDszQHlbf+6OIJiGThgqidc/DsRlkRBlOBcvL/USzmNAbMmY9SyUJmR5ks+A52rfKCAWRsk8aNFO/b2Qk1DoNfTs5jal/e1PxL6+XmKA5yLiME8MkLQ4FiUAmQtMW0IgrRo1ILSFUcZsV0QlRhBrb1Y8rAUtlGOdlW8zX79H/pFt3Pex6F0e1VrNoCEqwC3twAB40oAXn0IYOUEjgHh7g0blznpxn56UYnXM+d7bhB5zXD1p2nEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+SHYSrABxIxjhGoGJu2YjyFLKXc=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZH62PnJlgEV0OmPlp3BTcuK9gqtKVk0kwbzGSGJCMMw/yCP+BW/8CduPUf/AG/w7SjoKIHAodz7uWeHD8WXBuM35y5+YXFpeXSSnl1bX2jUt3c6uooUZR1aCQide0TzQSXrGO4Eew6VoyEvmBX/s3Z1L+6ZUrzSF6aNGaDkIwlDzglxkrDaqUfEjOhRGTtfJgd5sNqDbv45Mirewi7x9hr1nFBThuHyHPxDLXWDszQHlbf+6OIJiGThgqidc/DsRlkRBlOBcvL/USzmNAbMmY9SyUJmR5ks+A52rfKCAWRsk8aNFO/b2Qk1DoNfTs5jal/e1PxL6+XmKA5yLiME8MkLQ4FiUAmQtMW0IgrRo1ILSFUcZsV0QlRhBrb1Y8rAUtlGOdlW8zX79H/pFt3Pex6F0e1VrNoCEqwC3twAB40oAXn0IYOUEjgHh7g0blznpxn56UYnXM+d7bhB5zXD1p2nEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+SHYSrABxIxjhGoGJu2YjyFLKXc=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZH62PnJlgEV0OmPlp3BTcuK9gqtKVk0kwbzGSGJCMMw/yCP+BW/8CduPUf/AG/w7SjoKIHAodz7uWeHD8WXBuM35y5+YXFpeXSSnl1bX2jUt3c6uooUZR1aCQide0TzQSXrGO4Eew6VoyEvmBX/s3Z1L+6ZUrzSF6aNGaDkIwlDzglxkrDaqUfEjOhRGTtfJgd5sNqDbv45Mirewi7x9hr1nFBThuHyHPxDLXWDszQHlbf+6OIJiGThgqidc/DsRlkRBlOBcvL/USzmNAbMmY9SyUJmR5ks+A52rfKCAWRsk8aNFO/b2Qk1DoNfTs5jal/e1PxL6+XmKA5yLiME8MkLQ4FiUAmQtMW0IgrRo1ILSFUcZsV0QlRhBrb1Y8rAUtlGOdlW8zX79H/pFt3Pex6F0e1VrNoCEqwC3twAB40oAXn0IYOUEjgHh7g0blznpxn56UYnXM+d7bhB5zXD1p2nEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MaytutUC5MdqJ1qepYQVLb7QUss=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRUZdugkVwNWTaauuu4MZlBfuAdhgyaaYNzWSGJCOUYX7BH3Crf+BO3PoP/oDfYfoQrOiBwOGce7knJ0g4UxqhD2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z8o2YdHHRWnktA2iXksewFWlDNB25ppTnuJpDgKOO0Gk+uZ372nUrFY3OlpQr0IjwQLGcHaSL5dGkRYjwnmWSv3s2ru22XkoMuaW3Ehci6Q26igBbmqV6HroDnKYImWb38OhjFJIyo04VipvosS7WVYakY4zYuDVNEEkwke0b6hAkdUedk8eA7PjDKEYSzNExrO1Z8bGY6UmkaBmZzFVL+9mfiX10912PAyJpJUU0EWh8KUQx3DWQtwyCQlmk8NwUQykxWSMZaYaNPVypWQTkWU5EVTzPfv4f+kU3Fc5Li3tXKzsayoAE7AKTgHLqiDJrgBLdAGBKTgETyBZ+vBerFerbfF6Jq13DkGK7DevwDhu5v0</latexit>
⌧3
<latexit sha1_base64="KqQR3F4dUEcWwyc0uHPsydYe0oY=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW73s3ASL4EJKUgW7LLhxWcFeoAlhMp20QyeTMDMRSshz+Bq+gFt9A8GFuBMfw0nahW39YeDjP+fMOfx+zKhUlvVhlNbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VFXRonApIMjFom+jyRhlJOOooqRfiwICn1Gev7kNq/3HomQNOIPahoTN0QjTgOKkdKWV7VTp/hkIEa+m1r1hpXrcgUyR6HES6+yzKvWrHrhWeYq2HOotU6gUNurfjvDCCch4QozJOXAtmLlpkgoihnJKk4iSYzwBI3IQCNHIZFuWlyVmefaGZpBJPTjyizcvxMpCqWchr7uDJEay+Vabv5XGyQqaLop5XGiCMezRUHCTBWZeU7mkAqCFZtqQFhQfauJx0ggrHSaC1sCMuVhnFV0MPZyDKvQbdRtq27fX9dazVlCUIZTOIMLsOEGWnAHbegAhid4gVd4M56Nd+PT+Jq1loz5zDEsyPj5BYsIpcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KqQR3F4dUEcWwyc0uHPsydYe0oY=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW73s3ASL4EJKUgW7LLhxWcFeoAlhMp20QyeTMDMRSshz+Bq+gFt9A8GFuBMfw0nahW39YeDjP+fMOfx+zKhUlvVhlNbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VFXRonApIMjFom+jyRhlJOOooqRfiwICn1Gev7kNq/3HomQNOIPahoTN0QjTgOKkdKWV7VTp/hkIEa+m1r1hpXrcgUyR6HES6+yzKvWrHrhWeYq2HOotU6gUNurfjvDCCch4QozJOXAtmLlpkgoihnJKk4iSYzwBI3IQCNHIZFuWlyVmefaGZpBJPTjyizcvxMpCqWchr7uDJEay+Vabv5XGyQqaLop5XGiCMezRUHCTBWZeU7mkAqCFZtqQFhQfauJx0ggrHSaC1sCMuVhnFV0MPZyDKvQbdRtq27fX9dazVlCUIZTOIMLsOEGWnAHbegAhid4gVd4M56Nd+PT+Jq1loz5zDEsyPj5BYsIpcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KqQR3F4dUEcWwyc0uHPsydYe0oY=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW73s3ASL4EJKUgW7LLhxWcFeoAlhMp20QyeTMDMRSshz+Bq+gFt9A8GFuBMfw0nahW39YeDjP+fMOfx+zKhUlvVhlNbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VFXRonApIMjFom+jyRhlJOOooqRfiwICn1Gev7kNq/3HomQNOIPahoTN0QjTgOKkdKWV7VTp/hkIEa+m1r1hpXrcgUyR6HES6+yzKvWrHrhWeYq2HOotU6gUNurfjvDCCch4QozJOXAtmLlpkgoihnJKk4iSYzwBI3IQCNHIZFuWlyVmefaGZpBJPTjyizcvxMpCqWchr7uDJEay+Vabv5XGyQqaLop5XGiCMezRUHCTBWZeU7mkAqCFZtqQFhQfauJx0ggrHSaC1sCMuVhnFV0MPZyDKvQbdRtq27fX9dazVlCUIZTOIMLsOEGWnAHbegAhid4gVd4M56Nd+PT+Jq1loz5zDEsyPj5BYsIpcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+um0Dabifojc2j9VzRYGi5lvkw=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRbBhYSkCnZZcOOygr1AEsJkOmmHTiZhZiKEkOfwNXwBt/oGggtxJz6GkzQL2/rDwMd/zplz+IOEEiEt60NbW9/Y3Npu7DR39/YPDvWj44GIU45wH8U05qMACkwJw31JJMWjhGMYBRQPg9ltWR8+Yi5IzB5klmAvghNGQoKgVJav27lbfeLwSeDlltm2Sl2uQOFKmPr5VVH4essyK88yVsGuoQVq9Xz92x3HKI0wk4hCIRzbSqSXQy4JorhouqnACUQzOMGOQgYjLLy8uqowzpUzNsKYq8ekUbl/J3IYCZFFgeqMoJyK5Vpp/ldzUhl2vJywJJWYofmiMKWGjI0yJ2NMOEaSZgog4kTdaqAp5BBJlebClhBnLEqKpgrGXo5hFQZt07ZM+/661e3UETXAKTgDF8AGN6AL7kAP9AECT+AFvII37Vl71z61r3nrmlbPnIAFaT+/Elylbw==</latexit>
⌧2
<latexit sha1_base64="OCMGyArS3uD5slhCVygpthd/noA=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW73s3ASL4EJKUgS7LLhxWcG2QhvKZDpph85MwsxECCHP4Wv4Am71DQQX4k58DCdpF7b1h4GP/5wz5/D7EaNKO86HVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ddFcYSkw4OWSgffKQIo4J0NNWMPESSIO4z0vOnN3m990ikoqG410lEPI7GggYUI22sYdVNB8UnfTn2vdSpN5xclyuQDTSKh2kjy4bVmlMvPMdeBXcOtdYJFGoPq9+DUYhjToTGDCnVd51IeymSmmJGssogViRCeIrGpG9QIE6UlxZXZfa5cUZ2EErzhLYL9+9EirhSCfdNJ0d6opZruflfrR/roOmlVESxJgLPFgUxs3Vo5znZIyoJ1iwxgLCk5lYbT5BEWJs0F7YEJBE8yiomGHc5hlXoNuquU3fvrmqt5iwhKMMpnMEFuHANLbiFNnQAwxO8wCu8Wc/Wu/Vpfc1aS9Z85hgWZP38AolupcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OCMGyArS3uD5slhCVygpthd/noA=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW73s3ASL4EJKUgS7LLhxWcG2QhvKZDpph85MwsxECCHP4Wv4Am71DQQX4k58DCdpF7b1h4GP/5wz5/D7EaNKO86HVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ddFcYSkw4OWSgffKQIo4J0NNWMPESSIO4z0vOnN3m990ikoqG410lEPI7GggYUI22sYdVNB8UnfTn2vdSpN5xclyuQDTSKh2kjy4bVmlMvPMdeBXcOtdYJFGoPq9+DUYhjToTGDCnVd51IeymSmmJGssogViRCeIrGpG9QIE6UlxZXZfa5cUZ2EErzhLYL9+9EirhSCfdNJ0d6opZruflfrR/roOmlVESxJgLPFgUxs3Vo5znZIyoJ1iwxgLCk5lYbT5BEWJs0F7YEJBE8yiomGHc5hlXoNuquU3fvrmqt5iwhKMMpnMEFuHANLbiFNnQAwxO8wCu8Wc/Wu/Vpfc1aS9Z85hgWZP38AolupcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OCMGyArS3uD5slhCVygpthd/noA=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW73s3ASL4EJKUgS7LLhxWcG2QhvKZDpph85MwsxECCHP4Wv4Am71DQQX4k58DCdpF7b1h4GP/5wz5/D7EaNKO86HVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ddFcYSkw4OWSgffKQIo4J0NNWMPESSIO4z0vOnN3m990ikoqG410lEPI7GggYUI22sYdVNB8UnfTn2vdSpN5xclyuQDTSKh2kjy4bVmlMvPMdeBXcOtdYJFGoPq9+DUYhjToTGDCnVd51IeymSmmJGssogViRCeIrGpG9QIE6UlxZXZfa5cUZ2EErzhLYL9+9EirhSCfdNJ0d6opZruflfrR/roOmlVESxJgLPFgUxs3Vo5znZIyoJ1iwxgLCk5lYbT5BEWJs0F7YEJBE8yiomGHc5hlXoNuquU3fvrmqt5iwhKMMpnMEFuHANLbiFNnQAwxO8wCu8Wc/Wu/Vpfc1aS9Z85hgWZP38AolupcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioB2LPklbwPAdaCrjFSL7r5PwJg=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILiQkRbDLghuXFewFkhAm00k7dDIJMxMhhDyHr+ELuNU3EFyIO/ExnKRZ2NYfBj7+c86cwx8klAhpWR9aY2Nza3unudva2z84PNKPT4YiTjnCAxTTmI8DKDAlDA8kkRSPE45hFFA8Cua3ZX30iLkgMXuQWYK9CE4ZCQmCUlm+budu9YnDp4GXW2bHKnW1BoUrYernnaLw9bZlVp5lrINdQxvU6vv6tzuJURphJhGFQji2lUgvh1wSRHHRclOBE4jmcIodhQxGWHh5dVVhXChnYoQxV49Jo3L/TuQwEiKLAtUZQTkTq7XS/K/mpDLsejlhSSoxQ4tFYUoNGRtlTsaEcIwkzRRAxIm61UAzyCGSKs2lLSHOWJQULRWMvRrDOgw7pm2Z9v11u9etI2qCM3AOLoENbkAP3IE+GAAEnsALeAVv2rP2rn1qX4vWhlbPnIIlaT+/EMKlbg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ExPMY3VaKcIHcnf9hY3G/UyXlDQ=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEW8CKeIpgFJiH0dHqSJj3dQ3ePEIbc/QGv+gfexKu/4Q/4HXYmCsblQcHjvSqq6oUJZ9p43ptTWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8q7ey0tU0Vok0guVSfEmnImaNMww2knURTHIaftcHwx89u3VGkmxY2ZJLQX46FgESPYWCnoxtiMCObZ1bRfrnjuedWzQL+J73o5KvUDyNHol9+7A0nSmApDONY68L3E9DKsDCOcTkvdVNMEkzEe0sBSgWOqe1l+8hQdW2WAIqlsCYNy9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2cn6p/eTPzLC1IT1XoZE0lqqCDzRVHKkZFo9j8aMEWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjE1pYUtEJyJOpiUbzNf36H/SOnV9z/Wvzyr12jwhKMIhHMEJ+FCFOlxCA5pAQMI9PMCjc+c8Oc/Oy7y14HzO7MMCnNcPsDCaWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ExPMY3VaKcIHcnf9hY3G/UyXlDQ=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEW8CKeIpgFJiH0dHqSJj3dQ3ePEIbc/QGv+gfexKu/4Q/4HXYmCsblQcHjvSqq6oUJZ9p43ptTWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8q7ey0tU0Vok0guVSfEmnImaNMww2knURTHIaftcHwx89u3VGkmxY2ZJLQX46FgESPYWCnoxtiMCObZ1bRfrnjuedWzQL+J73o5KvUDyNHol9+7A0nSmApDONY68L3E9DKsDCOcTkvdVNMEkzEe0sBSgWOqe1l+8hQdW2WAIqlsCYNy9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2cn6p/eTPzLC1IT1XoZE0lqqCDzRVHKkZFo9j8aMEWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjE1pYUtEJyJOpiUbzNf36H/SOnV9z/Wvzyr12jwhKMIhHMEJ+FCFOlxCA5pAQMI9PMCjc+c8Oc/Oy7y14HzO7MMCnNcPsDCaWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ExPMY3VaKcIHcnf9hY3G/UyXlDQ=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbXG5eGoPgaZgRIfEW8CKeIpgFJiH0dHqSJj3dQ3ePEIbc/QGv+gfexKu/4Q/4HXYmCsblQcHjvSqq6oUJZ9p43ptTWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8q7ey0tU0Vok0guVSfEmnImaNMww2knURTHIaftcHwx89u3VGkmxY2ZJLQX46FgESPYWCnoxtiMCObZ1bRfrnjuedWzQL+J73o5KvUDyNHol9+7A0nSmApDONY68L3E9DKsDCOcTkvdVNMEkzEe0sBSgWOqe1l+8hQdW2WAIqlsCYNy9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2cn6p/eTPzLC1IT1XoZE0lqqCDzRVHKkZFo9j8aMEWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjE1pYUtEJyJOpiUbzNf36H/SOnV9z/Wvzyr12jwhKMIhHMEJ+FCFOlxCA5pAQMI9PMCjc+c8Oc/Oy7y14HzO7MMCnNcPsDCaWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mkvvNO5IlOBoVho0vevrWglo9yk=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRWncFN+Kqgn1AGspkOmmHziPMTIQQsvcH3OofuBO3/oY/4Hc4aStYHwcuHM65l3vvCWNGtXHdd6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPulomCpMOlkyqfog0YVSQjqGGkX6sCOIhI71weln4vTuiNJXi1qQxCTgaCxpRjIyV/AFHZoIRy67zYbXm1i8argX8Tby6O0MNLNAeVj8GI4kTToTBDGnte25sggwpQzEjeWWQaBIjPEVj4lsqECc6yGYn5/DEKiMYSWVLGDhTv09kiGud8tB2Fifqn14h/uX5iYmaQUZFnBgi8HxRlDBoJCz+hyOqCDYstQRhRe2tEE+QQtjYlJa2RCQVPM4rNpiv7+H/pHtW99y6d3NeazUXEZXBETgGp8ADDdACV6ANOgADCR7AI3hy7p1n58V5nbeWnMXMIViC8/YJN4SaBA==</latexit>
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Figure 2-6: An illustration of 𝑁 -subjettiness values as the smallest distances, as
measured by EMD, between the event ℰ and each of the 𝑁 -particle manifolds 𝒫𝑁 .
The jet angularities are the distances to the 1-particle manifold 𝒫1. These observables
form a set of “coordinates” for the space.
of the desired axis.
𝑁-subjettiness
𝑁 -subjettiness is a jet substructure observable that applies the ideas of 𝑁 -jettiness
at the level of jet substructure [68, 69]. 𝑁 axes are placed within the jet, with a
penalty for having energy far away from any axis, and then the positions of the axes
are optimized. The (dimensionful) 𝑁 -subjettiness of a jet can be defined as follows:
𝜏
(𝛽)
𝑁 (𝒥 ) = min
?^?1,··· ,?^?𝑁
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖min
(︁
𝜃𝛽𝑖1, 𝜃
𝛽
𝑖2, · · · , 𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑁
)︁
, (2.43)
where 𝜃𝑖1 through 𝜃𝑖𝑁 are the angular distances between particle 𝑖 and axes ?^?1 through
?^?𝑁 . The beam region is absent due to the fact that these observables are only defined
using the particles already within an identified jet.
We can find a geometric interpretation for 𝑁 -subjettiness by using the analogous
discussion from 𝑁 -jettiness in Sec. 2.3.1. 𝑁 -subjettiness is the distance between the
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jet and the manifold of all 𝑁 -particle jets:
𝜏
(𝛽)
𝑁 (𝒥 ) = min𝒥 ′∈𝒫𝑁 EMD𝛽(𝒥 ,𝒥
′). (2.44)
As a limiting case, 𝑁 = 1 corresponds to the jet angularities in Eq. (2.42).
In this way, we can view 𝑁 -subjettiness values as “coordinates” for the space
of jets, defined as distances from each of the 𝑁 -particle manifolds, illustrated in
Fig. 2-6. The 𝑁 -subjettiness ratios 𝜏𝑁/𝜏𝑁−1, used ubiquitously for jet substructure
studies [142–144], are then the relative distances between the manifolds 𝒫𝑁 and 𝒫𝑁−1.
This is also an interesting way to interpret existing constructions of observable bases
using 𝑁 -(sub)jettiness [27, 145, 146]; the fact that multiple 𝛽 values are typically
needed for these constructions emphasizes that the choice of ground metric affects
the geometry of the space induced by the EMD.
2.4 Jets: The closest 𝑁-particle description of an𝑀-
particle event
In this section, we turn our attention to how jets are defined. We interpret two of
the most common classes of jet algorithms as simple geometric constructions in the
space of events. Intuitively, we find that jets are the best 𝑁 -particle approximation
to an 𝑀 -particle event. Many existing techniques naturally emerge from this simple
principle in fascinating ways.
First, we discuss exclusive cone finding, as this technique corresponds exactly to
the intuition above that jets approximate the energy flow of an event using a smaller
number of particles. Next, we show that many sequential recombination algorithms
can be derived by iteratively approximating an𝑀 -particle event using𝑀−1 particles.
These jet-finding strategies are illustrated in Fig. 2-7 as projections to 𝑁 -particle
manifolds in the space of events.
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Figure 2-7: An illustration of jet clustering algorithms as projections to 𝑁 -particle
manifolds 𝒫𝑁 in the space of events. (a) Exclusive cone finding algorithms yield
𝑁 jets as the closest 𝑁 -particle approximation to the event, as measured by the
EMD. (b) Sequential recombination algorithms iteratively find the best (𝑀 − 1)-
particle approximation to the𝑀 -particle event, either (dashed) merging two particles
or (solid) removing a particle and calling it a jet.
2.4.1 General 𝑁 : Exclusive cone finding
XCone [70, 71] is an exclusive cone finding algorithm that seeks to find jets by min-
imizing 𝑁 -jettiness. It returns a fixed number of jets based on the parameters 𝑁
and 𝑅, in the same spirit as the exclusive version of the 𝑘𝑡 sequential recombination
algorithm [72]. XCone proceeds by finding the 𝑁 axes that minimize 𝑁 -jettiness as
defined in Eq. (2.37):
argmin
?^?1,··· ,?^?𝑁
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖min
(︃
1,
𝜃𝛽𝑖1
𝑅𝛽
,
𝜃𝛽𝑖2
𝑅𝛽
, · · · , 𝜃
𝛽
𝑖𝑁
𝑅𝛽
)︃
. (2.45)
Together with the energy assigned to those axes, or equivalently the set of particles
mapped to each axis, the 𝑁 axes from Eq. (2.45) define 𝑁 jets. The jet radius
parameter 𝑅 controls which particles are not assigned to any jet (i.e. assigned to the
beam region). Following the discussion in Sec. 2.3.1, Eq. (2.45) can be interpreted as
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finding the 𝑁 -particle configuration that best approximates the event of interest.
In our geometric language, we can cast XCone as identifying the point of closest
approach between an event ℰ and the 𝑁 -particle manifold 𝒫𝑁 :
𝒥 XCone𝑁,𝛽,𝑅 (ℰ) = argmin𝒥∈𝒫𝑁
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ ,𝒥 ). (2.46)
Different variants of XCone correspond to different choices for the energy weight 𝐸𝑖
and the angular measure 𝜃𝑖𝑗 [70, 138], which in turn correspond to different choices
for what defines the “best” 𝑁 -particle approximation to an event.
As discussed in Ref. [147], there is a close relationship between exclusive cone
finding algorithms, stable cone algorithms [148–150], and jet maximization algo-
rithms [151–155]. For the choice of 𝛽 = 2, the jet axis aligns with the jet momentum
direction, which is known as the stable cone criterion [148, 149]. For 𝑁 = 1, one can
relate the optimization problem in Eq. (2.46) to maximizing a “jet function” over all
possible partitions of an event into one in-jet region and one out-of-jet region [151].
Iteratively applying the 𝑁 = 1 procedure is related to the SISCone algorithm with
progressive jet removal [150]. All of these various algorithms can now be interpreted
in our geometric picture as different ways to “project” the event ℰ onto the 𝑁 -particle
manifold 𝒫𝑁 .
2.4.2 𝑁 =𝑀 − 1: Sequential recombination
Sequential recombination algorithms are a class of jet clustering algorithms that have
seen tremendous use at colliders, particularly the anti-𝑘𝑡 algorithm [156] which is
the current default jet algorithm at the LHC. These methods utilize an interparticle
distance 𝑑𝑖𝑗, a particle-beam distance 𝑑𝑖𝐵, and a recombination scheme for merging
two particles. The algorithm proceeds iteratively by finding the smallest distance,
combining particle 𝑖 and 𝑗 if it is a 𝑑𝑖𝑗, or calling 𝑖 a jet and removing it from further
clustering if it is a 𝑑𝑖𝐵.
There are a variety of distance measures and recombination schemes that appear
in the literature, many of which are implemented in the FastJet library [157]. The
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most commonly used distance measures take the form:
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = min
(︀
𝐸2𝑝𝑖 , 𝐸
2𝑝
𝑗
)︀ 𝜃2𝑖𝑗
𝑅2
, 𝑑𝑖𝐵 = 𝐸
2𝑝
𝑖 , (2.47)
where 𝑝 is an energy weighting exponent and 𝑅 is the jet radius. The exponent 𝑝 = 1
corresponds to 𝑘𝑡 jet clustering [72, 73], 𝑝 = 0 corresponds to Cambridge/Aachen
(C/A) clustering [158, 159], and 𝑝 = −1 corresponds to anti-𝑘𝑡 clustering [156]. The
recombination scheme determines the energy 𝐸𝑐 and direction ?^?𝑐 of the combined
particle and typically takes the form:
𝐸𝑐 = 𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗, ?^?𝑐 =
𝐸𝜅𝑖 ?^?𝑖 + 𝐸
𝜅
𝑗 ?^?𝑗
𝐸𝜅𝑖 + 𝐸
𝜅
𝑗
, (2.48)
where 𝜅 = 1 corresponds the 𝐸-scheme (most typically used), 𝜅 = 2 is the 𝐸2-
scheme [72, 160], and 𝜅 → ∞ is the winner-take-all scheme [64, 74, 75]. In the 𝐸-
scheme, the four-momenta of the two particles are simply added.9 In the winner-
take-all scheme, the direction is determined by the more energetic particle.
The conceptual and algorithmic richness of these different distance measures and
recombination schemes arose from decades of phenomenological studies. Remarkably,
many of these techniques naturally emerge from event space geometry, as finding the
point on the (𝑀 − 1)-particle manifold 𝒫𝑀−1 that is closest to configuration ℰ with
𝑀 particles. Note that the sequential recombination algorithms in Eqs. (2.47) and
(2.48) depend on the two parameters 𝑝 and 𝜅, whereas Eq. (2.50) depends only on
𝛽, so the logic below will only identify a one-dimensional family of jet algorithms, as
summarized in Table 2.5.
To derive this connection between event geometry and sequential recombination,
we need the following simple yet profound lemma, using the suggestive notation of
9One has to be a bit careful about the interpretation of jet masses in the 𝐸-scheme. In the
discussion below, the combined particle is interpreted as a massless four-vector. For the angular
distance in Eq. (2.4), the direction ?^?𝑖 is the same for massless and massive particles, so one can
consistently assign the mass of the jet to be the invariant mass of the summed jet constituents. For
the rapidity-azimuth distance typically used at hadron colliders, though, the rapidity of a particle
depends on its mass, so one has to be careful about whether one is talking about a light-like jet axis
or a massive jet when discussing the 𝐸-scheme. See further discussion in App. A.
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EMD𝛽,𝑅 Name Measure 𝑑𝑖𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝐵 Name Scheme 𝜆*
0 < 𝛽 < 1 Gen. 𝑘𝑡 min(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)
𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝛽
𝐸𝑖 Winner-take-all argmin(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)
𝛽 = 1 𝑘𝑇 min(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)
𝜃𝑖𝑗
𝑅
𝐸𝑖 Winner-take-all argmin(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)
𝛽 = 3
2
? 𝐸𝑖𝐸𝑗√
𝐸2𝑖+𝐸
2
𝑗
𝜃
3
2
𝑖𝑗
𝑅
3
2
𝐸𝑖 𝐸
2-scheme 𝐸
2
𝑗
𝐸2𝑖+𝐸
2
𝑗
𝛽 = 2 ? 𝐸𝑖𝐸𝑗
𝐸𝑖+𝐸𝑗
𝜃2𝑖𝑗
𝑅2
𝐸𝑖 𝐸-scheme
𝐸𝑗
𝐸𝑖+𝐸𝑗
𝛽 →∞ C/A 𝜃𝑖𝑗
2𝑅
1 ? 1
2
Table 2.5: Different sequential recombination measures 𝑑𝑖𝑗 and recombination schemes
𝜆* that emerge from an EMD formulation. A question mark indicates a method that,
to our knowledge, does not yet appear in the literature. The traditional definitions
of generalized 𝑘𝑡 and C/A require squaring 𝑑𝑖𝑗 and 𝑑𝑖𝐵. Note the factor of 2 in the
C/A effective jet radius parameter.
𝑑𝑖𝐵 and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 to refer to the EMD cost of rearrangement.
Lemma 2. As measured by the EMD, the closest (𝑀 − 1)-particle event to an 𝑀-
particle event has, without loss of generality, either:
(a) Two of the particles in the event merged together.
(b) One of the particles in the event removed.
Proof. Removing a particle from the event has some EMD cost 𝑑𝑖𝐵 and merging a
pair of particles has a some EMD cost 𝑑𝑖𝑗. To reduce the number of particles in
the event by one, one can either remove a particle or merge two particles. Altering
more than two particles by (re)moving fractions of additional particles always incurs
additional EMD costs. If there are multiple pairs that are zero distance apart, then
we can without loss of generality always choose to only merge one pair.
The two options in this lemma correspond precisely to the two possible actions
at each stage of a sequential recombination algorithm. The EMD cost of removing a
particle is always
𝑑𝑖𝐵 = 𝐸𝑖. (2.49)
If this is less than the cost of merging two particles together, then particle 𝑖 can be
identified as a jet. For one step of a sequential recombination (SR) procedure applied
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to an event ℰ with 𝑀 particles, we can express this step mathematically as:
𝒥 SR𝛽,𝑅(ℰ) = ℰ − argmin
ℰ ′∈𝒫𝑀−1
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ , ℰ ′). (2.50)
In our geometric picture, if the𝑀 particle event is “far away” from the (𝑀−1)-particle
manifold 𝒫𝑀−1, then the projected difference is a jet.
On the other hand, if the cost of merging two particles is less than any of the
particle energies, then the event is “close” to the (𝑀 − 1)-particle manifold. Consider
a pair of particles with energies 𝐸𝑖 and 𝐸𝑗 separated by a distance 𝜃𝑖𝑗. To find
the best (𝑀 − 1)-particle approximation, we want to merge these two particles into
one combined particle with energy 𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗. Because the EMD is a metric, the
optimal transportation plan must occur along a “geodesic” connecting the particles,
with particle 𝑖 moving a distance 𝜆 𝜃𝑖𝑗 and particle 𝑗 moving a distance (1 − 𝜆) 𝜃𝑖𝑗
for some 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1].10 Minimizing this cost with respect to 𝜆 yields both the cost of
merging those two particles as well as the optimal recombination scheme with which
to merge them. Because no energy is removed in this process, Eq. (2.50) yields a zero
energy jet, which we can interpret as no jet being found at this step of the sequential
recombination.
The cost of merging particles 𝑖 and 𝑗 depends on the jet radius parameter 𝑅 and
angular exponent 𝛽:
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = min
𝜆
[︃
𝐸𝑖
(︂
𝜆
𝜃𝑖𝑗
𝑅
)︂𝛽
+ 𝐸𝑗
(︂
(1− 𝜆) 𝜃𝑖𝑗
𝑅
)︂𝛽]︃
. (2.51)
For 𝛽 ≤ 1, the cost in Eq. (2.51) is minimized at the endpoints. This corresponds
to moving the less energetic particle the entire distance 𝜃𝑖𝑗 to the more energetic
particle, which is the precisely behavior of the winner-take-all recombination scheme.
For 𝛽 > 1, the optimal value 𝜆* can be found by differentiating Eq. (2.51) with respect
to 𝜆 and setting the result equal to zero. In general, the optimal recombination scheme
10This linear decomposition of the distance does not hold for a general ground metric. However,
it does hold when using the rapidity-azimuth distance, the opening-angle on the sphere, the small
angle limit of Eq. (2.4), or the improved 𝜃𝑖𝑗 distance with particle masses in App. A.
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has:
0 < 𝛽 ≤ 1 : 𝜆* = 1 if 𝐸𝑖 < 𝐸𝑗, else 0,
𝛽 > 1 : 𝜆* =
1
1 +
(︁
𝐸𝑖
𝐸𝑗
)︁ 1
𝛽−1
. (2.52)
To determine the actual cost, we substitute this 𝜆* back into Eq. (2.51):
𝛽 ≤ 1 : 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = min(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)
𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝛽
,
𝛽 > 1 : 𝑑𝑖𝑗 =
𝐸𝑖𝐸
𝛽
𝛽−1
𝑗 + 𝐸
𝛽
𝛽−1
𝑖 𝐸𝑗(︂
𝐸
1
𝛽−1
𝑖 + 𝐸
1
𝛽−1
𝑗
)︂𝛽 𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑗𝑅𝛽 . (2.53)
If all 𝑑𝑖𝑗 values in Eq. (2.53) are smaller than all particle energies in Eq. (2.49), then
the optimal transportation plan is to merge particles 𝑖 and 𝑗.
In this way, Eq. (2.50) takes an 𝑀 -particle event and returns a jet (with zero
energy if no actual jet is found) plus the remaining (𝑀 − 1)-particle approximation.
This corresponds exactly to one step of a sequential clustering procedure. Iterating
this procedure until 𝑀 = 1, we derive a sequential recombination jet algorithm,
where the jets correspond to all of the positive energy configurations obtained from
Eq. (2.50).
Many existing methods reside within the simple framework of Eq. (2.50). For
instance, 𝛽 = 1 corresponds to 𝑘𝑡 jet clustering with winner-take-all recombination.
The recombination scheme for 𝛽 = 2 is the 𝐸-scheme, whereas for 𝛽 = 3
2
it is the
𝐸2-scheme. Raising the distance measures to the 1/𝛽 power and taking the 𝛽 → ∞
limit, we obtain the C/A clustering metric, albeit with an effective jet radius that is
twice the 𝑅 parameter. There are also a number of methods, indicated as question
marks in Table 2.5, that emerge from this reasoning yet do not presently appear in
the literature. Exploring these new methods is an interesting avenue for future work.
Intriguingly, in this geometric picture, the distance measure 𝑑𝑖𝑗 and the recom-
bination scheme 𝜆* are paired by the 𝛽 parameter. A similar pairing was noted
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in Refs. [70, 161] in the context of choosing approximate axes for computing 𝑁 -
(sub)jettiness, and it would be interesting to explore the phenomenological implica-
tions of these paired choices for jet clustering. One sequential combination algorithm
that does not appear is anti-𝑘𝑡. Given that anti-𝑘𝑡 is a kind of hybrid between se-
quential recombination and cone algorithms, there may be a way to combine the logic
of Secs. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 to find a geometric phrasing of anti-𝑘𝑡. If successful, such
a geometric construction would likely illuminate the difference between exclusive jet
algorithms like XCone that find a fixed number of jets 𝑁 and inclusive jet algorithms
like anti-𝑘𝑡 that determine 𝑁 dynamically.
2.5 Pileup subtraction: Moving away from uniform
events
The LHC era has brought with it new collider data analysis challenges. One no-
table example is pileup mitigation [81], removing the diffuse soft contamination from
additional uncorrelated proton-proton collisions. The radiation from pileup interac-
tions is approximately uniform in the rapidity-azimuth plane, and several existing
pileup mitigation strategies seek to remove this uniform distribution of energy from
the event [35,76,79,80,162–166].
In this section, inspired by the approximate uniformity of pileup, we consider a
class of pileup removal procedures that can be described as “subtracting” a uniform
distribution of energy with density 𝜌, denoted 𝜌𝒰 , from a given event. We take
the pileup density per unit area 𝜌 to be given, for instance, by the area-median
approach [76]. Given an event flow ℰ , the subtracted distribution ℰ − 𝜌𝒰 is typically
not a valid energy flow, since the local energy density can go negative. Therefore, to
implement this principle at the level of energy distributions, we turn this logic around
and declare the corrected event ℰ𝐶 to be one that is as close as possible to the given
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Figure 2-8: A visualization of pileup subtraction in the space of events as moving away
from uniform radiation. This proceeds by finding the event ℰ𝐶 that, when combined
with uniform contamination 𝜌𝒰 , is most similar to the given event ℰ . Different pileup
mitigation strategies implement this removal in different ways. In the figure above, Ω
refers to the space of all energy flows and Ω + 𝜌𝑈 is a subset of that space obtained
by adding uniform contamination to every event configuration (shown as a separate
manifold for ease of visualization).
event ℰ when uniform radiation 𝜌𝒰 is added to it:
ℰ𝐶(ℰ , 𝜌) = argmin
ℰ ′∈Ω
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ ′ + 𝜌𝒰). (2.54)
Here, Ω refers to the complete space of energy flows, and the 𝑅 → ∞ limit of the
EMD from Eq. (2.23) enforces that the corrected distribution ℰ𝐶 has the correct total
energy.
As illustrated in Fig. 2-8, one can visualize Eq. (2.54) as a procedure that subtracts
a uniform component from the energy flow. To make contact with existing techniques,
we show that area-based Voronoi subtraction [76,77,157] and ghost-based constituent
subtraction [79] can be cast in the form of Eq. (2.54) in the low-pileup limit. We then
develop two new pileup mitigation techniques that have optimal transport interpreta-
tions even away from the low-pileup limit: Apollonius subtraction, which corresponds
to exactly implementing Eq. (2.54) for 𝛽 = 1, and iterated Voronoi subtraction, which
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repeatedly applies Eq. (2.54) with an infinitesimal 𝜌. Since pileup is characteristic of
a hadron collider, throughout this section we compute the EMD using particle trans-
verse momenta 𝑝𝑇,𝑖 and rapidity-azimuth coordinates ?^?𝑖 = (𝑦𝑖, 𝜑𝑖), with 𝜃𝑖𝑗 being the
rapidity-azimuth distance. Typically, pileup is taken to be uniform in a bounded
region of the plane (e.g. |𝑦| < 𝑦max), though the specifics will not significantly affect
our analysis. First, though, we establish an important lemma that justifies why the
corrected distribution ℰ𝐶 has a particle-like interpretation.
2.5.1 A property of semi-discrete optimal transport
There is a direct connection between pileup subtraction in Eq. (2.54) and semi-discrete
optimal transport [167]. Semi-discrete means that we are comparing a discrete energy
flow (i.e. one composed of individual particles) to a smooth distribution (i.e. uniform
pileup contamination).
Importantly, if ℰ is discrete, then the corrected distribution ℰ𝐶 will also be discrete.
This can be proved via the following lemma.
Lemma 3. ℰ𝐶 defined according to Eq. (2.54) is strictly contained in ℰ, where con-
tainment here means that ℰ − ℰ𝐶 is a valid distribution with non-negative particle
transverse momenta.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that ℰ𝐶 is defined according to Eq. (2.54)
has some support where ℰ does not. Let ℰ˜ be the distribution that ℰ𝐶 flows to when
ℰ𝐶+𝜌𝒰 is optimally transported to ℰ , noting that by definition, ℰ˜ must be contained
in ℰ . By the linear sum structure of Eq. (2.24) [168], we have the following relation:
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ𝐶 + 𝜌𝒰) = EMD𝛽(ℰ˜ , ℰ𝐶) + EMD𝛽(ℰ − ℰ˜ , 𝜌𝒰). (2.55)
Now using the following property of EMD𝛽 inherited fromWasserstein distances [167]:
EMD𝛽(ℰ ,ℱ) ≥ EMD𝛽(ℰ + 𝒢,ℱ + 𝒢), (2.56)
with equality if 𝛽 = 1 and the ground metric is Euclidean, we add ℰ˜ to both arguments
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of the last term in Eq. (2.55) and apply Eq. (2.56) to find:
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ𝐶 + 𝜌𝒰) ≥ EMD𝛽(ℰ˜ , ℰ𝐶) + EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ˜ + 𝜌𝒰). (2.57)
Now using that EMD𝛽(ℰ˜ , ℰ𝐶) > 0 by the assumption that they have different supports
as well as the non-negativity of the EMD, we find:
EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ𝐶 + 𝜌𝒰) > EMD𝛽(ℰ , ℰ˜ + 𝜌𝒰), (2.58)
which contradicts the assumption that ℰ𝐶 is found according to Eq. (2.54). Thus, we
conclude that ℰ𝐶 has no support outside of the support of ℰ , verifying the claim.
This lemma establishes that pileup mitigation strategies defined by Eq. (2.54)
act by scaling the energies of the particles in the original event ℰ , not by producing
new particles. Indeed, this is a desirable feature of many popular pileup mitigations
schemes, including two well-known methods that we describe next.
2.5.2 Voronoi area subtraction
Voronoi area subtraction [76, 77, 157] is a pileup mitigation technique that estimates
a particle’s pileup contamination by associating it with an area determined by its
corresponding Voronoi region, or the set of points in the plane closer to that particle
than any other [169]. Letting 𝐴Vor.𝑖 be the area of the Voronoi region of particle
𝑖, Voronoi subtraction then simply removes 𝜌𝐴Vor.𝑖 from each particle’s transverse
momentum, without letting the particle 𝑝𝑇 become negative. If 𝜌𝐴Vor.𝑖 ≥ 𝑝𝑇,𝑖 then
the particle is removed entirely. In Fig. 2-9a, we show the Voronoi regions for an
example jet recorded by the CMS detector [1, 170].
Voronoi area subtraction (VAS) can be thought of as carving up the uniform event
𝜌𝒰 according to the original event’s Voronoi diagram and transporting this energy
to the location of the corresponding particle, yielding the corrected energy flow:
ℰVAS(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
max
(︀
𝑝𝑇,𝑖 − 𝜌𝐴Vor.𝑖 , 0
)︀
𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖). (2.59)
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(a) Voronoi (b) Constituent Subtraction (c) Apollonius
Figure 2-9: Three pileup subtraction procedures shown for a jet from the 2011A CMS
Jet Primary Dataset. The jet constituents are shown as gray disks at their locations
in the rapidity-azimuth plane with sizes proportional to their transverse momenta.
The boundary is at a distance 𝑅 = 0.5 from the jet axis at the center. The Voronoi
diagram (a) is independent of 𝜌. The constituent subtraction (b) and Apollonius (c)
diagrams are determined using a 𝜌 that corresponds to subtracting one-tenth of the
total scalar 𝑝𝑇 of the jet.
Strictly speaking, Voronoi area subtraction does not satisfy exact IRC invariance (see
Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12)) and thus it cannot in general be written as operating on energy
flows. The reason is that an exact IRC splitting changes the number of Voronoi regions
as well as their areas. In order for Eq. (2.59) to be valid, we therefore assume that
particles with exactly zero transverse momentum are removed and exactly coincident
particles are combined before applying the Voronoi area subtraction procedure.
In the limit that 𝜌 ≤ 𝑝𝑇,𝑖/𝐴Vor.𝑖 for all particles 𝑖, the max in Eq. (2.59) evaluates
to just its first argument. In this case, since no particle is assigned a larger correction
than its own transverse momentum, the Voronoi diagram gives the optimal trans-
portation plan that minimizes the EMD of moving the uniform event with density 𝜌
onto the event of interest:
𝜌 ≤ min{︀𝑝𝑇,𝑖/𝐴Vor.𝑖 }︀ : ℰVAS = argmin
ℰ ′∈Ω
EMD1(ℰ , ℰ ′ + 𝜌𝒰). (2.60)
Thus, in this small-pileup limit, Eq. (2.59) agrees with Eq. (2.54) with 𝛽 = 1. Despite
this attractive geometric interpretation, Voronoi area subtraction beyond this limit is
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sensitive to arbitrarily soft particles: the amount that is subtracted depends only on
particle positions, through their Voronoi areas, and not their transverse momenta.
2.5.3 Constituent subtraction
Constituent subtraction [79] is another pileup mitigation method that resolves several
pathologies of Voronoi area subtraction by correcting the particles in a manner that
depends on both their positions and their transverse momenta.11 This comes at the
cost of requiring a fine grid of low energy “ghost” particles with 𝑝𝑔𝑇 = 𝜌𝐴
ghost, where
𝐴ghost is the area assigned to each ghost, as a proxy for the pileup contamination.
The algorithm is applied by considering the geometrically closest ghost-particle pair
𝑘, 𝑖 and modifying them via:
𝑝𝑇,𝑖 → max(𝑝𝑇,𝑖 − 𝑝𝑔𝑇,𝑘, 0), 𝑝𝑔𝑇,𝑘 → max(𝑝𝑔𝑇,𝑘 − 𝑝𝑇,𝑖, 0), (2.61)
continuing until all such pairs have been considered. Since the number of ghosts is
typically large in order to have fine angular granularity, this iteration through all
ghost-particle pairs can be computationally expensive.
Constituent subtraction (CS) in the continuum ghost limit can be geometrically
described by placing circles around each point in the rapidity-azimuth plane and
simultaneously increasing their radii. Each point in the plane is assigned to the
particle whose circle reaches it first. Circles stop growing when 𝐴CS𝑖 , the area assigned
to particle 𝑖, grows larger than 𝑝𝑇,𝑖/𝜌. We can write the resulting distribution as:
ℰCS(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
(︀
𝑝𝑇,𝑖 − 𝜌𝐴CS𝑖
)︀
𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖). (2.62)
Unlike naive Voronoi area subtraction, continuum constituent subtraction satisfies
exact IRC invariance, since a zero energy particle has zero 𝐴CS and an exact collinear
splitting yields two areas that sum to the original 𝐴CS. Constituent subtraction is
11In this discussion, we focus on the 𝛼 = 0 case of constituent subtraction, as recommended by
Ref. [79].
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also better suited for intermediate values of 𝜌, where particles can be fully removed,
since further corrections are distributed to the next closest particle instead of being
ignored as in Voronoi area subtraction.
Due to the complicated shapes of the corresponding regions, it is difficult to de-
scribe the areas 𝐴CS𝑖 analytically and in practice they need to be estimated using
numerical ghosts. An example of constituent subtraction is shown in Fig. 2-9b, where
it can be seen that some region boundaries are straight and thus contained in the
Voronoi diagram of Fig. 2-9a. Indeed, growing circles from a set of points and assign-
ing points in the plane according to which circle reaches them first is another way of
describing the construction of a Voronoi diagram. Regions with circular boundaries
correspond to softer particles that are fully subtracted by the constituent subtraction
procedure.
When 𝜌 is sufficiently small such that no particle’s region has a circular boundary
(i.e. no circle stops growing), constituent subtraction is exactly equivalent to Voronoi
area subtraction. Constituent subtraction in the low-pileup limit is then also equiva-
lent to optimally transporting the uniform event with density 𝜌 to the event of interest
and subtracting accordingly, again in line with Eq. (2.54) with 𝛽 = 1:
𝜌 ≤ min{︀𝑝𝑇,𝑖/𝐴Vor.𝑖 }︀ : ℰCS = argmin
ℰ ′∈Ω
EMD1(ℰ , ℰ ′ + 𝜌𝒰). (2.63)
Constituent subtraction can also be extended with a Δ𝑅max parameter to restrict
ghosts from affecting distant particles. Our geometric formalism can also encompass
this locality by re-introducing the 𝑅-parameter to the EMD in Eq. (2.63) with 𝑅 =
Δ𝑅max.
2.5.4 Apollonius subtraction
Voronoi area subtraction and constituent subtraction both make contact with Eq. (2.54)
in the small-𝜌 limit, but we would like to explore pileup subtraction based on opti-
mal transport for all values of 𝜌. By Lemma 3, we know that the corrected event
is contained in the original event, and by the decomposition properties of the EMD
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in Eq. (2.55), we only need to consider the transport of 𝜌𝒰 to ℰ . Since the total
transverse momenta of 𝜌𝒰 and ℰ are generally different, this is now an example of a
semi-discrete, unbalanced optimal transport problem [171,172].
The problem of minimizing the EMD between a uniform distribution and an event
is solved, for general 𝛽, by a generalized Laguerre diagram [172]. For the special case
of 𝛽 = 1, which we focus on here, this is also known as the Apollonius diagram
(or additively weighted Voronoi diagram) [167, 173, 174], and for 𝛽 = 2 it is a power
diagram [175]. An Apollonius diagram in the plane is constructed from a set of points
?^?𝑖 that each carry a non-negative weight 𝑤𝑖 that is the 𝑖th component of a vector
w ∈ R𝑀+ . In the two-dimensional Euclidean plane, the Apollonius region associated
to particle 𝑖 depending on w is:
𝑅Apoll.𝑖 (w) =
{︀
?^? ∈ R2 ⃒⃒ ‖?^?− ?^?𝑖‖ − 𝑤𝑖 ≤ ‖?^?− ?^?𝑗‖ − 𝑤𝑗, ∀ 𝑗 ̸= 𝑖}︀ , (2.64)
where particle indices 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . ,𝑀 and ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm. One interpre-
tation of Eq. (2.64) is that region 𝑖 is all points closer to a circle of radius 𝑤𝑖 centered
at ?^?𝑖 than to the corresponding circle for any other particle. The boundaries of the
Apollonius regions are contained in the set {?^? ∈ R2 | ‖?^?− ?^?𝑖‖− ‖?^?− ?^?𝑗‖ = 𝑤𝑖−𝑤𝑗},
which is a union of hyperbolic segments. Note that adding the same constant to all
of the weights does not change the resulting Apollonius diagram. Hence, if all the
weights are equal, they can equivalently be set to zero and we attain the Voronoi
diagram as a limiting case of an Apollonius diagram.
We can now specify the action of Apollonius subtraction on an event using the
areas of the Apollonius regions subject to the minimal EMD requirement:
ℰApoll.(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
(︁
𝑝𝑇,𝑖 − 𝜌𝐴Apoll.𝑖 (w*)
)︁
𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖), (2.65)
w* = argmin
w∈R𝑀+
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
EMD1,𝑅
(︁
{𝑝𝑇,𝑖, ?^?𝑖}, 𝜌𝑅Apoll.𝑖 (w)
)︁
, (2.66)
treating 𝜌𝑅Apoll.𝑖 (w) as an event with uniform energy density 𝜌 in that Apollonius
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region. Here, Eq. (2.65) is analogous to Eqs. (2.59) and (2.62), and Eq. (2.66) im-
plements the requirement that the EMD of the subtraction is minimal. Note that
the 𝑅 parameter in Eq. (2.66) serves only to guarantee that it is more efficient to
transport energy rather than create/destroy it. As long as 2𝑅 is greater than the
diameter of the space, 𝑅 has no impact on the solution other than to guarantee that
𝜌𝐴Apoll.𝑖 (w
*) does not exceed 𝑝𝑇,𝑖, as this would be less efficient than transporting the
excess energy elsewhere. An example of an Apollonius diagram is shown in Fig. 2-9c,
where hyperbolic boundaries of the Apollonius regions are clearly seen in the outer
part of the jet and straight boundaries, matching those of the Voronoi diagram, are
seen near the core.
In this way, Apollonius subtraction generalizes Voronoi area and constituent sub-
traction beyond the small-pileup limit, directly implementing Eq. (2.54) for 𝛽 = 1 for
all values of 𝜌:
ℰApoll. = argmin
ℰ ′∈Ω
EMD1(ℰ , ℰ ′ + 𝜌𝒰). (2.67)
While the optimal solution in Eq. (2.66) is based on an unbalanced optimal transport
problem, the restatement in Eq. (2.67) corresponds to balanced transport. This same
connection underpins Lemma 3, guaranteeing that the corrected event in Eq. (2.65)
involves the same 𝑀 directions as the original event, just with different weights.
To turn Eq. (2.67) into a practical algorithm, we would need an efficient way to
compute the weights according to Eq. (2.66). While Refs. [171,172] have developed the
theoretical framework of semi-discrete, unbalanced optimal transport needed to solve
this convex minimization problem, they stop short of describing easily-implementable
algorithms to attain practical solutions. In order to create Fig. 2-9c, we were limited
to using numerical ghosts to directly solve for the transport plan that minimizes the
EMD cost of subtracting the uniform energy component from the event, which is too
computationally costly for LHC applications.
If the target areas 𝐴Apoll.𝑖 are previously specified, then the solution to Eq. (2.66)
simplifies [167]. Given that the areas depend nontrivially on the resulting weight
vector, though, the only case where we know them ahead of time is when 𝜌 is such that
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all of the energy will be exactly subtracted, in which case 𝐴Apoll.𝑖 = 𝑝𝑇,𝑖/𝜌. Though
this is not so useful for pileup, where we typically want to subtract an amount of
energy less than the total, it does indicate that an Apollonius diagram can be found
and used to compute the event isotropy from Sec. 2.3.1 without the use of numerical
ghosts. We leave the implementation of such a procedure to future work, though
we note that Ref. [167] has already built an implementation that relies on numerical
ghosts to estimate the areas of the Apollonius regions rather than solving for them
analytically.
2.5.5 Iterated Voronoi subtraction
Given the difficulty of analytically solving Eq. (2.66) and thus implementing Apol-
lonius subtraction, we now develop an alternative method called iterated Voronoi
subtraction that gives up a global notion of minimizing EMD but retains a local
one. In all three methods described above, the difficulty comes when a particle is re-
moved in the course of subtracting pileup. Otherwise, the above methods all reduce
to subtracting transverse momentum according to the Voronoi areas of the regions
corresponding to the particles, as in Eq. (2.60). This suggests a procedure in which
pileup is subtracted according to Eq. (2.54) an infinitesimal amount at a time, thus
ensuring that Eq. (2.60) can be used at every stage of the procedure.
The area of the Voronoi cell of particle 𝑖 is now a function of the total amount
of energy density that has been subtracted thus far, a quantity that starts at zero
and will be integrated up to the target 𝜌tot over the course of the procedure. When a
particle loses all of its transverse momentum, it is removed from the Voronoi diagram
and is considered to have zero area associated to it. The removal of a particle from
the diagram changes the Voronoi regions of all of its neighbors, and their areas are
updated accordingly. Denoting the area associated to particle 𝑖 after 𝜌 worth of energy
density has been subtracted as 𝐴IVS𝑖 (𝜌), we can write the corrected distribution for
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iterated Voronoi subtraction (IVS) as:
ℰIVS(?^?) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
(︃
𝑝𝑇,𝑖 −
∫︁ 𝜌tot
0
𝑑𝜌𝐴IVS𝑖 (𝜌)
)︃
𝛿(?^?− ?^?𝑖). (2.68)
Unlike Eqs. (2.65) and (2.66), Eq. (2.68) naturally lends itself to a simple and
efficient implementation. We can iteratively solve for 𝐴IVS𝑖 (𝜌) using the fact that
the areas correspond to Voronoi regions, and furthermore that these regions change
only when a particle is removed. Let ℰ (0) be the initial event consisting of particles
with transverse momenta 𝑝(0)𝑇,𝑖 in Voronoi regions with area 𝐴
(0)
𝑖 . We subtract a total
energy density 𝜌tot by breaking up the integral in Eq. (2.68) starting with 𝜌(0) = 0
and determining the boundaries from:
𝜌(𝑛) = max
{︃
𝜌
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ 0 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 𝜌tot −
𝑛−1∑︁
𝑖=0
𝜌(𝑖) s.t. 𝜌𝐴(𝑛−1)𝑗 ≤ 𝑝(𝑛−1)𝑇,𝑗 ∀ 𝑗
}︃
, (2.69)
where 𝑛 starts at 1 and goes up to at most 𝑀 . The values of 𝜌(𝑛) can be expressed
simply as:
𝜌(𝑛) = min
(︃
min
{︃
𝑝
(𝑛−1)
𝑇,𝑗
𝐴
(𝑛−1)
𝑗
}︃
, 𝜌tot −
𝑛−1∑︁
𝑖=0
𝜌(𝑖)
)︃
, (2.70)
where the inner minimum is taken over all remaining particles with 𝑝(𝑛−1)𝑇,𝑗 > 0.
The updated particle momenta from each piece of the integral in Eq. (2.68) are
then:
𝑝
(𝑛)
𝑇,𝑖 = 𝑝
(𝑛−1)
𝑇,𝑖 − 𝜌(𝑛)𝐴(𝑛−1)𝑖 , (2.71)
and a particle is considered removed if its transverse momentum is zero, in which case
it is also considered to have zero area. The areas 𝐴(𝑛)𝑖 are determined by the Voronoi
diagram of ℰ (𝑛). The above procedure terminates either when the total amount of
energy density removed is equal to 𝜌tot or there are no more particles left in the event.
Thus, iterated Voronoi subtraction makes contact with the geometric perspective of
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Eq. (2.54), applying it in infinitesimal increments, resulting in the discrete steps:
ℰ (𝑛)IVS = argminℰ ′∈Ω EMD1(ℰ
(𝑛−1), ℰ ′ + 𝜌(𝑛) 𝒰). (2.72)
Said another way, this is simply a repeated application of Voronoi area subtraction:
subtract until a particle reaches zero momentum, and repeat until the desired energy
density has been removed.
Iterated Voronoi subtraction is made even more attractive computationally when
one considers that the Voronoi diagram of ℰ (𝑛) does not need to be recomputed from
scratch. Rather, it can be obtained from the Voronoi diagram of ℰ (𝑛−1) by removing
a site and updating only the neighboring regions. Thus, we only need to construct
the Voronoi diagram of ℰ (0) and each removal can be done in constant (amortized)
time as the average number of neighbors of any cell is no more than 6 [169]. We have
constructed an implementation of iterated Voronoi subtraction that interfaces with
FastJet and will explore its phenomenological properties in future work.
2.6 Theory space
When do two theories give rise to similar signatures? In this section, we seek to
generalize the intuition behind the EMD to obtain a metric between theories using
their predicted cross sections in energy flow space. A construction of such a distance
and the induced “theory space” is conceptually useful and, in fact, naturally underpins
several recently introduced techniques for collider physics.
We introduce the cross section mover’s distance (ΣMD) as a metric for the space
of theories. Here, we treat a “theory” as an ensemble of event energy flows with
corresponding cross sections, encompassing both the predictions of quantum field
theories as well as the structure of collider datasets. To accomplish this, we again use
an EMD-like construction, except the ΣMD uses the EMD itself as the “angles” and
the event cross sections as the “energies”, as mentioned in Table 2.2. The resulting
space of theories with the ΣMD as a metric is illustrated in Fig. 2-10. Interestingly,
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Figure 2-10: An illustration of the space of theories. Each point in the space is a
“theory”: a distribution over (or collection of) events, as indicated by the blue point.
The distance between theories is quantified by the ΣMD, giving rise to a metric space.
Ref. [176] also put a metric on theory space by using the Fisher information matrix.
2.6.1 Introducing a distance between theories
A “theory” 𝒯 is taken to be a (finite, for now) set of events with associated cross
sections {(ℰ𝑖, 𝜎𝑖)}𝑁𝑖=1. We can equivalently view 𝒯 as a distribution over the space of
event configurations ℰ :
𝒯 (ℰ) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜎𝑖 𝛿(ℰ − ℰ𝑖). (2.73)
In the case of unweighted events, the cross sections are simply 𝜎𝑖 = 1/ℒ, where ℒ is
the total integrated luminosity. One can think of these 𝑁 events as being produced
by a perfect event generator or measured by a perfect collider experiment in the
context of this theory. In the ℒ → ∞ or 𝑁 →∞ limit, Eq. (2.73) becomes a smooth
distribution.
The ΣMD is the minimum “work” required to rearrange one theory 𝒯 into another
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𝒯 ′ by moving cross section ℱ𝑖𝑗 from event 𝑖 in one theory to event 𝑗 in the other:
ΣMD𝛾,𝑆;𝛽,𝑅(𝒯 , 𝒯 ′) = min{ℱ𝑖𝑗≥0}
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑁 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
ℱ𝑖𝑗
(︂
EMD𝛽,𝑅(ℰ𝑖, ℰ ′𝑗)
𝑆
)︂𝛾
+
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜎𝑖 −
𝑁 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝜎′𝑗
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ ,
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
ℱ𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝜎′𝑗,
𝑁 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
ℱ𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝜎𝑖,
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑁 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
ℱ𝑖𝑗 = min
(︃
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜎𝑖,
𝑁 ′∑︁
𝑗=1
𝜎′𝑗
)︃
. (2.74)
Here, 𝑖 and 𝑗 index the events in theories 𝒯 and 𝒯 ′, respectively. The parameter 𝑆,
which has the same units as the EMD, controls the relative importance of the two
terms, analogous to the jet radius parameter 𝑅 in the EMD. We have also introduced
a possible 𝛾 exponent, analogous to the 𝛽 angular exponent in the EMD.
The ΣMD has dimensions of cross section, where the first term quantifies the
difference in event distributions and the second term accounts for the creation or
destruction of cross section. For 𝛾 > 0, it is a true metric as long as the underlying
EMD is a metric and 2𝑆 is larger than the largest attainable EMD between two
events.12 In the limit as 𝑆 → ∞, the ΣMD reduces simply to the difference in total
cross section between the two theories. The natural continuum notion of Eq. (2.74)
can be used whenever such an analysis is analytically tractable.
The ΣMD from a theory to itself is zero in the continuum limit or with infinite
data. Further, two theories that differ in their Lagrangians yet give rise to identical
scattering cross sections for all energy flows will have a ΣMD of zero. This includes,
for instance, theories that are equivalent up to field redefinitions [177] or rearrange-
ments of the asymptotic states [178–180]. Finally, if two theories have any observable
differences in energy flow, then the ΣMD between them will be non-zero. Note that
the ΣMD inherits the flavor and charge insensitivity of the EMD, but it is interest-
ing to consider extending the ΣMD to account for additional quantum numbers that
particles may carry.
12The analogous discussion to footnote 1 holds for 𝛾 > 1.
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2.6.2 Jet quenching via quantile matching
Quantile matching [85] is an analysis strategy to study the modification of jets as
they traverse the quark-gluon plasma in heavy-ion collisions. We now show that,
surprisingly, this technique can be cast naturally in a ΣMD formulation. The opti-
mal “theory moving” transport between two otherwise-equivalent datasets provides a
proxy for the jet modification by the quark-gluon plasma.
Intuitively, the idea is to select a set of statistically equivalent jets from both
proton-proton (pp) collisions and heavy-ion (AA) collisions. This gives a snapshot
of jets and their energies before and after modification by the quark-gluon plasma,
respectively. Such a selection can be achieved by selecting jets with the same up-
per cumulative effective cross section, after appropriately normalizing the AA cross
section to account for the average number of nucleon-nucleon collisions.
With such a selection, a quantile matching can be used to specify 𝑝quant𝑇 for a given
heavy-ion jet with reconstructed transverse momentum 𝑝AA𝑇 :
Σeffpp(𝑝
quant
𝑇 ) ≡ ΣeffAA(𝑝AA𝑇 ), (2.75)
where 𝑝quant𝑇 gives a proxy for the jet 𝑝𝑇 prior to modification by the quark-gluon
plasma. The ratio between the heavy-ion and proton-proton jet transverse momentum
in the same quantile then gives a physically-motivated quantification of the medium
jet modification.
𝑄AA(𝑝
quant
𝑇 ) =
𝑝AA𝑇
𝑝quant𝑇
. (2.76)
We now turn to explaining the intriguing connection between this quantile match-
ing procedure and the ΣMD through optimal transport. We use transverse momenta
in place of energies and take 𝑅→∞ in Eq. (2.2), where the EMD becomes simply the
difference in jet transverse momenta. Further, we set 𝛾 = 1 and 𝑆 = 1 in Eq. (2.74)
and note that the normalization of the cross sections makes the second term in that
equation vanish.
The theory moving problem now becomes a simple one-dimensional optimal trans-
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port problem of moving the pp jet 𝑝𝑇 distribution to the AA jet 𝑝𝑇 distribution.
Remarkably, this is mathematically equivalent to quantile matching. We use the no-
tation TM to represent the optimal theory movement ℱ* in the ΣMD. Letting 𝒯AA
be the set of heavy-ion jets and 𝒯pp be the set of proton-proton jets, we have that:
𝑝quant𝑇 = TM (𝒯AA, 𝒯pp) [𝑝AA𝑇 ], (2.77)
where we can define this formally using a “ghost” heavy-ion jet with transverse mo-
mentum 𝑝AA𝑇 and infinitesimal cross section 𝜎 ∼ 0.
Quantile matching can therefore be seen as a matching induced by the optimal
theory movement between the heavy-ion and proton-proton jets. In this sense, it
operationally defines the modification by the quark-gluon plasma in terms of the
theory-movement of the jet transverse momentum spectrum. It would be interesting
to follow this connection further and explore this procedure using the full EMD be-
yond the 𝑅 → ∞ limit to study the medium modification as a function of the jet
substructure.
2.6.3 Event clustering and coresets
One of the essential unsupervised methods for probing a dataset is to analyze its
complexity. A method to do this for collider physics datasets is that of 𝑘-eventiness,
recently introduced in Ref. [1]. Here, one seeks to find 𝑘 representative events that
minimize the EMD from each event in the dataset to the nearest representative event:
𝒱(𝛾)𝑘 = min𝒦1,...,𝒦𝑘
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝜎𝑖min{EMD(ℰ𝑖,𝒦1)𝛾,EMD(ℰ𝑖,𝒦2)𝛾, . . . ,EMD(ℰ𝑖,𝒦𝑘)𝛾}, (2.78)
where we have dropped the 𝛽 and 𝑅 subscripts on EMD for compactness. The value
of 𝒱𝑘 probes how well the dataset is approximated by the 𝑘 events. This gives rise to
the notion of 𝒱𝑘 as the “𝑘-eventiness” of the dataset, in analogy with 𝑁 -(sub)jettiness,
where smaller values of 𝒱𝑘 indicate better approximations.
From a geometric perspective, 𝒱𝑘 is the smallest ΣMD to the manifold of 𝑘-event
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datasets. Analogous to Eq. (2.24), we can introduce the 𝑆 →∞ version of the ΣMD:
ΣMD𝛾(𝒯 , 𝒯 ′) = lim
𝑆→∞
𝑆𝛾 ΣMD𝛾,𝑆(𝒯 , 𝒯 ′), (2.79)
which yields an infinite distances between theories of different total cross sections.
Following the identical logic to Secs. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we have:
𝒱(𝛾)𝑘 = min|𝒯 ′|=𝑘ΣMD𝛾(𝒯 , 𝒯
′). (2.80)
Here, we use the | · | notation to count the number of events in 𝒯 ′. Just like for
𝑁 -(sub)jettiness, different values of 𝛾 highlight different aspects of theory space ge-
ometry.
Following the logic in Sec. 2.4.1 of lifting the𝑁 -jettiness observable into the XCone
jet algorithm, we can lift 𝑘-eventiness into an event clustering algorithm. The repre-
sentative events 𝒦 (i.e. the point of closest approach on the 𝑘-event manifold), has
the interpretation of the “𝑘-geometric-medians” for 𝛾 = 1 or “𝑘-means” for 𝛾 = 2.
For practical applications, it is often convenient to restrict the representative events
to be within the dataset 𝒯 , i.e. the “𝑘-medoids”, giving only an approximate value of
𝒱𝑘. While the full problem of finding the representative jets may be computationally
intractable, fast approximations to find the medoids exist and have been explored in
Ref. [1].
Inspired by Sec. 2.4.2, one might consider implementing sequential clustering al-
gorithms by iterating ΣMD computations to approximate 𝑀 events with 𝑀 − 1
events and so forth. Such a clustering may be helpful for rigorous data compression
of large collider datasets or, if implemented efficiently, for tasks such as triggering.
These ideas are closely related to the notion of finding a coreset (see Ref. [181] for a
recent review), for which techniques from quantum information and quantum compu-
tation may also find use [182]. Additionally, Ref. [183] uses the Wasserstein metric to
construct “measure coresets” that take into account the underlying data distribution
and which may prove useful for high-energy physics applications. We leave further
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exploration of theory geometry and theory space algorithms to future work.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have explored the metric space of collider events from a theoret-
ical perspective. Beginning from the EMD between final states, namely the “work”
required to rearrange one into another, we have cast a multitude of diverse collider
algorithms and analysis techniques in a geometric language. First, we connected this
metric to the fundamental notion of IRC safety in massless quantum field theories,
with the EMD providing a sharp language to define IRC safety and even Sudakov
safety. We extended this connection by highlighting that a wide variety of collider
observables, including thrust and 𝑁 -jettiness, can be cast as distances between events
and manifolds in this space. Further, we demonstrated that many jet clustering al-
gorithms, such as exclusive cone finding and sequential clustering, can be exactly
derived in full detail from the simple principle that jets are the best 𝑁 -particle ap-
proximation to the event. Even pileup mitigation techniques developed to face the
LHC-era challenge of high luminosity running can be cast in the language of sub-
tracting a uniform radiation pattern, connecting this field to semidiscrete unbalanced
optimal transport. Finally, we generalized our reasoning to define a distance between
“theories” as sets of events with cross sections, proving a new lens to understand sev-
eral existing techniques and a roadmap for future developments in the geometry of
theory space.
From the perspective of massless quantum field theories, our metric space of events
is the natural space for understanding observables, as the only truly observable quan-
tities are IRC safe. More speculatively, it would be interesting to circumvent the
(unphysical) particle-level stage of calculations and make theoretical predictions di-
rectly in the space of events. Understanding and expanding in this direction would
require natural notions of volume and integration in this space, perhaps aided by
recent developments in Wasserstein spaces [184–187], though we leave this fascinat-
ing exploration to future work. Nonetheless, it has already been established that
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the energy flows themselves obey factorization theorems in effective field theory con-
texts [26], and give rise to rich behavior in correlators [16,37,188,189]. Going directly
from first principles and symmetries to observables (i.e. energy flows, not particles)
suggests a natural extension to the philosophy driving the present scattering ampli-
tudes program (see Refs. [177, 190, 191] for reviews). It is also interesting to extend
this logic to massive quantum field theories where observable quantities can depend on
flavor and charge. One promising strategy is to treat events as collections of objects
(jets, electrons, muons, etc.) and to use a ground distance that penalizes converting
one type of object into another [192]. Alternatively, it may be possible to find an
EMD variant that mimics the flavor-sensitive clustering behavior of Ref. [193].
It is also useful to discuss these developments in the broader context of machine
learning and the physical sciences [142, 194, 195]. Typically, problems in the natural
sciences can be cast as machine learning problems such as classification and regression,
whereby the relevant tools from machine learning can be applied to achieve improved
performance on those tasks. It is far rarer for machine learning to enhance our
theoretical or conceptual understanding of physics directly. This story provides an
interesting case where new insights and questions exposed by machine learning have
impacted purely theoretical and phenomenological collider physics. The question
of when two collider events are similar, for which the EMD was introduced, was
originally motivated by unsupervised learning methods and autoencoders [196–199],
which require a distance matrix or reconstruction loss. By providing an answer to
this simple question, which itself involved familiar machine learning tools such as
optimal transport, we uncovered a new mathematical formalism to better understand
and express concepts in quantum field theory and collider physics. We hope that this
will be just one example of many future profound insights into the natural sciences
facilitated by this perspective.
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Chapter 3
A Basis of Infrared- and
Collinear-Safe Observables
3.1 Introduction
Jet substructure is the analysis of radiation patterns and particle distributions within
the collimated sprays of particles (jets) emerging from high-energy collisions [200–
204]. Jet substructure is central to many analyses at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), finding applications in both Standard Model measurements [205–218] and in
searches for physics beyond the Standard Model [219–242]. An enormous catalog
of jet substructure observables has been developed to tackle specific collider physics
tasks [142,243–246], such as the identification of boosted heavy particles or the clas-
sification of quark- from gluon-initiated jets.
The space of possible jet substructure observables is formidable, with few known
complete and systematic organizations. Previous efforts to define classes of observ-
ables around organizing principles include: the jet energy moments and related
Zernike polynomials to classify energy flow observables [247]; a pixelated jet im-
age [248] to represent energy deposits in a calorimeter; the energy correlation func-
tions (ECFs) [95] to highlight the 𝑁 -prong substructure of jets; the generalized energy
correlation functions (ECFGs) [97] based around soft-collinear power counting [96];
and a set of 𝑁 -subjettiness observables [65, 68, 69] to capture 𝑁 -body phase space
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information [145]. With any of these representations, there is no simple method
to combine individual observables, so one typically uses sophisticated multivariate
techniques such as neural networks to fully access the information contained in sev-
eral observables [31,145,249–263]. Furthermore, the sense in which these sets “span”
the space of jet substructure is often unclear, sometimes relying on the existence of
complicated nonlinear functions to map observables to kinematic phase space.
In this chapter, we introduce a powerful set of jet substructure observables or-
ganized directly around the principle of infrared and collinear (IRC) safety. These
observables are multiparticle energy correlators with specific angular structures which
directly result from IRC safety. Since they trace their lineage to the hadronic energy
flow analysis of Ref. [8], we call these observables the energy flow polynomials (EFPs)
and we refer to the set of EFPs as the energy flow basis. In the language of Ref. [8],
the EFPs can be viewed as a discrete set of 𝐶-correlators, though our analysis is
independent from the original 𝐶-correlator logic. Crucially, the EFPs form a lin-
ear basis of all IRC-safe observables, making them suitable for a wide variety of jet
substructure contexts where linear methods are applicable.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between EFPs and loopless multigraphs,
which helps to visualize and calculate the EFPs. A multigraph is a graph where any
two vertices can be connected by multiple edges; in this context, a loop is an edge
from a vertex to itself, while a closed chain of edges is instead referred to as a cycle.
For a multigraph 𝐺 with 𝑁 vertices and edges (𝑘, ℓ) ∈ 𝐺, the corresponding EFP
takes the form:
EFP𝐺 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝑧𝑖1 · · · 𝑧𝑖𝑁
∏︁
(𝑘,ℓ)∈𝐺
𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ , (3.1)
where the jet consists of 𝑀 particles, 𝑧𝑖 ≡ 𝐸𝑖/
∑︀𝑀
𝑗=1𝐸𝑗 is the energy fraction carried
by particle 𝑖, and 𝜃𝑖𝑗 is the angular distance between particles 𝑖 and 𝑗. The precise
definitions of 𝐸𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖𝑗 will depend on the collider context, with energy and spherical
(𝜃, 𝜑) coordinates typically used for 𝑒+𝑒− collisions, and transverse momentum 𝑝𝑇 and
rapidity-azimuth (𝑦, 𝜑) coordinates for hadronic collisions. For brevity, we often use
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the multigraph 𝐺 to represent the formula for EFP𝐺 in Eq. (3.1), e.g.:
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖4=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖5=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝑧𝑖4𝑧𝑖5𝜃𝑖1𝑖2𝜃𝑖2𝑖3𝜃𝑖1𝑖3𝜃𝑖1𝑖4𝜃𝑖1𝑖5𝜃
2
𝑖4𝑖5
. (3.2)
This chapter is a self-contained introduction to the energy flow basis, with the
following organization. Sec. 3.2 contains a general overview of the EFPs, with more
detailed descriptions of Eq. (3.1) and the correspondence to multigraphs. We also
discuss a few different choices of measure for 𝑧𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖𝑗. As already mentioned, EFPs
are a special case of 𝐶-correlators [8], so not surprisingly, we find a close relationship
between EFPs and other classes of observables that are themselves 𝐶-correlators,
including jet mass, ECFs [95], certain generalized angularities [141], and energy dis-
tribution moments [247]. We also highlight features of the EFPs which are less well-
known in the 𝐶-correlator-based literature.
In Sec. 3.3, we give a detailed derivation of the EFPs as an (over)complete linear
basis of all IRC-safe observables in the case of massless particles. Because this section
is rather technical, it can be omitted on a first reading, though the logic just amounts
to systematically imposing the constraints of IRC safety. In Sec. 3.3.1, we use an
independent (and arguably more transparent) logic from Ref. [8] to show that any
IRC-safe observable can be written as a linear combination of 𝐶-correlators:
𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐸𝑖1 · · ·𝐸𝑖𝑁 𝑓𝑁(𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ), (3.3)
where 𝑓𝑁 is an angular weighting function that is only a function of the particle
directions 𝑝𝜇𝑖 = 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 /𝐸𝑖 (and not their energies 𝐸𝑖). To derive Eq. (3.3), we use the
Stone-Weierstrass theorem [264] to expand an arbitrary IRC-safe observable in poly-
nomials of particle energies, and then directly impose IRC safety and particle rela-
beling invariance. In Sec. 3.3.2, we determine the angular structures of the EFPs by
expanding 𝑓𝑁 in terms of a discrete set of polynomials in pairwise angular distances.
Remarkably, the discrete set of polynomials appearing in this expansion is in one-
to-one correspondence with the set of non-isomorphic multigraphs, which facilitates
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indexing the EFPs by multigraphs to encode the geometric structure in Eq. (3.1).
In Sec. 3.4, we investigate the complexity of computing EFPs. Naively, Eq. (3.1)
has complexity 𝒪(𝑀𝑁) due to the 𝑁 nested sums over 𝑀 particles. However, the
rich analytic structure of Eq. (3.1) and the graph representations of EFPs allow
for numerous algorithmic speedups. Any EFP with a disconnected graph can be
computed as the product of the EFPs corresponding to its connected components.
Furthermore, we find that the Variable Elimination (VE) algorithm [265] can be used
to vastly speed up the computation of many EFPs compared to the naive 𝒪(𝑀𝑁)
algorithm. VE uses the factorability of the summand to systematically determine a
more efficient order for performing nested sums. For instance, all tree graphs can be
computed in 𝒪(𝑀2) using VE. As an explicit example, consider an EFP with naive
𝒪(𝑀6) scaling:
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝜃𝑖1𝑖2
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑧𝑖3𝜃𝑖1𝑖3
)︃2(︃ 𝑀∑︁
𝑖4=1
𝑧𝑖4𝜃𝑖2𝑖4
)︃2
. (3.4)
The quantities in parentheses are computable in 𝒪(𝑀2), since they are length𝑀 lists
with each element a sum over 𝑀 objects, making the overall expression in Eq. (3.4)
computable in 𝒪(𝑀2). The efficient computation of the EFPs overcomes one of the
main previous challenges in using higher-𝑁 multiparticle correlators in collider physics
applications.1
In Sec. 3.5, we perform numerical linear regression with EFPs for various jet
observables. The linear spanning nature of the energy flow basis means that any
IRC-safe observable 𝒮 can be linearly approximated by EFPs, which we write as:
𝒮 ≃
∑︁
𝐺∈𝒢
𝑠𝐺 EFP𝐺, (3.5)
for some finite set of multigraphs 𝒢 and some real coefficients 𝑠𝐺. One might worry
1Sadly, fully-connected graphs, which correspond to the original ECFs [95], cannot be simplified
using VE.
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that the number of EFPs needed to achieve convergence could be intractably large.
In practice, though, we find that the required set of 𝒢 needed for convergence is
rather reasonable in a variety of jet contexts. While we find excellent convergence for
IRC-safe observables, regressing with IRC-unsafe observables does not work as well,
demonstrating the importance of IRC safety for the energy flow basis.
In Sec. 3.6, we perform another test of Eq. (3.5) by using linear classification with
EFPs to distinguish signal from background jets. We consider three representative jet
tagging problems: quark/gluon classification, boosted 𝑊 tagging, and boosted top
tagging. In this study, the observable appearing on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.5) is the
optimal IRC-safe discriminant for the two classes of jets. Remarkably, linear classifi-
cation with EFPs performs comparably to multivariate machine learning techniques,
such as jet images with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [31, 248, 254–256] or
dense neural networks (DNNs) with a complete set of𝑁 -subjettiness observables [145].
Both the linear regression and classification models have few or no hyperparameters,
illustrating the power and simplicity of linear learning methods combined with our
fully general linear basis for IRC-safe jet substructure.
Our conclusions are presented in Sec. 3.7, where we highlight the relevance of the
energy flow basis to machine learning and discuss potential future applications and
developments. A review of 𝐶-correlators and additional tagging plots are left to the
appendices.
3.2 Energy flow polynomials
IRC-safe observables have long been of theoretical and experimental interest because
observables which lack IRC safety are not well defined [48, 49, 54, 55], or require ad-
ditional care to calculate [58, 60, 106, 266, 267], in perturbative quantum chromody-
namics (pQCD). More broadly, though, IRC safety is a simple and natural organizing
principle for high-energy physics observables, since IRC-safe observables probe the
high-energy structure of an event while being insensitive to low-energy and collinear
modifications. IRC safety is also an important property experimentally as IRC-safe
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observables are more robust to noise and finite detector granularity.
As argued in Refs. [4, 5, 8, 38], the 𝐶-correlators in Eq. (3.3) are a generic way
to capture the IRC-safe structure of a jet, as long as one chooses an appropriate
angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 . Later in Sec. 3.3, we give an alternative proof that
𝐶-correlators span the space of IRC-safe observables and go on to give a systematic
expansion for 𝑓𝑁 . This expansion results in the EFPs, which yield an (over)complete
linear basis for IRC-safe observables. In this section, we highlight the basic features
of the EFPs and their relationship to previous jet substructure observables.
3.2.1 The energy flow basis
One can think of the EFPs as 𝐶-correlators that make specific, discrete choices for
the angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 in Eq. (3.3). True to their name, EFPs have
angular weighting functions that are polynomial in pairwise angular distances 𝜃𝑖𝑗. The
energy flow basis is therefore all 𝐶-correlators with angular structures that are unique
monomials in 𝜃𝑖𝑗, meaning monomials that give algebraically different expressions
once the sums in Eq. (3.3) are performed. Since we intend to apply the energy flow
basis for jet substructure, we remove the dependence on the overall jet kinematics by
normalizing the particle energies by the total jet energy, 𝐸𝐽 ≡
∑︀𝑀
𝑖=1𝐸𝑖, leading to
the EFPs written in terms of the energy fractions 𝑧𝑖 ≡ 𝐸𝑖/𝐸𝐽 as in Eq. (3.1).
The uniqueness requirement on angular monomials can be better understood by
developing a correspondence between monomials in 𝜃𝑖𝑗 and multigraphs:
Multigraph/EFP Correspondence. The set of loopless multigraphs on 𝑁 vertices
corresponds exactly to the set of angular monomials in {𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ}𝑘<ℓ∈{1,··· ,𝑁}. Each edge
(𝑘, ℓ) in a multigraph is in one-to-one correspondence with a term 𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ in an an-
gular monomial; each vertex 𝑗 in the multigraph corresponds to a factor of 𝑧𝑖𝑗 and
summation over 𝑖𝑗 in the EFP:
𝑗
⇐⇒
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑗=1
𝑧𝑖𝑗 , 𝑘 ℓ ⇐⇒ 𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ . (3.6)
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Multigraph Energy Flow Polynomial
𝑁 : Number of vertices ⇐⇒ 𝑁 -particle correlator
𝑑 : Number of edges ⇐⇒ Degree of angular monomial
𝜒 : Treewidth +1 ⇐⇒ Optimal VE complexity 𝒪(𝑀𝜒)
Chromatic number ⇐⇒ Minimum number of prongs to not vanish
Connected ⇐⇒ Prime
Disconnected ⇐⇒ Composite
Table 3.1: Corresponding properties of multigraphs and EFPs.
Using Eq. (3.6), the EFPs can be directly encoded by their corresponding multi-
graphs. For instance:
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖4=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝑧𝑖4𝜃𝑖1𝑖2𝜃𝑖2𝑖3𝜃
2
𝑖2𝑖4
𝜃𝑖3𝑖4 . (3.7)
Since any labeling of the vertices gives an equivalent algebraic expression, we represent
the graphs as unlabeled. The specification that the EFPs are unique monomials trans-
lates into the requirement that the corresponding multigraphs are non-isomorphic.
Versions of these multigraphs have previously appeared in the physics literature in
the context of many-body configurations [268,269], encoding all local scalar operators
of a free theory [270], and in graphically depicting ECFs for jets [97,271].
Table 3.1 contains a summary of the correspondence between the properties of
EFPs and multigraphs. The number of graph vertices 𝑁 corresponds to the number
of particle sums in the EFP, and the number of graph edges 𝑑 corresponds to the
degree of the EFP (i.e. the degree of the underlying angular monomial). The number
of separated prongs for which an individual EFP is first non-vanishing is the chromatic
number of the graph: the smallest number of colors needed to color the vertices of
the graph with no two adjacent vertices sharing a color. For computational reasons
discussed further in Sec. 3.4, we also care about the treewidth of the graph, which is
related to the computational complexity 𝜒 of an EFP. Also for computational reasons,
we make a distinction between connected or prime multigraphs and disconnected or
composite multigraphs; the value of a composite EFP is simply the product of the
prime EFPs corresponding to its connected components.
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Maximum degree 𝑑 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Prime EFPs A076864 1 1 2 5 12 33 103 333 1 183 4 442Cumul. 1 2 4 9 21 54 157 490 1 673 6 115
All EFPs A050535 1 1 3 8 23 66 212 686 2 389 8 682Cumul. 1 2 5 13 36 102 314 1 000 3 389 12 071
(a)
𝑑 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
𝑁
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 11 13
4 2 5 11 22 37 61 95 141
5 3 11 34 85 193 396 771
6 6 29 110 348 969 2 445
7 11 70 339 1 318 4 457
8 23 185 1 067 4 940
9 47 479 3 294
10 106 1 279
11 235
(b)
Table 3.2: (a) The number of EFPs (prime and all) organized by degree 𝑑, for 𝑑 up
to 9. The cumulative rows tally the number of EFPs with degree at most 𝑑, i.e. the
number of basis elements truncated at that 𝑑. While these sequences grow quickly, the
total number of all basis elements is at most 1000 for 𝑑 ≤ 7, which is computationally
tractable. (b) The number of prime EFPs broken down by number of vertices 𝑁 and
number of edges 𝑑 in the multigraph, for 𝑑 up to 10. All connected graphs (prime
EFPs) for 𝑑 up to 5 are shown explicitly in Table 3.3.
Because the EFP basis is infinite, a suitable organization and truncation scheme
is necessary to use the basis in practice. In this chapter, we usually truncate by
restricting to the set of all multigraphs with at most 𝑑 edges. This is a natural choice
because it corresponds to truncating the approximation of the angular function 𝑓𝑁
at degree 𝑑 polynomials. Furthermore, this truncation results in a finite number of
EFPs at each order of truncation, which is not true for truncation by the number
of vertices. The number of multigraphs with exactly 𝑑 edges is Sequence A050535
in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences (OEIS) [272, 273]; the number of
connected multigraphs with exactly 𝑑 edges is Sequence A076864 in the OEIS [272].
The numbers of EFPs in our truncation of the energy flow basis are the partial sums
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of these sequences, which are listed in Table 3.2a up to 𝑑 = 9. Table 3.2b tabulates
the number of prime EFPs of degree 𝑑 binned by 𝑁 up to 𝑑 = 10. Table 3.3 illustrates
all connected multigraphs with 𝑑 ≤ 5 edges.
3.2.2 Energy and angular measures
There are many possible choices for the energy fraction 𝑧𝑖 and angular measure 𝜃𝑖𝑗
used to define the EFPs. In the analysis of Sec. 3.3, this choice arises because there
are many systematic expansions of IRC-safe observables in terms of energy-like and
angular-like quantities. Typically, one wants to work with observables that respect
the appropriate Lorentz subgroup for the collision type of interest. For 𝑒+𝑒− colliders,
the symmetries are the group of rotations about the interaction point, and for hadron
colliders they are rotations about and boosts along the beam axis (sometimes with a
reflection in the plane perpendicular to the beam). Therefore, the energy fractions 𝑧𝑖
usually use particle energies 𝐸𝑖 at an 𝑒+𝑒− collider and particle transverse momenta
𝑝𝑇,𝑖 at a hadron collider.
For the angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 , though, there are many different angular
structures one can build out of the particle directions 𝑝𝜇𝑖 . The EFPs use the simplest
and arguably most natural choice to expand the angular behavior: pairwise angular
distances 𝜃𝑖𝑗, determined using spherical coordinates (𝜃, 𝜑) at an 𝑒+𝑒− collider and
rapidity-azimuth coordinates (𝑦, 𝜑) at a hadron collider. Other classes of observables,
such as ECFs [95] and ECFGs [97], also use pairwise angles since they manifestly
respect the underlying Lorentz subgroup. For building the EFPs, is important that
the 𝜃𝑖𝑗, or any other choice of geometric object, be sufficient to reconstruct the value
of the original function 𝑓𝑁 in terms of the 𝑝𝜇𝑖 . For pairwise angles, this property can
be shown by triangulation, under the assumption that the observable in question does
not depend on the overall jet direction nor on rotations or reflections about the jet
axis. Since jets are collimated sprays of particles, the 𝜃𝑖𝑗 are typically small and are
good expansion parameters.
At various points in this chapter, we explore three different energy/angular mea-
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Degree Connected Multigraphs
𝑑 = 0
𝑑 = 1
𝑑 = 2
𝑑 = 3
𝑑 = 4
𝑑 = 5
Table 3.3: All non-isomorphic, loopless, connected multigraphs organized by the total
number of edges 𝑑, up to 𝑑 = 5, sorted by their number of vertices 𝑁 . Note that for a
fixed number of edges 𝑑, the total number of multigraphs (connected or not) is finite.
These graphs correspond to the 𝑑 ≤ 5 prime EFPs counted in Table 3.2a. Image files
for all of the prime EFP multigraphs up to 𝑑 = 7 are available here.
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sures. For 𝑒+𝑒− collisions, our default is:
𝑒+𝑒− Default
𝑧𝑖 =
𝐸𝑖
𝐸𝐽
, 𝐸𝐽 ≡
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝐸𝑖,
𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
(︂
2 𝑝𝜇𝑖 𝑝𝑗𝜇
𝐸𝑖𝐸𝑗
)︂𝛽/2
,
(3.8)
where 𝛽 > 0 is an angular weighting factor. For the hadron collider studies in Secs. 3.5
and 3.6, we use:
Hadronic Default
𝑧𝑖 =
𝑝𝑇,𝑖
𝑝𝑇,𝐽
, 𝑝𝑇,𝐽 ≡
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑝𝑇,𝑖,
𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
(︀
Δ𝑦2𝑖𝑗 +Δ𝜑
2
𝑖𝑗
)︀𝛽/2
,
(3.9)
where Δ𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≡ 𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑗, Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 ≡ 𝜑𝑖−𝜑𝑗 are determined by the rapidity 𝑦𝑖 and azimuth 𝜑𝑖
of particle 𝑖. This measure is rotationally-symmetric in the (𝑦, 𝜑) plane, which is the
most commonly used case in jet substructure. For situations where this rotational
symmetry is not desirable (such as for jet pull [274]), we can instead use a two-
dimensional measure that treats the rapidity and azimuthal directions separately:
Hadronic Two-Dimensional
𝑧𝑖 =
𝑝𝑇,𝑖
𝑝𝑇,𝐽
, 𝑝𝑇,𝐽 ≡
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑝𝑇,𝑖,
𝜃𝑖𝑗 = Δ𝑦𝑖𝑗 or Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗,
(3.10)
where each line on the multigraph now has an additional decoration to indicate
whether it corresponds to Δ𝑦 or Δ𝜑.
We emphasize that the choice of measure is not unique, though it is constrained
by the IRC-safety arguments in Sec. 3.3. For example, IRC safety requires that the
energy-like quantities appear linearly in 𝑧𝑖. For the default measures, the angular
exponent 𝛽 can take on any positive value and still be consistent with IRC safety.
Depending on the context, different choices of 𝛽 can lead to faster or slower conver-
gence of the EFP expansion, with 𝛽 < 1 emphasizing smaller values of 𝜃𝑖𝑗 and 𝛽 > 1
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emphasizing larger values of 𝜃𝑖𝑗. For special choices of 𝑧𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖𝑗, some EFPs may be
linearly related, a point we return to briefly in Sec. 3.4.1.
3.2.3 Relation to existing substructure observables
Many familiar jet observables can be nicely interpreted in the energy flow basis.
When an observable can be written as a simple expression in terms of particle four-
momenta or in terms of energies and angles, the energy flow decomposition can often
be performed exactly. Some of the most well-known observables, such as jet mass
and energy correlation functions, are exactly finite linear combinations of EFPs (with
appropriate choice of measure), which one might expect since they also correspond to
natural 𝐶-correlators. Unless otherwise specified, the analysis below uses the default
hadronic measure in Eq. (3.9) with 𝛽 = 1 and treats all particles as massless.2
Jet mass
Jet mass is most basic jet substructure observable, and not surprisingly, it has a nice
expansion in the energy flow basis. In particular, the squared jet mass divided by the
jet energy squared is an exact 𝑁 = 2 EFP using the 𝑒+𝑒− measure in Eq. (3.8) with
𝛽 = 1:
𝑒+𝑒− :
𝑚2𝐽
𝐸2𝐽
=
1
2
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2
(︂
2 𝑝𝜇𝑖1𝑝𝑖2𝜇
𝐸𝑖1𝐸𝑖2
)︂
=
1
2
× . (3.11)
Note that mass is exactly an EFP for any 𝛽 = 2/𝑁 measure choice.
For the hadronic measure in Eq. (3.9) with 𝛽 = 1, there is an approximate equiv-
2A proper treatment of non-zero particle masses would require an additional expansion in the
velocities of the particles (see related discussion in Refs. [14, 275]). To avoid these complications,
one can interpret all particles as being massless in the 𝐸-scheme [275], i.e. 𝑝𝜇rescaled = 𝐸 (1, 𝑝) with
𝑝 = 𝑝/|𝑝|.
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alence with the squared jet mass divided by the jet (scalar) transverse momentum:
Hadronic :
𝑚2𝐽
𝑝2𝑇𝐽
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2(cosh(Δ𝑦𝑖1𝑖2)− cos(Δ𝜑𝑖1𝑖2)) =
1
2
× + · · · .
(3.12)
Since the jet mass is not exactly rotationally symmetric in the rapidity-azimuth plane,
the subleading terms in Eq. (3.12) are not fully encompassed by the simplified set of
hadronic observables depending only on {Δ𝑦2𝑖𝑗+Δ𝜑2𝑖𝑗}, but could be fully encompassed
by using an expansion in {Δ𝑦𝑖𝑗,Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗} as in Eq. (3.10). For narrow jets, these higher-
order terms in the expansion become less relevant since Δ𝑦𝑖𝑗, Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 ≪ 1.3
Energy correlation functions
The ECFs are designed to be sensitive to 𝑁 -prong jet substructure [95]. They can
be written as a 𝐶-correlator, Eq. (3.3), with a particular choice of angular weighting
function:
𝑓
(𝛽)
𝑁 ({𝜃𝑖𝑗}) =
∏︁
𝑖<𝑗
𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑗, (3.13)
where 𝜃𝑖𝑗 = (Δ𝑦2𝑖𝑗 + Δ𝜑2𝑖𝑗)1/2. In terms of multigraphs, the ECFs correspond to
complete graphs on 𝑁 vertices:
𝑒
(𝛽)
2 = , 𝑒
(𝛽)
3 = , 𝑒
(𝛽)
4 = , (3.14)
which are EFPs using the measure in Eq. (3.9) with exponent 𝛽.
The ECFs have since been expanded to a more flexible set of observables referred
to as the ECFGs [97]. Letting min(𝑚) indicate the 𝑚-th smallest element in a set, the
3Alternatively, we could use a measure with 𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
(︁
2 𝑝𝜇𝑖 𝑝𝑗𝜇
𝑝𝑇,𝑖𝑝𝑇,𝑗
)︁𝛽/2
, similar in spirit to the Conical
Geometric measure of Ref. [70], to exactly recover the jet mass.
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ECFGs are also 𝐶-correlators with angular weighting function:
𝑣𝑓
(𝛽)
𝑁 ({𝜃𝑖𝑗}) =
𝑣∏︁
𝑚=1
(𝑚)
min
𝑖<𝑗
{𝜃𝛽𝑖𝑗}. (3.15)
The ECFGs do not have an exact multigraph correspondence due to the presence of
the min function, but are evidently closely related to the EFPs since they share a
common energy structure. The min function itself can be approximated by polynomi-
als in its arguments, which induces an approximating series for the ECFGs in terms
of EFPs when plugged into the common energy structure.
Both the EFPs and the ECFGs represent natural extensions of the ECFs but
in different directions. From our graph-theoretic perspective, the EFPs extend the
ECFs to non-fully-connected graphs. The ECFGs extend the scaling properties of the
ECFs into observables with independent energy and angular scalings. As discussed
in Sec. 3.2.4, there are angular structures possible in the EFPs that are not possible
in the ECFGs. As with any jet substructure analysis, the choice of which set of
observables to use depends on the physics of interest, with the EFPs designed for
linear completeness and the ECFGs designed for nice power-counting properties.
Angularities
Next, we consider the IRC-safe jet angularities [141] (see also Refs. [11, 64, 67, 140])
defined by:
𝜆(𝛼) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑧𝑖 𝜃
𝛼
𝑖 , (3.16)
where 𝛼 > 0 is an angular exponent and 𝜃𝑖 denotes the distance of particle 𝑖 to the
jet axis. For concreteness and analytic tractability, we take the jet axis to be the
𝑝𝑇 -weighted centroid in (𝑦, 𝜑)-space, such that the jet axis is located at:
𝑦𝐽 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑧𝑗𝑦𝑗, 𝜑𝐽 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1
𝑧𝑗𝜑𝑗. (3.17)
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With this, the angularities can be expressed as:
𝜆(𝛼) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑧𝑖1
(︀
(𝑦𝑖1 − 𝑦𝐽)2 + (𝜑𝑖1 − 𝜑𝐽)2
)︀𝛼/2
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑧𝑖1
⎛⎝(︃ 𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖2Δ𝑦𝑖1𝑖2
)︃2
+
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖2Δ𝜑𝑖1𝑖2
)︃2⎞⎠𝛼/2
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑧𝑖1
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖2𝜃
2
𝑖1𝑖2
− 1
2
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝜃
2
𝑖2𝑖3
)︃𝛼/2
. (3.18)
For even 𝛼, the parenthetical in Eq. (3.18) can be expanded and identified to be
a linear combination of EFPs with 𝑁 = 𝛼 and 𝑑 = 𝛼 (see Ref. [247] for a related
discussion). For 𝛼 = 2, Eq. (3.18) implies:
𝜆(2) =
1
2
∑︁
𝑖∈𝐽
∑︁
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗𝜃
2
𝑖𝑗 =
1
2
× . (3.19)
For 𝛼 = 4 and 𝛼 = 6, Eq. (3.18) implies:
𝜆(4) = − 3
4
× , (3.20)
𝜆(6) = − 3
2
× + 5
8
× . (3.21)
This can be continued for arbitrarily high, even 𝛼. Thus, the even 𝛼 angularities
are exact, non-trivial linear combinations of EFPs, illustrating the close connections
between the two classes of observables. While angularities with odd or non-integer 𝛼
do not have the same analytic tractability, the specific case of 𝛼 = 1/2 is shown to
be numerically well approximated by EFPs in Sec. 3.5.3.
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Geometric moment tensors
Next, we consider observables based on the two-dimensional geometric moment tensor
of the energy distribution in the (𝑦, 𝜑)-plane [247,251]:
C =
∑︁
𝑖∈𝐽
𝑧𝑖
⎛⎝ Δ𝑦2𝑖 Δ𝑦𝑖Δ𝜑𝑖
Δ𝜑𝑖Δ𝑦𝑖 Δ𝜑
2
𝑖
⎞⎠ =
⎛⎝ 12∑︀𝑖,𝑗 𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗Δ𝑦2𝑖𝑗 12∑︀𝑖,𝑗 𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗Δ𝑦𝑖𝑗Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗
1
2
∑︀
𝑖,𝑗 𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗Δ𝑦𝑖𝑗
1
2
∑︀
𝑖,𝑗 𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗Δ𝜑
2
𝑖𝑗
⎞⎠ ,
(3.22)
where the distances are measured with respect to the 𝑝𝑇 -weighted centroid axis
(𝑦𝐽 , 𝜑𝐽) from Eq. (3.17). Useful observables can be constructed from the trace and
determinant of C, such as planar flow Pf = 4detC/(trC)2 [140,276], which is a ratio
of two IRC-safe observables.
We see that Eq. (3.22) is exactly a matrix of EFPs with 𝑁 = 2 and the two-
dimensional hadronic measure from Eq. (3.10). The trace trC and determinant detC
have the rotational symmetry in the (𝑦, 𝜑)-plane of the default hadronic measure
from Eq. (3.9), allowing them to be written as linear combinations of EFPs with that
measure:
trC =
1
2
× , 4 detC = − 1
2
× . (3.23)
In Ref. [247], a general class of energy flow moments was explored and categorized,
with the goal of classifying observables according to their energy flow distributions.
These energy flow moments are defined with respect to a specified jet axis:
𝐼𝑘1···𝑘𝑁 ≡
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑧𝑖 𝑥
(𝑖)
𝑘1
· · ·𝑥(𝑖)𝑘𝑁 , (3.24)
where 𝑘𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}, 𝑥(𝑖)1 = Δ𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝐽 and 𝑥(𝑖)2 = Δ𝜑𝑖 = 𝜑𝑖 − 𝜑𝐽 . Using the 𝑝𝑇 -
weighted centroid axis, this is the natural generalization of Eq. (3.22), with the special
case of 𝐼𝑘1𝑘2 = (C)𝑘1𝑘2 . By performing a similar analysis to the one used to arrive at
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Eq. (3.23), one can show that any scalar constructed by contracting the indices of a
product of objects in Eq. (3.24) can be decomposed into an exact linear combination
of EFPs.
3.2.4 Going beyond existing substructure observables
Because the EFPs are 𝐶-correlators that span the space of IRC-safe observables,
their angular structures should encompass all possible behaviors of 𝐶-correlators. By
contrast, the ECFs and ECFGs mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3 have more restricted behaviors,
and it is illuminating to understand the new kinds of structures present in the EFPs.
Without loss of generality, the angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 in Eq. (3.3) can be
taken to be a symmetric function of the particle directions 𝑝𝜇𝑖 due to the symmetriza-
tion provided by the sum structure (see Eq. (3.42) below). The ECFs and ECFGs
exhibit a stronger symmetry, though, since the angular functions in Eqs. (3.13) and
(3.15) are invariant under the swapping any two pairwise angles 𝜃𝑖𝑗. This symmetry is
manifested in the ECFs multigraphs in Eq. (3.14) by the fact that all pairs of indices
are connected by the same number of edges.
We can easily see that the pairwise swap symmetry of the ECFs is stronger than
the full permutation symmetry of the EFPs: the group of permutations of the angular
distances 𝜃𝑖𝑗 has
(︀
𝑁
2
)︀
! elements, whereas the group of permutations of the indices {𝑖𝑎}
has 𝑁 ! elements. An example of an EFP that does not satisfy the stronger symmetry
is the following 𝑁 = 4 graph:
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖4=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝑧𝑖4𝜃𝑖1𝑖2𝜃𝑖1𝑖3𝜃𝑖1𝑖4 . (3.25)
The angular weighting function of the EFP in Eq. (3.25) is symmetric under the
4! permutations in the indices (vertices) 𝑖𝑎 → 𝑖𝜎(𝑎) but not under the exchange of
pairwise angles (edges) 𝜃𝑖1𝑖3 → 𝜃𝑖2𝑖3 which would result in a different EFP, namely:
̸= . (3.26)
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Another feature of the ECFs and ECFGs is that their angular weighting function
𝑓𝑁 vanishes whenever two of its arguments become collinear. Indeed, Ref. [97] made
the erroneous claim that this vanishing behavior was required by collinear safety.4
Instead, the argument in Sec. 3.3.1 shows this not to be the case, and observables
defined by Eq. (3.3) are IRC safe for any sufficiently smooth and non-singular 𝑓𝑁 .
An example of an EFP that does not necessarily vanish when two of its arguments
become collinear is the following 𝑁 = 3 graph:
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝜃𝑖1𝑖2𝜃𝑖1𝑖3 , (3.27)
which does not vanish when 𝑝𝜇𝑖2 → 𝑝𝜇𝑖3 . More generally, any non-fully-connected
graph will not vanish in every collinear limit, but the corresponding EFP will still be
collinear safe.
By relaxing the restrictions on the angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 to those mini-
mally required by IRC safety, the energy flow basis captures all topological structures
which can possibly appear in a 𝐶-correlator, beyond just the ones described by ECFs
and ECFGs.
3.3 Constructing a linear basis of IRC-safe observ-
ables
Having introduced the EFPs, we now give a detailed argument that they linearly span
the space of IRC-safe observables. Due to its more technical nature, this section can
be omitted on a first reading, and the reader may skip to Sec. 3.4. Refs. [4, 5, 8, 38]
argue that, from the point of view of quantum field theory, all IRC-safe information
about the jet structure should be contained in the 𝐶-correlators. In Sec. 3.3.1, we
4If the sums are taken over distinct 𝑁 -tuples as in Ref. [97], then the angular function does have
to vanish on collinearity for C safety. In general, non-collinearly-vanishing angular functions are C
safe if the sum is taken over all 𝑁 -tuples of particles, including sets with repeated indices.
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independently arrive at the same conclusion by a direct application of IRC safety. We
then go on in Sec. 3.3.2 to expand the angular structure of the 𝐶-correlators to find
a correspondence between multigraphs and EFPs.
An IRC-safe observable 𝒮 depends only on the unordered set of particle four-
momenta {𝑝𝜇𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=1, and not any non-kinematic quantum numbers. An observable
defined on {𝑝𝜇𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=1 can alternatively be thought of as a collection of functions, one for
each number of particles 𝑀 . IRC safety then imposes constraints on this collection
and thereby induces relations between the functions. The requirement of IR safety
imposes the constraint [54]:
𝒮({𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀}) = lim𝜀→0𝒮({𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑀 , 𝜀 𝑝
𝜇
𝑀+1}), ∀𝑝𝜇𝑀+1, (3.28)
while the requirement of C safety imposes the constraint:
𝒮({𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑀}) = 𝒮({𝑝𝜇1 , . . . , (1− 𝜆)𝑝𝜇𝑀 , 𝜆𝑝𝜇𝑀}), ∀𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]. (3.29)
Eq. (3.28) says that the observable is unchanged by the addition of infinitesimally soft
particles, while Eq. (3.29) guarantees that the observable is insensitive to a collinear
splitting of particles.
As written, only particle 𝑀 is affected in Eq. (3.29). The indexing used to iden-
tify particles, however, is arbitrary and these properties continue to hold when the
particles are reindexed. This particle relabeling symmetry is not an additional con-
straint that is imposed but rather a consequence of assigning labels to an unordered
set of particles. These three restrictions—IR safety, C safety, and particle relabeling
symmetry—are necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining the energy flow basis.
Throughout this analysis, particles are treated as massless, 𝑝𝜇𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 , where
𝑝𝜇𝑖 is purely geometric. Note that we could replace 𝐸𝑖 with any quantity linearly
dependent on energy, such as the transverse momentum 𝑝𝑇,𝑖, which corresponds to
making a different choice of measure in Sec. 3.2.2.
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3.3.1 Expansion in energy
Consider an arbitrary IRC-safe observable 𝒮, expanded in terms of the particle en-
ergies. If the observable has a simple analytic dependence on the energies, then the
usual Taylor expansion can be used:
𝒮 = 𝒮𝑀 |𝐸=0 +
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝐸𝑖
𝜕𝒮𝑀
𝜕𝐸𝑖1
⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝐸=0
+
1
2
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝐸𝑖1𝐸𝑖2
𝜕2𝒮𝑀
𝜕𝐸𝑖1𝜕𝐸𝑖2
⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝐸=0
+ · · · , (3.30)
where 𝑀 is the particle multiplicity and the derivatives are evaluated at vanishing
energies. An example of this is the jet mass from Eq. (3.11):
𝑚2𝐽 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1
𝜂𝜇𝜈𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 𝑝
𝜈
𝑗 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝐸𝑗𝜂𝜇𝜈 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 𝑝
𝜈
𝑗 , (3.31)
where 𝜂𝜇𝜈 is the Minkowski metric. This expression is already in the form of Eq. (3.30)
with:
𝜕2𝑚2𝐽
𝜕𝐸𝑖1𝜕𝐸𝑖2
= 2𝜂𝜇𝜈𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
𝑝𝜈𝑖2 , (3.32)
and all other Taylor coefficients zero. See Sec. 3.2.3 for additional examples of ob-
servables with explicit formulas for which Eq. (3.30) can be applied.
For some observables, though, a Taylor expansion may be difficult or impossible
to obtain. The simplest example is a non-differentiable observable. This is the case
for 𝑚𝐽 (rather than 𝑚2𝐽); the presence of the square root spoils the existence of a Tay-
lor expansion, but the square root can be nonetheless approximated by polynomials
arbitrarily well in a bounded interval. A more complicated case is if the observable
is defined in terms of an algorithm, such as a groomed jet mass [59,89,204,277–279],
and an explicit formula in terms of particle four-momenta would not be practical to
differentiate or write down. Similarly, the observable could be a non-obvious function
of the particles, i.e. the optimal observable to accomplish some task.
In cases without a Taylor expansion, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [264] still
guarantees that the observable can be approximated over some bounded energy range
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by polynomials in the energies.5 We write down such an expansion by considering all
possible polynomials in the energies and multiplying each one by a different geometric
function. Combining all terms of degree 𝑁 into 𝒞𝑁 , the expansion is:
𝒮 ≃
𝑁max∑︁
𝑁=0
𝒞𝑁 , 𝒞𝑁 ≡
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐶
(𝑀)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑀)
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 , (3.33)
where 𝐶(𝑀)𝑖1···𝑖𝑛(𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑀) are geometric angular functions, which depend on the indices
of the energy factors 𝑖1 · · · 𝑖𝑛 and could in general be different for different multiplic-
ities 𝑀 . The Stone-Weierstrass theorem guarantees that there is a maximum degree
𝑁max in this energy expansion for any given desired accuracy, but places no further
restrictions on the 𝒞𝑁 .
To derive constraints on these angular functions 𝐶(𝑀)𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 , we impose the three key
properties of IR safety in Sec. 3.3.1, particle relabeling invariance in Sec. 3.3.1, and C
safety in Sec. 3.3.1, which we summarize in Sec. 3.3.1. In applying these properties,
we will often use the fact that when setting two expressions for the observable 𝒮 equal
to each other, we can read off term-by-term equality by treating the particle energies
as independent quantities:
𝒮 = 𝒮 ′ =⇒ 𝒞𝑁 = 𝒞 ′𝑁 , ∀𝑁 ≤ 𝑁max. (3.34)
Note that the sum structure in Eq. (3.33) implies that, without loss of generality, the
angular functions can be taken to depend only on the labels 𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑁 as an unordered
set.
Infrared safety
IR safety constrains the angular functions appearing in the expansion of Eq. (3.33)
in two ways: by restricting which particle directions contribute to a particular term
5A version of this theorem that suffices for our purposes can be phrased as follows: for any
continuous, real-valued function 𝑓 defined on a compact subset 𝑋 ⊂ R𝑛, for all 𝜖 > 0 there exists a
polynomial 𝑝 of finite degree at most 𝑁max such that |𝑝(x)− 𝑓(x)| < 𝜖 for all x ∈ 𝑋. Conceptually,
this theorem is used to approximate any continuous function on a bounded region by a polynomial.
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in the sum and by relating angular functions of different multiplicities.
First, consider a particular angular function, 𝐶(𝑀)𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 in Eq. (3.33), and some par-
ticle 𝑗 ̸∈ {𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑁}. Consider particle 𝑗 in the soft limit: if 𝐶(𝑀)𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 depends on 𝑝𝜇𝑗
in any way, then IR safety is violated because 𝐸𝑗 does not appear in the product
of energies but the value of the observable changes as the direction of 𝑗 is changed.
Hence, IR safety imposes the requirement that
𝐶
(𝑀)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑀) = 𝐶
(𝑀)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ), (3.35)
namely the indices of the arguments must match those of the angular function. Note
that we must always write 𝐶(𝑀)𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 with 𝑁 arguments, even if some are equal due to
indices coinciding.
Next, consider two polynomial approximations of the same observable: one as a
function of 𝑀 particles and the other as a function of 𝑀 + 1 particles. In the soft
limit of particle 𝑀 +1, 𝐸𝑀+1 → 0, the IR safety of 𝒮, written formally in Eq. (3.28),
guarantees that the function of𝑀+1 particles approaches the function of𝑀 particles.
In terms of the corresponding polynomial approximations, we have that:
𝑀+1∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀+1∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐶
(𝑀+1)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 (3.36)
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐶
(𝑀)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 +𝒪(𝐸𝑀+1). (3.37)
We see from Eq. (3.36) that the same angular coefficients from the polynomial
approximation of the function of 𝑀 + 1 particles can be validly chosen for the ap-
proximation of the function of 𝑀 particles, with the following equality of angular
functions:
𝐶
(𝑀+1)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ) = 𝐶
(𝑀)
𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ) ≡ 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ), (3.38)
which says that the multiplicity label on the angular functions can be dropped.
As a result of enforcing IR safety, the dependence of the angular functions on
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multiplicity has been eliminated, as well as the dependence of a given angular function
on any particles with indices not appearing in its subscripts.
Particle relabeling symmetry
Now, using particle relabeling symmetry, for all 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑀 , where 𝑆𝑀 is the group
of permutations of 𝑀 objects, we have that 𝒞𝑁 is unchanged by the replacement
𝐸𝑖𝑗 → 𝐸𝜎(𝑖𝑗) and 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑗 → 𝑝𝜇𝜎(𝑖𝑗). With the angular functions as constrained by IR
safety, the particle relabeling invariance of 𝒞𝑁 can be written as:
𝒞𝑁 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 (3.39)
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝜎(𝑖1)
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝜎(𝑖𝑁 ))
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝜎(𝑖𝑗)
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐶𝜎−1(𝑖1)···𝜎−1(𝑖𝑁 )(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 , (3.40)
where the sums were reindexed according to 𝜎−1. In particular, from Eq. (3.40), we
have for any 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑀 that:
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ) = 𝐶𝜎(𝑖1)···𝜎(𝑖𝑁 )(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ). (3.41)
Eq. (3.41) allows us to permute the indices of 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 within 𝑆𝑀 , equating previously
unrelated angular functions.
As written, 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 is not necessarily symmetric in its arguments. Without loss of
generality, though, we can symmetrize 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 without changing the value of 𝒞𝑁 as
follows:
𝒞𝑁 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
1
𝑁 !
∑︁
𝜎∈𝑆𝑁
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝜎(𝑖1)
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝜎(𝑖𝑁 ))⏟  ⏞  
𝐶′𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
,...,𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁
)
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 , (3.42)
where 𝐶 ′𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 is now symmetric in its arguments. We assume in the next step of the
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derivation that the angular weighting functions are symmetric in their arguments.
Collinear safety
The key requirement for restricting the form of 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 is C safety. If the angu-
lar weighting function(s) were required to vanish whenever two of the inputs were
collinear, then the observable would be manifestly C safe (see e.g. [97]); this is a suf-
ficient condition for C safety but not a necessary one. More generally, one can have
non-zero angular functions of 𝑁 arguments even when subsets of the arguments are
collinear.
Using the IR safety argument of Eq. (3.38) and the particle relabeling symmetry
of Eq. (3.41), we can relate any angular function 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 to one of the following:
𝐶123···𝑁(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖2 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖3
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ),
𝐶1123···(𝑁−1)(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖2
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖3 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖𝑁−1),
𝐶112234···(𝑁−2)(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖2
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖2 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖3
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖4 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖𝑁−2),
𝐶1112234···(𝑁−3)(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖2 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖2
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖3 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖4
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁−3),
...
𝐶11···1(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
), (3.43)
where there is one of these “standard” angular functions for each integer partition
of 𝑁 . In particular, the length of the integer partition is how many unique indices
appear in the subscript and the values of the partition indicate how many times each
index is repeated.
The role of C safety is to impose relationships between these standard angular
functions, eventually showing that the only required function is 𝐶123···𝑁 . Intuitively,
this means that as any set of particles become collinear, the angular dependence is
that of collinear limit of 𝑁 arbitrary directions. The proof that this follows from C
safety, however, is the most technically involved step of this derivation.
The requirement of C safety in Eq. (3.29) implies that 𝒮 is unchanged whether
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one considers {𝐸𝑖, 𝑝𝜇𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=1 or the same particles with a collinear splitting of the first
particle, {?˜?𝑖, 𝑝𝜇𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=0, where:
?˜?0 = (1− 𝜆)𝐸1, ?˜?1 = 𝜆𝐸1, 𝑝𝜇0 = 𝑝𝜇1 , ?˜?𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖, (3.44)
for all 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1] and 𝑖 > 1. Rewriting Eq. (3.39), we can explicitly separate out the
terms of the sums involving 𝑘 collinearly split indices {0, 1}:
𝒞𝑁 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=0
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=0
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
?˜?𝑖𝑗 (3.45)
=
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=0
(︂
𝑁
𝑘
)︂ 1∑︁
𝑖1=0
· · ·
1∑︁
𝑖𝑘=0
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑘+1=2
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=2
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
?˜?𝑖𝑗 , (3.46)
where in going to this last expression, we have used the symmetry of 𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 in its
arguments and accounted for the degeneracy of such terms using the binomial factor(︀
𝑁
𝑘
)︀
. We then insert the collinear splitting kinematics of Eq. (3.44) into Eq. (3.46),
𝒞𝑁 =
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=0
(︂
𝑁
𝑘
)︂ 1∑︁
𝑖1=0
· · ·
1∑︁
𝑖𝑘=0
𝜆
∑︀𝑘
𝑎=1 𝑖𝑎(1− 𝜆)𝑘−
∑︀𝑘
𝑎=1 𝑖𝑎𝐸𝑘1 (3.47)
×
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑘+1=2
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=2
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=𝑘+1
𝐸𝑖𝑗
=
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=0
(︂
𝑁
𝑘
)︂ 𝑘∑︁
ℓ=0
(︂
𝑘
ℓ
)︂
𝜆ℓ(1− 𝜆)𝑘−ℓ𝐸𝑘1 (3.48)
×
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑘+1=2
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=2
𝐶 0···0⏟ ⏞ 
ℓ
1···1⏟ ⏞ 
𝑘−ℓ
𝑖𝑘+1···𝑖𝑛(𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖𝑘+1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=𝑘+1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 ,
where in going to this last expression, we have used the particle relabeling symmetry
of Eq. (3.41) to sort the {0, 1} subscript indices of the angular functions.
The constraint of C safety says that Eq. (3.48) is equal to Eq. (3.39) on the non-
collinearly split event. To make this constraint more useful, we use the binomial
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theorem to write 1 in a suggestive way:
1 = (𝜆+ 1− 𝜆)𝑘 =
𝑘∑︁
ℓ=0
(︂
𝑘
ℓ
)︂
𝜆ℓ(1− 𝜆)𝑘−ℓ, (3.49)
and insert this expression into Eq. (3.39), separating out factors where 𝑘 of the indices
are equal to 1:
𝒞𝑁 =
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=0
(︂
𝑁
𝑘
)︂ 𝑘∑︁
ℓ=0
(︂
𝑘
ℓ
)︂
𝜆ℓ(1− 𝜆)𝑘−ℓ𝐸𝑘1 (3.50)
×
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑘+1=2
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=2
𝐶 1···1⏟ ⏞ 
𝑘
𝑖𝑘+1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖𝑘+1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 )
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=𝑘+1
𝐸𝑖𝑗 .
Subtracting Eq. (3.50) from Eq. (3.48) and treating the energies as independent quan-
tities, the following constraint can be read off:
𝑘∑︁
ℓ=0
(︂
𝑘
ℓ
)︂
𝜆ℓ(1− 𝜆)𝑘−ℓ
⎛⎝𝐶 0···0⏟ ⏞ 
ℓ
1···1⏟ ⏞ 
𝑘−ℓ
𝑖𝑘+1···𝑖𝑁 − 𝐶 1···1⏟ ⏞ 
𝑘
𝑖𝑘+1···𝑖𝑁
⎞⎠ = 0, (3.51)
where the identical arguments of the angular functions are suppressed for compact-
ness.
We would like to obtain that the quantity in parentheses in Eq. (3.51) vanishes
since the equation holds for all 𝜆. To see this, suppose that the quantity in parentheses
does not vanish, and let ℓ^ be the smallest such ℓ where this happens. Consider the
regime 0 < 𝜆 ≪ 1: by the definition of ℓ^, there are no 𝒪(𝜆ℓ) terms for ℓ < ℓ^ and
thus the left-hand side of Eq. (3.51) is 𝒪(𝜆ℓ^) ̸= 0, contradicting Eq. (3.51). We thus
obtain:
𝐶 0···0⏟ ⏞ 
ℓ
1···1⏟ ⏞ 
𝑘−ℓ
𝑖𝑘+1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖𝑘+1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑛) (3.52)
= 𝐶 1···1⏟ ⏞ 
𝑘
𝑖𝑘+1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
1 , . . . , 𝑝
𝜇
1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖𝑘+1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ), (3.53)
for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 𝑘. Note that in this expression, the first 𝑘 arguments of the functions are
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identical.
The constraint in Eq. (3.52) is very powerful, especially when combined with the
relabeling symmetry of Eq. (3.41). While we obtained Eq. (3.52) using the collinear
limit, the particle direction 𝑝0 appears nowhere in this expression, so the 0 subscript
is simply an index on the angular function. Therefore, when any 𝑘 arguments of one
of the angular functions become collinear, any ℓ ≤ 𝑘 of the corresponding subscript
labels may be swapped out for values not appearing anywhere else in the indices. A
concrete example of this is
𝐶1123···𝑁−1(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁−1) = 𝐶1234···𝑁(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, 𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁−1), (3.54)
where the 𝑁 index here plays the role of the 0 index in Eq. (3.52). This then implies
that all of the angular functions in Eq. (3.43) can related to a single function:
𝐶𝑖1···𝑖𝑁 (𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ) = 𝐶123···𝑁(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ) ≡ 𝑓𝑁(𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ), (3.55)
yielding the intuitive result that the angular dependence when some number of parti-
cles become collinear should follow from the collinear limit of 𝑁 arbitrary directions.
A new derivation of 𝐶-correlators
Finally, substituting Eq. (3.55) into Eq. (3.39) implies that
𝒮 ≃
𝑁max∑︁
𝑁=0
𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 , 𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐸𝑖1 · · ·𝐸𝑖𝑁𝑓𝑁(𝑝𝜇𝑖1 , . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ), (3.56)
where we recognize 𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 as the 𝐶-correlators of Eq. (3.3). This expression says that
an arbitrary IRC-safe observable can be approximated arbitrarily well by a linear
combination of 𝐶-correlators. In this way, we have given a new derivation that 𝐶-
correlators linearly span the space of IRC-safe observables by directly imposing the
constraints of IRC safety and particle relabeling symmetry on an arbitrary observable.
The argument presented here suffices to show the IRC-safety of the 𝐶-correlators
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with any continuous angular weighting function, even if it is not symmetric. Though
we used the symmetrization in Eq. (3.42) to aid the C-safety derivation in Sec. 3.3.1,
it is now perfectly valid to relax this constraint on 𝑓𝑁 . In particular, we can simply
consider Eq. (3.42) applied in reverse and select a single term in the symmetrization
sum to represent 𝑓𝑁 . Thus we are not constrained merely to symmetric 𝑓𝑁 , which
will be helpful in obtaining the EFPs.
3.3.2 Expansion in geometry
Having now established that the 𝐶-correlators linearly span the space of IRC-safe
observables, we now expand the angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 in Eq. (3.56) in terms
of a discrete linear angular basis.6 By virtue of the sum structure of the 𝐶-correlators,
this angular basis directly translates into a basis of IRC-safe observables, i.e. the
energy flow basis.
Following the discussion in Sec. 3.2.2, we take the angular function 𝑓𝑁 to depend
only on the pairwise angular distances 𝜃𝑖𝑗. Note that the results of Sec. 3.3.1 continue
to hold with pairwise angular distances in place of particle directions, as long as 𝜃𝑖𝑗
is a dimensionless function of 𝑝𝜇𝑖 and 𝑝
𝜇
𝑗 with no residual dependence on energy. Of
course, this choice would not be valid for expanding IRC-safe observables that do
not respect the symmetries implied by 𝜃𝑖𝑗, such as trying to use the default hadronic
measure in Eq. (3.9) for observables that depend on the overall jet rapidity. In such
cases, one can perform an expansion directly in the 𝑝𝜇𝑖 , though we will not pursue
that here.
Expanding the angular function 𝑓𝑁 in terms of polynomials up to order 𝑑max in
the pairwise angular distances yields:
𝑓𝑁(𝑝
𝜇
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑝𝜇𝑖𝑁 ) ≃
𝑑max∑︁
𝑑=0
∑︁
ℳ∈Θ𝑑
𝑏ℳℳ, (3.57)
where Θ𝑑 is the set of monomials in {𝜃𝑖𝑗 | 𝑖 < 𝑗 ∈ {𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑁}} of degree 𝑑, ℳ is one
6Our approach here turns out to be similar to the construction of kinematic polynomial rings for
operator bases in Ref. [280].
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of these monomials, and the 𝑏ℳ are numerical coefficients. While this is a perfectly
valid expansion, it represents a vast overcounting of the number of potential angular
structures.
Our goal is to substitute Eq. (3.57) into the definition of a 𝐶-correlator in Eq. (3.56)
and identify the unique analytic structures that emerge. Note that two monomials
ℳ1,ℳ2 ∈ Θ𝑑 that are related by a permutation 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑁 with action 𝜃𝑖𝑎𝑖𝑏 → 𝜃𝑖𝜎(𝑎)𝑖𝜎(𝑏)
give rise to identical 𝐶-correlators, 𝒞ℳ1 = 𝒞ℳ2 , as a result of the relabeling symmetry
in Sec. 3.3.1. Thus, we can greatly simplify the angular expansion by summing only
over equivalence classes of monomials not related by permutations, which we write as
Θ𝑑/𝑆𝑁 . Writing this out in terms of ℰ ∈ Θ𝑑/𝑆𝑁 :
𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 ≃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐸𝑖1 · · ·𝐸𝑖𝑁
𝑑max∑︁
𝑑=0
∑︁
ℰ∈Θ𝑑/𝑆𝑁
∑︁
ℳ∈ℰ
𝑏ℳℳ (3.58)
=
𝑑max∑︁
𝑑=0
∑︁
ℰ∈Θ𝑑/𝑆𝑁
𝑏ℰ
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐸𝑖1 · · ·𝐸𝑖𝑁ℳℰ , (3.59)
where, by the relabeling symmetry, ℳℰ can be any representative monomial in the
equivalence class ℰ , and the coefficient 𝑏ℰ = |ℰ| 𝑏ℳ absorbs the size |ℰ| of the equiv-
alence class.
As described in Sec. 3.2.1, the set of monomials Θ𝑑 is in bijection with the set of
multigraphs with 𝑑 edges and 𝑁 vertices, and the set of equivalence classes Θ𝑑/𝑆𝑁 is
in bijection with the set of non-isomorphic multigraphs with 𝑑 edges and 𝑁 vertices.
In particular, each edge (𝑘, ℓ) in a multigraph 𝐺 corresponds to a factor of 𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ in the
monomial ℳℰ :
ℳℰ =
∏︁
(𝑘,ℓ)∈𝐺
𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ , (3.60)
where 𝐺 corresponds to the equivalence class ℰ . By substituting Eq. (3.60) into
Eq. (3.59) and relabeling the coefficient 𝑏ℰ to 𝑏𝐺, we can identify the resulting analytic
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structures that linearly span the space of 𝐶-correlators as the (unnormalized) EFPs:
𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 ≃
𝑑max∑︁
𝑑=0
∑︁
𝐺∈𝒢𝑁,𝑑
𝑏𝐺 EFP𝐺, EFP𝐺 ≡
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝐸𝑖1 · · ·𝐸𝑖𝑁
∏︁
(𝑘,ℓ)∈𝐺
𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ , (3.61)
where 𝒢𝑁,𝑑 is the set of non-isomorphic multigraphs with 𝑑 edges on 𝑁 vertices.
In Sec. 3.3.1, it was shown that the set of IRC-safe observables is linearly spanned
by the set of 𝐶-correlators, summarized in Eq. (3.56). In this section, we have shown
in Eq. (3.61) that the 𝐶-correlators themselves are linearly spanned by the EFPs,
whose angular structures are efficiently encoded by multigraphs. By linearity, the
EFPs therefore form a complete linear basis for all IRC-safe observables, completing
our argument.
3.4 Computational complexity of the energy flow ba-
sis
Since we would like to apply the energy flow basis in the context of jet substructure,
the efficient computation of EFPs is of great practical interest. Naively, calculating
an EFP whose graph has a large number of vertices requires a prohibitively large
amount of computation time, especially as the number of particles in the jet grows
large. In practice, though, we can dramatically speed up the implementation of the
EFPs by making use of the correspondence with multigraphs. Code to calculate the
EFPs using these methods is available through our EnergyFlow module.
3.4.1 Algebraic structure
The set of EFPs has a rich algebraic structure which will allow in some cases for
faster computation. Firstly, they form a monoid (a group without inverses) under
multiplication. In analogy with the natural numbers, the composite EFPs, those
with disconnected multigraphs, can be expressed as a product of the prime EFPs
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corresponding to the connected components of a disconnected graph:
EFP𝐺 =
∏︁
𝑔∈𝐶(𝐺)
EFP𝑔, (3.62)
where 𝐶(𝐺) is the set of connected components of the multigraph 𝐺.
As a concrete example of Eq. (3.62), consider:
=
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝜃
2
𝑖1𝑖2
𝜃𝑖2𝑖3
)︃(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖4=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖5=1
𝑧𝑖4𝑧𝑖5𝜃
4
𝑖4𝑖5
)︃
. (3.63)
Thus, we only need to perform summations for the computation of prime EFPs, with
the composite ones given by Eq. (3.62). Note that if one were combining EFPs with
a nonlinear method, such as a neural network, the composite EFPs would not be
needed as separate inputs since the model could in principle learn to compute them
on its own. The composite EFPs are, however, required to have a linear basis and
should be included when linear methods are employed, such as those in Secs. 3.5 and
3.6.
The relationship between prime and composite EFPs is just the simplest example
of the algebraic structure of the energy flow basis. The EFPs depend on 𝑀 ener-
gies and
(︀
𝑀
2
)︀
pairwise angles, but there are only 3𝑀 − 4 degrees of freedom for the
phase space of 𝑀 massless particles, leading generically to additional (linear) rela-
tions among the EFPs. Hence, the EFPs are an overcomplete linear basis. We leave
further analysis and exploration of these relations to future work, and simply remark
here that linear methods continue to work even if there are redundancies in the basis
elements.
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𝑑 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Prime 𝜒
2 1 2 4 9 21 55 146 415 1 212 3 653
3 1 3 12 47 185 757 3 181 13 691
4 1 2 11 49 231
5 1
Total 1 2 5 12 33 103 333 1 183 4 442 17 576
All 𝜒
2 1 3 7 19 48 135 371 1 077 3 161 9 539
3 1 4 18 76 312 1 296 5 447 23 268
4 1 3 16 74 352
5 1
Total 1 3 8 23 66 212 686 2 389 8 682 33 160
(a)
𝑁
𝑑 𝜒 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 2 1
2 2 1 1 1
3 2 1 1 3 1 13 1
4 2 1 2 5 5 4 1 13 1 2 1
5 2 1 2 8 10 14 7 4 1 13 2 5 7 3 1
6
2 1 3 12 21 33 30 21 8 4 1 1
3 3 12 23 23 11 3 1
4 1
7
2 1 3 16 35 71 82 81 45 23 8 4 1 1
3 4 23 65 92 76 36 12 3 1
4 1 1 1
8
2 1 4 21 58 134 205 245 197 122 52 24 8 4 1 1
3 5 41 153 311 355 257 118 40 12 3 1
4 3 5 5 2 1
(b)
Table 3.4: (a) The number of prime/all EFPs binned by degree 𝑑 and complexity 𝜒
up to 𝑑 = 10. The complexity is that of our EnergyFlow implementation, running in
time 𝒪(𝑀𝜒). The partial sums of the “Total” rows are the entries of Table 3.2a. (b)
The number of EFPs binned by degree 𝑑, complexity 𝜒, and 𝑁 up to 𝑑 = 8. Note
that the majority of EFPs shown here have 𝑁 > 4, which would be computationally
intractable without algorithmic speedups such as VE.
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3.4.2 Dispelling the 𝒪(𝑀𝑁) myth for 𝑁-particle correlators
It is useful to analyze the complexity of computing an EFP.7 A naive implementation
of Eq. (3.1) runs in 𝒪(𝑀𝑁) due to the 𝑁 nested sums over 𝑀 particles. There is
a computational simplification, however, that can be used to tremendously speed
up calculations of certain EFPs by making use of the graph structure of 𝐺. As an
example, consider the following EFP:
=
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖3=1
𝑀∑︁
𝑖4=1
𝑧𝑖1𝑧𝑖2𝑧𝑖3𝑧𝑖4𝜃𝑖1𝑖2𝜃𝑖1𝑖3𝜃𝑖1𝑖4 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
𝑧𝑖1
(︃
𝑀∑︁
𝑖2=1
𝑧𝑖2𝜃𝑖1𝑖2
)︃3
,
(3.64)
which can be computed in 𝒪(𝑀2) rather than 𝒪(𝑀4) by first computing the 𝑀
objects in parentheses in Eq. (3.64) and then performing the overall sum.
In general, since the summand is a product of factors, the distributive property
allows one to put parentheses around combinations of sum operators and factors. A
clever choice of such parentheses, known as an elimination ordering, can often be
used to perform the 𝑁 sums of Eq. (3.1) in a way which greatly reduces the number
of operations needed to obtain the value of the EFP for a given set of particles.
This technique is known as the Variable Elimination (VE) algorithm [265] (see also
Ref. [282] for a review).
When run optimally, the VE algorithm reduces the complexity of computing EFP𝐺
to𝒪(𝑀 tw(𝐺)+1) where tw(𝐺) is the treewidth of the graph 𝐺, neglecting multiple edges
in the case of multigraphs. The treewidth is a measure which captures how tangled a
graph is, with trees (graphs with no cycles) being the least tangled (with treewidth 1)
and complete graphs the most tangled (with treewidth 𝑁 − 1). Additionally, we have
that for graphs with a single cycle the treewidth is 2 and for complete graphs minus
one edge the treewidth is 𝑁−2. Thus the EFPs corresponding to tree multigraphs can
be computed with VE in𝒪(𝑀2) whereas complete graphs do require the naive𝒪(𝑀𝑁)
to compute with VE. Since the ECFs correspond to complete graphs (see Eq. (3.14)),
they do not benefit from VE. Similarly, VE cannot speed up the computation of
7The title of this section is inspired by Ref. [281].
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Figure 3-1: Compute time (in seconds) per EFP for different VE complexities 𝜒 as
a function of the number of inputs 𝑀 . The quoted value is based on all EFPs with
𝑑 ≤ 7, and each data point is the average of 10 computations. The dashed lines show
the expected𝒪(𝑀𝜒) scaling behavior. As 𝜒 increases, the relative amount of overhead
decreases and the asymptotic behavior is achieved more rapidly than for smaller 𝜒.
Computations were run with Python 3.5.2 and NumPy 1.13.3 on a 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon
E5-2673 v4 (Broadwell) processor on Microsoft Azure using our EnergyFlow module.
ECFGs, since the ECFGs do not have a factorable summand.
Finding the optimal elimination ordering and computing the treewidth for a graph
𝐺 are both NP-hard. In practice, heuristics are used to decide on a pretty-good elim-
ination ordering (which for the small graphs we consider here is often optimal) and
to approximate the treewidth. In principle, these orderings need only be computed
once for a fixed set of graphs of interest. Similarly, many algebraic structures reap-
pear when computing a set of EFPs for the same set of particles, making dynamic
programming a viable technique for further improving the computational complexity
of the method.
Table 3.4a shows the number of EFPs listed by degree 𝑑 and VE complexity 𝜒
(with respect to the heuristics used in our implementation), and Table 3.4b further
breaks up the EFP counts by 𝑁 . Fig. 3-1 shows the time to compute the average
𝑑 ≤ 7 EFP as a function of multiplicity 𝑀 for different VE complexity 𝜒. Finally, we
note that though VE often provides a significant speedup over the naive algorithm,
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there may be even faster ways of computing the EFPs.8
3.5 Linear regression with jet observables
Regression, classification, and generation are three dominant machine learning paradigms.
Machine learning applications in collider physics have been largely focused on clas-
sification (e.g. jet tagging) [31, 256–263] with recent developments in regression [35]
and generation [283, 284]. For a more complete review of modern machine learning
techniques in jet substructure, see Ref. [142]. The lack of established regression prob-
lems in jet physics is due in part to the difficulty of theoretically probing multivariate
combinations as well as the challenges associated with extracting physics information
from trained regressions models.
In this section, we show that the linearity of the energy flow basis mitigates many
of these problems, providing a natural regression framework using simple linear mod-
els, probing the learned observable combinations, and gaining insight into the physics
of the target observables. Since regression requires training samples, we observe how
the regression performance compares on jets with three characteristic phase-space
configurations: one-prong QCD jets, two-prong boosted 𝑊 jets, and three-prong
boosted top jets. We use linear regression to demonstrate convergence of the energy
flow basis on IRC-safe observables, while illustrating their less-performant behavior
for non-IRC-safe observables.
3.5.1 Linear models with the energy flow basis
Linear models assume a linear relationship between the input and target variables,
making them the natural choice for (machine) learning with the energy flow basis
for both regression and classification. A linear model M with EFPs as the inputs is
8At the risk of burying the lede in a footnote, we have found that with certain choices of the
angular measure, it is possible to compute all EFPs in 𝒪(𝑀). An exploration of these interesting
special cases is performed in Ref. [21].
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defined by a finite set 𝒢 of multigraphs and numerical coefficients w = {𝑤𝐺}𝐺∈𝒢:
M =
∑︁
𝐺∈𝒢
𝑤𝐺 EFP𝐺. (3.65)
The fundamental relationship between EFPs, linear models, and IRC-safe observables
is highlighted by comparing Eq. (3.65) to Eq. (3.5), where the linear model M in
Eq. (3.65) takes the place of the IRC-safe observable 𝒮 in Eq. (3.5). Because the EFPs
are a complete linear basis, M is capable of approximating any 𝒮 for a sufficiently
large set of EFPs.
The linear structure of Eq. (3.65) allows for an avenue to “open the box” and
interpret the learned coefficients as defining a unique multiparticle correlator for each
𝑁 . To see this, partition the set 𝒢 into subsets 𝒢𝑁 of graphs with 𝑁 vertices. The
sum in Eq. (3.65) can be broken into two sums, one over 𝑁 and the other over all
graphs in 𝒢𝑁 . The linear energy structure of the EFPs in Eq. (3.1) allows for the
second sum to be pushed inside the product of energies onto the angular weighting
function:
M =
𝑁max∑︁
𝑁=0
𝑀∑︁
𝑖1=1
· · ·
𝑀∑︁
𝑖𝑁=1
𝑧𝑖1 · · · 𝑧𝑖𝑁
⎛⎝∑︁
𝐺∈𝒢𝑁
𝑤𝐺
∏︁
(𝑘,ℓ)∈𝐺
𝜃𝑖𝑘𝑖ℓ
⎞⎠ , (3.66)
where 𝑁max is the maximum number of vertices of any graph in 𝒢. The quantity in
parentheses in Eq. (3.66) may be though of as a single angular weighting function. The
linear model written in this way reveals itself to be a sum of 𝐶-correlators (similar to
Eq. (3.56)), one for each 𝑁 , where the linear coefficients within each 𝒢𝑁 parameterize
the angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁 of that 𝐶-correlator. This arrangement of the
learned parameters of the linear model into 𝑁max 𝐶-correlators contrasts sharply
with the lack of a physical organization of parameters in nonlinear methods such as
neural networks or boosted decision trees.
3.5.2 Event generation and EFP computation
For the studies in this section and in Sec. 3.6, we generate events using Pythia
8.226 [285–287] with the default tunings and shower parameters at
√
𝑠 = 13TeV.
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Hadronization and multiple parton interactions (i.e. underlying event) are included,
and a 400GeV parton-level 𝑝𝑇 cut is applied. For quark/gluon distribution, quark
(signal) jets are generated through 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑞𝑍(→ 𝜈𝜈), and gluon (background) jets
through 𝑝𝑝→ 𝑔𝑍(→ 𝜈𝜈), where only light-quarks (𝑢𝑑𝑠) appear in the quark sample.
For 𝑊 and top tagging, signal jets are generated through 𝑝𝑝→ 𝑊+𝑊−(→ hadrons)
and 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑡𝑡(→ hadrons), respectively. For both 𝑊 and top events, the background
consists of QCD dijets.
Final state, non-neutrino particles were made massless, keeping 𝑦, 𝜑, and 𝑝𝑇 fixed,9
and then were clustered with FastJet 3.3.0 [157] using the anti-𝑘𝑇 algorithm [156]
with a jet radius of 𝑅 = 0.4 for quark/gluon samples and 𝑅 = 0.8 for 𝑊 and top
samples (and the relevant dijet background). The hardest jet with rapidity |𝑦| < 1.7
and 500 GeV ≤ 𝑝𝑇 ≤ 550 GeV was kept. For each type of sample, 200k jets were
generated. For the regression models, 75% were used for training and 25% for testing.
For these events, all EFPs up to degree 𝑑 ≤ 7 were computed in Python using our
EnergyFlow module making use of NumPy’s einsum function. See Tables 3.2 and 3.4
for counts of EFPs tabulated by various properties such as 𝑁 , 𝑑, and 𝜒. Note that
all but 4 of the 1000 𝑑 ≤ 7 EFPs can be computed in 𝒪(𝑀2) or 𝒪(𝑀3) in the VE
paradigm, making the set of EFPs with 𝑑 ≤ 7 efficient to compute.
3.5.3 Spanning substructure observables with linear regres-
sion
We now consider the specific case of training linear models to approximate substruc-
ture observables with linear combinations of EFPs. For an arbitrary observable 𝑂,
we use least-squares regression to find a suitable set of coefficients w*:
w* = argmin
w
⎧⎨⎩∑︁
𝐽∈jets
(︃
𝑂(𝐽)−
∑︁
𝐺∈𝒢
𝑤𝐺 EFP𝐺(𝐽)
)︃2⎫⎬⎭ , (3.67)
9Using massless inputs is not a requirement for using the EFPs, but for these initial EFP studies,
we wanted to avoid the caveats associated with massive inputs for the validity of Sec. 3.3.
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Observable Properties
𝑚𝐽
𝑝𝑇,𝐽
Scaled jet mass No Taylor expansion about zero energy limit
𝜆(𝛼=1/2) Les Houches angularity No analytic relationship beyond even integers
𝜏
(𝛽=1)
2 2-subjettiness Algorithmically defined IRC-safe observable
𝜏
(𝛽=1)
21 𝑁 -subjettiness ratio Sudakov safe, safe for two-prong kinematics
𝜏
(𝛽=1)
32 𝑁 -subjettiness ratio Sudakov safe, safe for three-prong kinematics
𝑀 Particle multiplicity IRC unsafe
Table 3.5: The six substructure observables used as targets for linear regression, listed
with relevant properties. The first three are IRC safe, the next two are Sudakov safe in
general (and IRC safe in the noted regions of phase space), and particle multiplicity is
IRC unsafe. The Les Houches Angularity is calculated with respect to the 𝑝𝑇 -weighted
centroid axis in Eq. (3.17), and the 𝑁 -subjettiness observables are calculated using
𝑘𝑇 axes.
where 𝑂(𝐽) is the value of the observable and EFP𝐺(𝐽) the value of the EFP given
by multigraph 𝐺 on jet 𝐽 . There are possible modifications to Eq. (3.67) which
introduce penalties proportional to ‖w‖1 or ‖w‖22 where ‖ · ‖1 is the 1-norm and ‖ · ‖2
is the 2-norm. The first of these choices, referred to as lasso regression [288], may
be particularly interesting because of the variable selection behavior of this model,
which would aid in selecting the most important EFPs to approximate a particular
observable. We leave such investigation to future work. See Ref. [289] for a review of
linear models for regression.
We use the LinearRegression class of the scikit-learn python module [290] to
implement Eq. (3.67) with no regularization on the samples described in Sec. 4.4.1. In
general, the smallest possible regularization which prevents overfitting (if any) should
be used. Because of the linear nature of linear regression and the analytic tractability
of Eq. (3.67), thew* corresponding to the global minimum of the squared loss function
can be found efficiently using convex optimization techniques. Such techniques include
closed-form solutions or convergent iterative methods.
As targets for the regression, we consider the six jet observables in Table 3.5 to
highlight some interesting test cases. As our measure of the success of the regression,
we use a variant of the correlation coefficient between the true and predicted observ-
ables that is less sensitive to outliers than the unadulterated correlation coefficient.
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Figure 3-2: Correlation coefficients between true and predicted values for the jet ob-
servables in Table 3.5, plotted as a function of maximum EFP degree. Shown are
the (a) QCD dijet, (b) 𝑊 jet, and (c) top jet samples, and as explained in the text,
we restrict to predictions in the 5th–95th percentiles. Observables in IRC-safe regions
of phase space are shown with solid lines and those in IRC-unsafe regions (including
Sudakov-safe regions) are shown with dashed lines. The IRC-safe observables are all
learned with correlation coefficient above 0.98 in all three cases by 𝑑 = 7. Multiplicity
(black triangles) sets the scale for the regression performance on IRC-unsafe observ-
ables. Note that 𝜏21 has performance similar to the IRC-safe observables only when
jets are characteristically two-pronged or higher (𝑊 and top jets), and similarly for
𝜏32 when the jets are characteristically three-pronged (top jets).
When evaluating the trained linear model on the test set, only test samples with
predicted values within the 5th and 95th percentiles of the predictions are included.
In the contexts considered in this chapter, narrowing this percentile range lowers the
correlation coefficient and widening the range out toward all of the test set increases
the correlation coefficient. The qualitative nature of the results are insensitive to the
specific choice of percentile cutoffs. We perform this regression using EFPs of degree
up to 𝑑 for 𝑑 from 2 to 7 on all three jet samples, with the results shown in Fig. 3-2.
Histograms of the true and predicted distributions for a subset of these observables
are shown in Fig. 3-3 for the three types of jets considered here.
Since the learned coefficients depend on the training set, in principle different
linear combinations may be learned to approximate the substructure observables in
different jet contexts. This stands in contrast to the analysis in Sec. 3.2.3, where
many jet substructure observables were identified as exact linear combinations of
EFPs, independent of the choice of inputs. The IRC-safe observables—mass, Les
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Figure 3-3: The distributions of true and predicted scaled jet mass (top), 𝜏 (𝛽=1)2 (mid-
dle), and 𝜏 (𝛽=1)21 (bottom) using linear regression with EFPs up to different maximum
degrees 𝑑 on QCD jets (left), 𝑊 jets (center), and top jets (right). Note the excellent
agreement for the IRC-safe observables in the first two rows. Observables in IRC-safe
regions of phase space are shown with solid lines and those in IRC-unsafe regions are
shown with dashed lines. The Sudakov-safe 𝜏 (𝛽=1)21 predicted distributions match the
true distributions for jets typically with two or more prongs (𝑊 and top jets) better
than for typically one-pronged (QCD) jets.
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Houches angularity, and 2-subjettiness—are all learned with a correlation coefficient
above 0.98 in all three cases by 𝑑 = 7.
The IRC-unsafe multiplicity sets the scale of performance for observables that are
not IRC safe. For the 𝑁 -subjettiness ratios, the regression performance depends on
whether the observable is IRC safe or only Sudakov safe [58, 60]. The ratio 𝜏21 is
only IRC safe for regions of phase space with two prongs or more (i.e. the 𝑊 and top
samples), and 𝜏32 is only IRC safe for three prongs or more (i.e. just the top sample).
In cases where the 𝑁 -subjettiness ratio is IRC safe, the regression performs similarly
to the other IRC-safe observables, whereas for the cases where the 𝑁 -subjettiness
ratio is only Sudakov safe, the regression performance is poor (even worse than for
multiplicity). It is satisfying to see the expected behavior between the safety of the
observable and the quality of the regression with EFPs.
As a final cross check of the regression, we can use the linear model in Eq. (3.65)
to confirm some of the analytic results of Sec. 3.2.3. Specifically, we perform a linear
regression with the target observable being the even-𝛼 angularities with respect to the
𝑝𝑇 -weighted centroid axis. These were shown to be non-trivial linear combinations of
EFPs in Sec. 3.2.3. Regressing onto 𝜆(2), 𝜆(4), and 𝜆(6), the linear model learned the
observables with effectively 100% accuracy and the learned linear combination was
exactly that predicted by Eqs. (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21), up to a precision of 10−6.
Fig. 3-4 shows the learned linear combinations of EFPs for the 𝑊 jet sample.
3.6 Linear jet tagging
We now apply the energy flow basis to three representative jet tagging problems—
light-quark/gluon classification, 𝑊 tagging, and top tagging—providing a broad set
of contexts in which to study the EFPs. Since the energy flow basis is linear, we
can (in principle) access the optimal IRC-safe observable for jet tagging by training
a linear classifier for this problem. As mentioned in Sec. 3.5.3, one benefit of linear
models, in addition to their inherent simplicity, is that they are typically convex
problems which can be solved exactly or with gradient descent to a global minimum.
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Figure 3-4: The linear combinations of EFPs learned by linear regression for even-𝛼
angularities with the 𝑊 jet samples. Shown are (a) 𝛼 = 2, (b) 𝛼 = 4, and (c) 𝛼 = 6.
All but the highlighted EFP coefficients are learned to be near zero. The EFPs
corresponding to those non-zero coefficients are illustrated directly on the figure.
The learned linear coefficients are exactly those predicted analytically in Eqs. (3.19),
(3.20), and (3.21). The same behavior is found with the QCD and top jet samples.
See Ref. [289] for a review of linear models for classification.
A (binary) linear classifier learns a vector w* that defines a hyperplane orthogonal
to the vector. A bias term, which can be related to the distance of this hyperplane
from the origin, sets the location of the decision boundary, which is the hyperplane
translated away from the origin. The decision function for a particular point in
the input space is the normal distance to the decision boundary. In contrast with
regression, where the target variable is usually continuous, classification predictions
are classes, typically 0 or 1 for a binary classifier.
Different methods of determining the vector w*—such as logistic regression, sup-
port vector machines, or linear discriminant analysis—may learn different linear clas-
sifiers since the methods optimize different loss functions. For our linear classifier, we
use Fisher’s linear discriminant [291] provided by the LinearDiscriminantAnalysis
class of the scikit-learn python module [290]. The choice of logistic regression was
also explored, and jet tagging performance was found to be insensitive to which type
of linear classifier was used.
The details of the event generation and EFP computation are the same as in
Sec. 4.4.1. To avoid a proliferation of plots, we present only the case of 𝑊 tagging in
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the text and refer to App. C for the corresponding results for quark/gluon classifica-
tion and top tagging. Qualitatively similar results are obtained on all three tagging
problems, with the conclusion that linear classification with EFPs yields compara-
ble classification performance to other powerful machine learning techniques. This is
good evidence that the EFPs provides a suitable linear expansion of generic IRC-safe
information relevant for practical jet substructure applications.
3.6.1 Alternative jet representations
In order to benchmark the EFPs, we compare them to two alternative jet tagging
paradigms:
∙ The jet images approach [248] treats calorimeter deposits as pixels and the
jet as an image, often using convolutional neural networks to determine a clas-
sifier. Jet images have been applied successfully to the same tagging problems
considered here: quark/gluon classification [31], 𝑊 tagging [254], and top tag-
ging [256,258].
∙ The 𝑁 -subjettiness basis was introduced for 𝑊 tagging in Ref. [145] and
later applied to tagging non-QCD jets [263]. We use the same choice of 𝑁 -
subjettiness basis elements as Ref. [145], namely:
{𝜏 (1/2)1 , 𝜏 (1)1 , 𝜏 (2)1 , 𝜏 (1/2)2 , 𝜏 (1)2 , 𝜏 (2)2 , · · · , 𝜏 (1/2)𝑁−2 , 𝜏 (1)𝑁−2, 𝜏 (2)𝑁−2, 𝜏 (1)𝑁−1, 𝜏 (2)𝑁−1}, (3.68)
with 3𝑁 − 4 elements needed to probe 𝑁 -body phase space. These are then
used as inputs to a DNN.
Both of these learning paradigms are expected to perform well, and we will see below
that this is the case. As a strawman, we also consider linear classification with the
𝑁 -subjettiness basis elements in Eq. (3.68), which is not expected to yield good
performance. For completeness, we also perform DNN classification with the energy
flow basis.
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We now summarize the technical details of these alternative jet tagging approaches.
For jet images, we create 33×33 jet images spanning 2𝑅×2𝑅 in the rapidity-azimuth
plane. Motivated by Ref. [31], both single-channel “grayscale” jet images of the 𝑝𝑇
per pixel and two-channel “color” jet images consisting of the 𝑝𝑇 channel and particle
multiplicity per pixel were used. The 𝑝𝑇 -channel of the jet image was normalized such
that the sum of the pixels was one. Standardization was used to ensure that each pixel
had zero mean and unit standard deviation by subtracting the training set mean and
dividing by the training set standard deviation of each pixel in each channel. A jet
image CNN architecture similar to that used in Ref. [31] was employed: three 36-filter
convolutional layers with filter sizes of 8×8, 4×4, and 4×4, respectively, followed by
a 128-unit dense layer and a 2-unit softmaxed output. A rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation [292] was applied to the output of each internal layer. Maxpooling of size
2 × 2 was performed after each convolutional layer with a stride length of 2. The
dropout rate was taken to be 0.1 for all layers. He-uniform initialization [293] was
used to initialize the model weights.
For the DNN (both for the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis and for the EFPs), we use an
architecture consisting of three dense layers of 100 units each connected to a 2-unit
softmax output layer, with ReLU activation functions applied to the output of each
internal layer. For the training of all networks, 300k samples were used for training,
50k for validation, and 50k for testing. Networks were trained using the Adam al-
gorithm [294] using categorical cross-entropy as a loss function with a learning rate
of 10−3 and a batch size of 100 over a maximum of 50 epochs. Early stopping was
employed, monitoring the validation loss, with a patience parameter of 5. The python
deep learning library Keras [295] with the Theano backend [296] was used to instanti-
ate and train all neural networks. Training of the CNNs was performed on Microsoft
Azure using NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs and the NVIDIA CUDA framework. Neural
network performance was checked to be mildly insensitive to these parameter choices,
but these parameter choices were not tuned for optimality. As a general rule, the
neural networks used here are employed to give a sense of scale for the performance
attainable with jet images and the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis using out-of-the-box tech-
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Figure 3-5: Inverse ROC curves for linear 𝑊 tagging with the energy flow basis using
different choices of angular exponent 𝛽 in Eq. (3.9). Though the improvement is
mild, 𝛽 = 0.5 shows the best overall performance. See Fig. C-1 for the corresponding
quark/gluon classification and top tagging results, where 𝛽 = 0.5 is also the best
choice by a slight margin.
niques; improvements in classification accuracy may be possible for these methods
with additional hyperparameter tuning.
3.6.2 𝑊 tagging results and comparisons
We present results for the 𝑊 tagging study here, with the other two classification
problems discussed in App. C. The performance of a binary classifier is encapsulated
by the background mistag rate 𝜀𝑏 at a given signal efficiency 𝜀𝑠. For all of the figures
below, we plot inverse receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves, 1/𝜀𝑏 as a func-
tion of 𝜀𝑠, on a semi-log scale; a higher ROC curve indicates a better classifier. The
corresponding standard ROC (𝜀𝑏 vs. 𝜀𝑠) and significance improvement (𝜀𝑠/
√
𝜀𝑏 vs. 𝜀𝑠)
curves are available in the source files of the arXiv preprint as additional pages in
the figure.
We begin by studying the performance for different choices of angular exponent
𝛽 in the default hadronic measure from Eq. (3.9). Fig. 3-5 shows ROC curves for the
choices of 𝛽 = 0.2, 𝛽 = 0.5, and 𝛽 = 1, using all EFPs with 𝑑 ≤ 7. The differences in
performance are mild, but 𝛽 = 0.5 slightly improves the ROC curves for 𝑊 tagging,
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Figure 3-6: Inverse ROC curves for𝑊 tagging with (a) the energy flow basis including
degrees up to 𝑑 = 7 and (b) the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis up to 10-body phase space
information. In both cases, we show the observables combined linearly (solid) and
with a DNN (dashed). The linear combinations of EFPs approach the nonlinear
combinations, particularly for higher signal efficiencies, while the linear combinations
of the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis saturate well below the nonlinear combinations as the
number of observables is increased. See Fig. C-2 for the corresponding quark/gluon
classification and top tagging results.
so we use 𝛽 = 0.5 for the remainder of our studies. The choice of 𝛽 = 0.5 was also
found to be optimal for the cases of quark/gluon and top tagging discussed in App. C.
Next, in Fig. 3-6a, we test the linear spanning nature of the EFPs by comparing
the ROC curves of the linear and nonlinear models trained on EFPs up to different 𝑑.
With linear regression, there is a large jump in performance in going from 𝑑 ≤ 3 (13
EFPs) to 𝑑 ≤ 6 (314 EFPs), and a slight increase in performance from 𝑑 ≤ 6 to 𝑑 ≤ 7
(1000 EFPs), indicating good convergence to the optimal IRC-safe observable for 𝑊
jet classification. To avoid cluttering the plot, 𝑑 ≤ 4 and 𝑑 ≤ 5 are not shown in Fig. 3-
6a, but their ROC curves fall between those of 𝑑 ≤ 3 and 𝑑 ≤ 6, highlighting that
the higher 𝑑 EFPs carry essential information for linear classification. By contrast,
using nonlinear classification with a DNN, the EFPs performance with 𝑑 ≤ 3 is
already very good, since functions of the low 𝑑 EFPs can be combined in a nonlinear
fashion to construct information contained in higher 𝑑 composite EFPs. The linear
and nonlinear performance is similar with the 𝑑 ≤ 7 EFPs for operating points of
𝜀𝑠 & 0.5, though the nonlinear DNN outperforms the linear classifier in the low signal
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efficiency region. It should be noted that the linear classifier is not trained specifically
for the low signal efficiency region and it may be possible that choosing a different
hyperplane could boost performance there. We leave to future work a more detailed
investigation of optimizing the choice of linear classifier.
The performance of the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis with both linear and nonlinear clas-
sifiers is shown in Fig. 3-6b. For both linear classification and the DNN, performance
appears to saturate with the 6-body (14 𝜏𝑁s) phase space, with not much gained in
going to 10-body (26 𝜏𝑁s) phase space, except for a small increase in the low signal ef-
ficiency region for the DNN; we confirmed up to 30-body (86 𝜏𝑁s) phase space that no
change in ROC curves was observed compared to 10-body phase space. As expected,
there is relativity poor performance with linear classification even as the dimension of
phase space is increased. Classification with a DNN, though, shows an immense in-
crease in performance over linear classification, as expected since the 𝑁 -subjettiness
basis is expected to nonlinearly capture all of the relevant IRC-safe kinematic in-
formation [145]. This illustrates that nonlinear combinations of the 𝑁 -subjettiness
observables are crucial for extracting the full physics information.
The corresponding quark/gluon and top tagging plots in Fig. C-2 effectively tell
the same story as Fig. 3-6, robustly demonstrating the linear spanning nature of the
EFPs used for classification across a wide variety of kinematic configurations. As a
side note, in App. C there are sometimes cases where a linear combination of EFPs
yields improved performance compared to a DNN on the same inputs, particularly at
medium to high signal efficiencies. Since even a one-node DNN should theoretically be
able to learn the linear combination of EFPs learned by the linear classifier, regimes
where the linear classifier outperforms the DNN demonstrate the inherent difficulty
of training complex multivariate models.
In Fig. 3-7 we directly compare the EFP classification power against the 𝑁 -
subjettiness basis and the 1-channel (“grayscale”) and 2-channel (“color”) CNNs. For
operating points with 𝜀𝑠 & 0.5, all methods except the linear 𝑁 -subjettiness classifier
show essentially the same performance. The worse performance of the linear EFP
classifier at low signal efficiencies is expected, since the Fisher linear discriminant is
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Figure 3-7: Inverse ROC curves for𝑊 tagging comparing six different methods: linear
and DNN classification with the energy flow basis up to 𝑑 ≤ 7, linear and DNN clas-
sification with the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis up to 10-body phase space, and grayscale and
color jet images with CNNs. The most evident gap is between the linearly-combined
𝑁 -subjettiness basis and the remaining curves, which achieve similar classification
performance for medium and high signal efficiencies. See Fig. C-3 for the correspond-
ing quark/gluon classification and top tagging results.
not optimized for that regime. Overall, it is remarkable that similar classification
performance can be achieved with these three very different learning paradigms, es-
pecially considering that the DNNs and grayscale CNN implicitly, and the color CNN
explicitly, have access to non-IRC-safe information (including Sudakov-safe combi-
nations of the IRC-safe inputs). This agreement gives evidence that the tagging
techniques have approached a global bound on the maximum possible classification
power achievable, at least in the context of parton shower simulations.
Once again, the analogous quark/gluon and top tagging plots, shown in Fig. C-3,
show very similar behavior to the𝑊 tagging case in Fig. 3-7. Linear classification with
the EFPs performs similarly to the DNNs and CNNs, tending to slightly outperform
at high signal efficiencies and underperform at low signal efficiencies. Ultimately, the
choice of tagging method comes down to a trade off between the simplicity of the
inputs and the simplicity of the training method, with the EFPs presently requiring
more inputs than the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis but with the benefit of using a linear
model. In the future, we plan to study ways of reducing the size of the EFP basis by
exploiting linear redundancies among the EFPs and using powerful linear methods to
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Figure 3-8: Inverse ROC curves for linear 𝑊 tagging with the energy flow basis with
𝑑 ≤ 7, sweeping over (a) which 𝑁 -point correlators and (b) observables of which
VE computational complexity 𝒪(𝑀𝜒) are included in the linear fit. It is clear that
important information is contained in the higher 𝑁 -particle correlators, which can
be included because the algorithm in Sec. 3.4 evades the naive 𝒪(𝑀𝑁) scaling. See
Fig. C-4 for the corresponding quark/gluon classification and top tagging results.
automatically select the most important observables for a given task.
3.6.3 Opening the energy flow box
As argued in Eq. (3.66), one of the main advantages of linear methods with the energy
flow basis is that one can attempt to “open the box” and directly explore what features
have been learned. We leave to future work a full exploration of this possibility, but
here we attempt to probe which topological structures within the EFP basis carry
the classification power for the different tagging problems. Since we have shown that
the EFPs with 𝑑 ≤ 7 have sufficient classification power to qualitatively match the
performance of alternative tagging methods, we will restrict to this set of observables.
In Fig. 3-8a, we vary the maximum number of vertices in the EFP graphs, where
the maximum 𝑁 is 14 for 𝑑 ≤ 7, finding that the performance roughly saturates at
𝑁 = 9, highlighting the importance of higher 𝑁 EFPs. The algorithmic advances
described in Sec. 3.4 allow for the efficient computation of these higher 𝑁 EFPs, which
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have complexities as intractable as 𝒪(𝑀9) with the naive algorithm. Additionally,
note that nearly every EFP (all except those corresponding to complete graphs) has
a non-vanishing angular weighting function, which is a new feature compared to the
ECFs and ECFGs (see Sec. 3.2.4). In Fig. 3-8b, we vary the maximum computational
complexity 𝜒 of the EFP graphs, where the maximum 𝜒 is 4 for 𝑑 ≤ 7. Remarkably,
the full performance of linear classification with the 𝑑 ≤ 7 EFPs can be obtained with
merely those observables calculable in 𝒪(𝑀2) with VE. Thus, fortuitously for the
purposes of jet tagging, it seems that restricting to the most efficiently computable
EFPs (in the VE paradigm) is sufficient for extracting the near-optimal IRC-safe
observable for jet classification. Similar results hold for quark/gluon classification
and top tagging, shown in Fig. C-4.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced the EFPs, which linearly span the space of IRC-
safe observables. The core argument, presented in Sec. 3.3, is that one can sys-
tematically expand an arbitrary IRC-safe observable in terms of energies and angles
and read off the unique resulting analytic structures. This expansion yields a new
way to understand the importance of 𝐶-correlators [4, 5, 8, 38] for IRC safety, and it
enables a powerful graph-theoretic representation of the various angular structures.
The multigraph correspondence makes manifest a more efficient algorithm than the
naive 𝒪(𝑀𝑁) one for computing EFPs, overcoming a primary obstacle to exploring
higher-𝑁 multiparticle correlators for jet substructure.
To demonstrate the power of the energy flow basis, we performed a variety of
representative regression and classification tasks for jet substructure. Crucially, linear
methods were sufficient to achieve good performance with the EFPs. As a not-quite
apples-to-apples comparison in three representative jet tagging applications, linear
classification with 1000 EFPs achieved comparable performance to a CNN acting on
a jet image with 33× 33 = 1089 pixels. Because of the wide variety of linear learning
methods available [289], we expect that the EFPs will be a useful starting point to
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explore more applications in jet substructure and potentially elsewhere in collider
physics.
There are many possible refinements and extensions to the energy flow basis. In
this chapter, we truncated the EFPs at a fixed maximum degree 𝑑; alternatively, one
could truncate the prime EFPs at a fixed 𝑑 and compute all composite EFPs up to
a specified cutoff. Since the EFPs yield an overcomplete basis, it could be valuable
to cull the list of required multigraphs. A similar problem of overcompleteness was
solved for kinematic polynomial rings in Ref. [280], and that strategy may be relevant
for EFPs with a suitable choice of measure. In the other direction, it may be valuable
to make the energy flow basis even more redundant by including EFPs with multiple
measures. With a vastly overcomplete basis, one could use techniques like lasso
regression [288] to zero out unnecessary terms. While we have restricted our attention
to IRC-safe observables, it would be straightforward to relax the restriction to just
infrared safety. In particular, the set of IR-safe (but C-unsafe) functions in Eq. (3.43)
can be expanded into multigraphs that have an extra integer decoration on each
vertex to indicate the energy scaling. Finally, the EFPs are based on an expansion
in pairwise angles, but one could explore alternative angular expansions in terms of
single particle directions or multiparticle factors.
To gain some perspective, we find it useful to discuss the EFPs in the broader
context of machine learning for jet substructure. Over the past few years, there has
been a surge of interest in using powerful tools from machine learning to learn useful
observables from low-level or high-level representations of a jet [31,145,248–254,256–
263]. The power of these machine learning methods is formidable, and techniques like
neural networks and boosted decision trees have shifted the focus away from single-
or few-variable jet substructure taggers to multivariate methods. On the other hand,
multivariate methods can sometimes obscure the specific physics information that
the model learns, leading to recent efforts to “open the box” of machine learning
tools [28,35,254,262,297]. Even with an open box, though, theoretical calculations of
multivariate distributions are impractical (if not impossible). Furthermore, training
multivariate models is often difficult, requiring large datasets, hyperparameter tuning,
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and preprocessing of the data.
The EFPs represent both a continuation of and a break from these machine learn-
ing trends. The EFPs continue the trend from multivariate to hypervariate represen-
tations for jet information, with 𝒪(100) elements needed for effective regression and
classification. On the other hand, the linear-spanning nature of the EFPs make it
feasible to move away from “black box” nonlinear algorithms and return to simpler
linear methods (explored previously for jet substructure in e.g. [69,248]) without loss
of generality. Armed with the energy flow basis, there is a suite of powerful tools
and ideas from linear regression and classification which can now be fully utilized for
jet substructure applications, with simpler training processes compared to DNNs and
stronger guarantees of optimal training convergence. Multivariate methods would ide-
ally be trained directly on data to avoid relying on imperfect simulations, as discussed
in Ref. [30]. The energy flow basis may be compelling for recent data-driven learn-
ing approaches [29, 30, 298] due to its completeness, the simplicity of linear learning
algorithms, and a potentially lessened requirement on the size of training samples.
As with any jet observable, the impact of non-perturbative effects on the EFPs
is important to understand. Even with IRC safety, hadronization modifies the dis-
tributions predicted by pQCD and therefore complicates first-principles calculations.
It would be interesting to see if the shape function formalism [9, 299] could be used
to predict the impact of non-perturbative contributions to EFP distributions. Al-
ternatively, one standard tool that is used to mitigate non-perturbative effects is jet
grooming [59, 89, 204, 277–279], which also simplifies first-principles calculations and
allows for “quark” and “gluon” jets to be theoretically well-defined [99]. We leave a
detailed study of the effects of non-perturbative contributions and jet grooming on
EFPs to future work.
Eventually, one hopes that the EFPs will be amenable to precision theoretical
calculations of jet substructure (see e.g. Refs. [89, 99, 100, 161, 300–306]). This is by
no means obvious, since generic EFPs have different power-counting structures from
the ECFs [95] or ECFGs [97]. That said, phrasing jet substructure entirely in the
language of energy flow observables and energy correlations may provide interesting
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new theoretical avenues to probe QCD, realizing the 𝐶-correlator vision of Refs. [4,5,
8,38]. Most IRC-safe jet observables rely on particle-level definitions and calculations,
but there has been theoretical interest in directly analyzing the correlations of energy
flow in specific angular directions [10,307,308], particularly in the context of conformal
field theory [13, 15, 309–311]. The energy flow basis is a step towards connecting the
particle-level and energy-correlation pictures, and one could even imagine that the
energy flow logic could be applied directly at the path integral level. Ultimately, the
structure of the EFPs is a direct consequence of IRC safety, resulting in a practical
tool for jet substructure at colliders as well as a new way of thinking about the space
of observables more generally.
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Chapter 4
A Definition of Particle Flavor from
Observables
4.1 Introduction
Quarks and gluons are fundamental, color-charged particles that are copiously pro-
duced at colliders like the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Despite their ubiquity, these
high-energy quarks and gluons are never observed directly. Instead, they fragment
and hadronize into sprays of color-neutral hadrons, known as jets, via quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD). As the majority of jets originate from light (up, down, strange)
quarks or gluons, a firm understanding of quark and gluon jets is important to many
analyses at the LHC. There has been tremendous recent theoretical and experimental
progress in analyzing jets and jet substructure [142,143,200–204,243–246], with a vari-
ety of observables [11,18,64,67–69,95,97,140,141,312] and algorithms [59,89,277–279]
developed to expose and probe the underlying physics. Despite decades of using the
notions of “quark” and “gluon” jets [31, 90, 250, 251, 313–323], a precise and practical
hadron-level definition of jet flavor has not been formulated.
Even setting aside the issue of jet flavor, ambiguity is already present whenever
one wants to identify jets in an event [324]. Nonetheless, jets can be made perfectly
well-defined: any hadron-level algorithm for finding jets that is infrared and collinear
(IRC) safe provides an operational jet definition that can be compared to pertur-
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bative predictions. While different algorithms result in different jets, specifying a
jet algorithm allows one to make headway into comparing theoretical calculations
and experimental measurements. Meanwhile, in the case of jet flavor, the lack of a
precise, hadron-level definition of “quark” and “gluon” jets has artificially hindered
progress by precluding separate comparisons of quark and gluon jets between theory
and experiment.
Typical applications involving “quark” and “gluon” jets in practice often rely on
ill-defined or unphysical parton-level information, such as from the event record of a
parton shower event generator. Progress has been made in providing sharp definitions
at the parton-level [193, 325], in the context of factorization theorems [98, 99, 326],
and at the conceptual level [327], but an operational definition, to our knowledge,
has never been developed (see Ref. [328] for a review). A quark/gluon jet definition1
should ideally work at the hadron level, regardless of whether a rigorous factorization
theorem exists, and be practically implementable in both theoretical and experimental
settings.
In this chapter, we develop an operational definition of quark and gluon jets that
is formulated solely in terms of experimentally-accessible quantities, does not rely
on specific theoretical constructs such as factorization theorems, and can be readily
implemented in a realistic context. Intuitively, we define quark and gluon jets as the
“pure” categories that emerge from two different jet samples. Our definition operates
at the aggregate level, avoiding altogether the troublesome and potentially impossible
notion of a per-jet flavor label in favor of quantifying quark and gluon jets by their
distributions.
Specifically, given two jet samples 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 (e.g. 𝑍+jet and dijet) in a narrow
transverse momentum (𝑝𝑇 ) bin, with 𝑀1 taken to be more “quark”-like, and a jet
substructure feature space 𝒪, we define quark (𝑞) and gluon (𝑔) jet distributions in
1While in some contexts “jet definition” means a procedure for finding jets in an event, in this
chapter we use “quark/gluon jet definition” to mean a definition of jet flavor.
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the following way:
𝑝𝑞(𝒪) ≡ 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)− 𝜅12 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
1− 𝜅12 , 𝑝𝑔(𝒪) ≡
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)− 𝜅21 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
1− 𝜅21 , (4.1)
where 𝜅12 and 𝜅21 are known as reducibility factors and are directly obtainable from
the probability distributions 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪) and 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪). The reducibility factors are defined
as:
𝜅12 ≡ min𝒪
𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
, 𝜅21 ≡ min𝒪
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
. (4.2)
The reducibility factors in Eq. (4.2) identify the most 𝑀1-like and 𝑀2-like regions
of the substructure phase space by extremizing the sample likelihood ratio. We take
these phase space regions to define what it means to be quark-like and gluon-like.
The subtractions in Eq. (4.1) then proceed to “demix” the two sample distributions as
if they were statistical mixtures. The quark and gluon distributions are defined solely
in terms of hadronic fiducial cross section measurements of the two samples, ensuring
that our definition is manifestly fully data-driven and non-circular. This definition
relies on a jet algorithm to define the jets in the jet samples, which also allows for
further hadron-level processing, such as jet grooming techniques [59, 89, 277–279], to
be folded directly into the quark/gluon jet definition.
One main goal of this chapter is to argue that our operational definition, combined
with existing tools, provides a way to obtain information about the likelihood, quark
fractions, and quark and gluon distributions in a fully data-driven way, without ref-
erence to unphysical notions such as generator labels. The concepts appearing in our
definition are directly related to methods already in use in experimental quark/gluon
jet analysis efforts [86,329–333]. Quark-gluon likelihood ratios, obtained from parton
shower generators, have been implemented by both ATLAS and CMS as optimal dis-
criminants in low-dimensional feature spaces. Quark fractions, obtained from event
generators, for several jet samples have successfully allowed for separate determina-
tion of quark and gluon jet properties by solving linear equations. These analyses
already use a statistical-mixture picture of quark and gluon jets, which is a direct
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consequence of our definition.
Many physics analyses at the LHC would benefit from a clear definition of quark
and gluon jets that allows for unambiguous extraction of separate quark and gluon
jet distributions and fractions. Fully data-driven quark/gluon jet taggers have the
potential to increase the sensitivity of a variety of new physics searches [319,320], and
related ideas have been developed for model-independent searches for new physics [32].
Experimentally measuring separate quark and gluon distributions of jet observables
would significantly improve attempts to extract the strong coupling constant from
jet substructure [334] and to constrain parton shower event generators [328, 335].
Extracting data-driven fractions of quark and gluon jets could improve the determi-
nation of parton distribution functions and allow for separate measurement of quark
and gluon cross sections. These ideas may also be relevant in the context of heavy
ion collisions, where quarks and gluons are expected to be modified differently by the
medium and probing the separate modifications to quark and gluon jets would be of
significant interest.
We now give a brief summary of the rest of this chapter. In Sec. 4.2, we provide
a self-contained overview, motivation, and exploration of our quark/gluon jet defini-
tion. We discuss recent work in Ref. [328] that developed a “conceptual” definition of
quark/gluon jets, falling short of providing a full definition that can be reliably used
in practice, but highlighting the key elements required of a sensible quark/gluon jet
definition. We then develop the intuition and mathematical tools necessary to con-
struct our operational definition, which satisfies the core conceptual principles while
being precise and practically implementable. After stating our operational definition,
we examine its physical and statistical properties in detail. An exploration of the
definition in the context of simple jet substructure observables at leading-logarithmic
accuracy is left to App. D.
In Sec. 4.3, we discuss how our quark/gluon jet definition benefits from, and pro-
vides a foundation for, recent work on data-driven machine learning for jet physics.
The classification without labels (CWoLa) paradigm [29] for training classifiers on
mixed samples can be used to approximate the mixed-sample likelihood ratio, a key
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part of implementing our definition. The jet topics framework [28] extracts underly-
ing mutually irreducible distributions from mixture histograms, yielding a practical
method to obtain the reducibility factors in Eq. (4.2). Using jet topics with the ap-
proximated mixed-sample likelihood ratio, obtained from the data via CWoLa, allows
for more robust fraction and distribution extraction. With quark fractions, obtained
from the data via jet topics, CWoLa classifiers can be (self-)calibrated in a fully data-
driven way. More broadly, the assumptions required for CWoLa and jet topics—that
QCD jet samples are statistical mixtures of mutually irreducible quark and gluon
jets—are satisfied by construction with our definition.
In Sec. 4.4, we showcase a practical implementation of our definition using jet
samples from two different processes: 𝑍+jet and dijets. Using six trained models de-
tailed in App. E, we apply the procedure outlined in Sec. 4.3 to extract quark fractions
by combining the CWoLa and jet topics methods, finding more robust performance
than when using single jet substructure observables. With the reducibility factors
and quark fractions in hand, we extract separate quark and gluon distributions for
a variety of jet substructure observables, even those that do not exhibit mutual irre-
ducibility. We compare the results of using our data-driven definition of quark and
gluon jets with a per-jet Pythia-parton definition, finding qualitative and quantita-
tive agreement between the two. The potential to self-calibrate CWoLa classifiers is
also shown with an explicit example. While our studies are based on parton-shower
samples, all of these analyses can be performed in data with the experimental tools
already developed for quark and gluon jet physics at the LHC.
We present our conclusions in Sec. 4.5, discussing potential new applications made
feasible by this work. Possible future developments and extensions are highlighted.
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4.2 Defining quark and gluon jets
4.2.1 Review of a conceptual quark/gluon jet definition
Due to the complicated radiative showering and fundamentally non-perturbative
hadronization that occurs in the course of jets emerging from partons, there is no
unambiguous definition of “quark” or “gluon” jets at the hadron-level. Despite this
challenge, the importance of a clear, well-defined, and practical definition of quark
and gluon jets at modern colliders cannot be overstated. In Ref. [328], a significant
effort was made to summarize and comment on the concepts of “quark jet” and “gluon
jet”. The authors of Ref. [328] settled on the following statement as the best way to
conceptually define quark jets (and, analogously, gluon jets):
Quark and Gluon Jet Definition (Conceptual) [328]. A phase space region (as
defined by an unambiguous hadronic fiducial cross section measurement) that yields
an enriched sample of quarks (as interpreted by some suitable, though fundamentally
ambiguous criterion).
This definition is attractive for numerous reasons. First, it is explicitly tied to
hadronic final states, avoiding dependence, for example, on the unphysical event
record of a parton shower generator. Further, it is specific to the context of a par-
ticular measurement and is thus defined regardless of whether the observable and
processes in question have rigorous factorization theorems. Finally, its goal is to tag
a region of phase space as quark- or gluon-like rather than to specify a per-jet truth
definition of quark and gluon jets. The main difficulty with this conceptual defini-
tion, as noted in Ref. [328], is determining the criterion that corresponds to successful
quark or gluon jet enrichment.
Despite its attractive qualities, without a practical proposal for implementing this
conceptual definition on data, the case studies in Ref. [328] operationally fell back
on less well-defined definitions, such as using initiating parton information from a
parton shower generator to tag a quark/gluon jet. Further, the definition only tags
specific regions of phase space as “quark” or “gluon”, such as low or high values of some
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substructure observable, and provides no framework for discussing jet flavor outside
of these regions. To remedy this issue, we seek to upgrade the conceptual definition to
an operational one by giving a concrete, data-driven method for optimally identifying
quark- or gluon-enriched regions of phase space and obtaining full quark and gluon
jet distributions.
4.2.2 Motivating the operational definition
To motivate our definition, suppose that we have two QCD jet samples 𝑀1 and 𝑀2
in a narrow 𝑝𝑇 bin. One of the mixed samples (𝑀1 without loss of generality) should
be “quark-enriched” and the other “gluon-enriched” relative to each other according
to some qualitative criterion. Ref. [328] took 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 to be, respectively, 𝑍+jet
and dijet samples, a case that we further investigate in Sec. 4.4.
Assume for now that 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are statistical mixtures of quark and gluon
jets—an assumption that will not be made in our final definition. Letting the quark
fractions of the two mixtures be 𝑓1 and 𝑓2, the relationship between the distribu-
tion of substructure observables in mixture 𝑀𝑖 in terms of the quark and gluon jet
distributions is:
𝑝𝑀𝑖(𝒪) = 𝑓𝑖 𝑝𝑞(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓𝑖) 𝑝𝑔(𝒪), (4.3)
where the feature space 𝒪 is, for our purposes, a set of jet substructure observables
taken to be sufficiently rich to encode all relevant information about jet flavor.
Following the outline of the Conceptual Definition, we consider classification of
quark and gluon jets and examine the relationship of this task with classification of one
mixture from the other. By the Neyman-Pearson lemma [336], an optimal classifier
for discriminating two classes is their likelihood ratio (or any monotonically-related
quantity). In the case of quark and gluon jets, the likelihood ratio is:
𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) ≡ 𝑝𝑞(𝒪)
𝑝𝑔(𝒪) , (4.4)
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Figure 4-1: The monotonic relationship between the mixed-sample log-likelihood ratio
and the quark-gluon log-likelihood ratio from Eq. (4.5) for illustrative fraction values.
The relationship between the maximum and minimum values of the mixed-sample
and quark/gluon log-likelihoods from Eq. (4.10) is visually evident in that the red
curve horizontally asymptotes to the two black dashed curves. The plots are shown
in terms of the logarithms of the likelihood ratios so that exchanging 𝑀1 ↔ 𝑀2 or
𝑞 ↔ 𝑔 simply corresponds to a reflection of the curve.
and, similarly, the optimal classifier for discriminating between 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 is:
𝐿𝑀1/𝑀2(𝒪) ≡
𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
=
𝑓1 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓1)
𝑓2 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓2) . (4.5)
It is easily verified that the mixed-sample likelihood ratio in Eq. (4.5) is a monotonic
function of the quark-gluon likelihood ratio in Eq. (4.4) as long as 𝑓1 ̸= 𝑓2 (see
Refs. [29, 337]). The relationship between the mixed-sample likelihood ratio and
the quark-gluon likelihood ratio of Eq. (4.5) is depicted in Fig. 4-1. This cleanly
demonstrates that the optimal mixed-sample classifier is also the optimal quark-gluon
classifier.
Supposing that we can approximate the mixture likelihood ratio sufficiently well,
we have distilled the (potentially huge) substructure feature space to a single number
which is provably optimal for identifying quark- and gluon-enriched phase space re-
gions. However, we still lack a procedure for actually identifying the enriched regions;
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we solely know that they are given by some cut on 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪), or equivalently a cut on
𝐿𝑀1/𝑀2(𝒪). The key insight for moving closer toward an operational definition is
that 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪), being the optimal discriminant of quark and gluon jets, can be im-
mediately used to identify the most quark-enriched (gluon-enriched) regions as those
where 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) is at its maximum (minimum). In the case that we can find regions
of phase space 𝒪𝑞 and 𝒪𝑔 where quark and gluon jets respectively are pure, we have
that 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪𝑔) = 0 and 𝐿𝑔/𝑞(𝒪𝑞) = 0 and we say that the quark and gluon categories
are mutually irreducible (see Ref. [28,337]).
The extrema of the quark/gluon likelihood ratio 𝐿𝑞/𝑔, corresponding to the en-
riched regions of phase space, are naturally related to the extrema of the mixture
likelihood ratio 𝐿𝑀1/𝑀2 . To this end, it is helpful to define the reducibility factor
between distributions 𝐴 and 𝐵, 𝜅𝐴𝐵, as:
𝜅𝐴𝐵 ≡ min𝒪
𝑝𝐴(𝒪)
𝑝𝐵(𝒪) , (4.6)
which is the minimum (or more precisely, the infimum) of the likelihood ratio of 𝐴
and 𝐵. Supposing that quarks and gluons are mutually irreducible in the feature
space 𝒪, the reducibility factors of quark jets to gluon jets (and vice versa) vanish:
Quark and Gluon Jet Mutual Irreducibility : 𝜅𝑞𝑔 = 0, 𝜅𝑔𝑞 = 0. (4.7)
We now show how, assuming quark/gluon mutual irreducibility, the mixture re-
ducibility factors can be related to mixture fractions. The reducibility factors of the
mixed samples can be written down by treating them as mixtures of quarks and
gluons as in Eq. (4.3):
𝜅𝑀𝑖𝑀𝑗 = min𝒪
𝐿𝑀𝑖/𝑀𝑗(𝒪) = min𝒪
𝑓𝑖 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓𝑖)
𝑓𝑗 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓𝑗) . (4.8)
Using our assumptions that𝑀1 is quark-enriched relative to𝑀2, we can write Eq. (4.8)
as a relation between the mixed-sample reducibility factors and the quark/gluon re-
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ducibility factors:
𝜅𝑀1𝑀2 =
𝑓1 𝜅𝑞𝑔 + (1− 𝑓1)
𝑓2 𝜅𝑞𝑔 + (1− 𝑓2) , 𝜅𝑀2𝑀1 =
𝑓2 + (1− 𝑓2)𝜅𝑔𝑞
𝑓1 + (1− 𝑓1)𝜅𝑔𝑞 , (4.9)
where the monotonicity of 𝐿𝑀𝑖/𝑀𝑗(𝒪) with 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) has been used to push the min-
imum operation onto the quark-gluon likelihood ratio in Eq. (4.8). If quarks and
gluons are mutually irreducible, we can plug Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.9) to find the
reducibility factors of the mixtures:2
𝜅12 ≡ 𝜅𝑀1𝑀2 =
1− 𝑓1
1− 𝑓2 , 𝜅21 ≡ 𝜅𝑀2𝑀1 =
𝑓2
𝑓1
. (4.10)
Fig. 4-1 demonstrates that Eq. (4.8) defines the asymptotic behavior of the mixed-
sample log-likelihood ratio.
Combining the reducibility factors of Eq. (4.10) with the mixture relationship of
Eq. (4.3), we can solve for the underlying quark and gluon jet distributions solely
in terms of the well-defined mixture distributions 𝑝𝑀𝑖(𝒪) and mixture reducibility
factors 𝜅𝑖𝑗:
𝑝𝑞(𝒪) = 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)− 𝜅12 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
1− 𝜅12 , 𝑝𝑔(𝒪) =
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)− 𝜅21 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
1− 𝜅21 . (4.11)
Remarkably, Eq. (4.11) exposes the underlying quark and gluon jet distributions in
terms of experimentally well-defined quantities such as the distribution of jets in
mixed samples and their reducibility factors. Notice also that the quark and gluon
distributions each depend on only one of the two mixed-sample reducibility factors.
Thus, even if only one reducibility factor can be reliably extracted, the corresponding
quark or gluon jet distribution can nevertheless be obtained.
Here, we have made several simplifying assumptions, namely that quark and gluon
jets can be made well-defined, that 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are statistical mixtures of quark and
gluon jets, and that quark and gluon jets are mutually irreducible in the feature
2An analogous analysis carries through even if non-zero reducibility factors 𝜅𝑞𝑔 and 𝜅𝑔𝑞 are
specified.
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space 𝒪. Eq. (4.11) then followed as a consequence, demonstrating that, under these
assumptions, it is possible to get access to pure quark and gluon distributions. What
if, on the contrary, we do not make these assumptions, while also requiring that our
definition of quark and gluon jets not be circular? We now proceed to thoroughly
explore this idea.
4.2.3 An operational definition of quark and gluon jets
We now provide our operational definition of quark and gluon jets that builds upon
the Conceptual Definition in Sec. 4.2.1 but can be used for practical applications at
the LHC and future colliders. We begin by stating the definition in terms of the
notation developed in Sec. 4.2.2, and then we proceed to a detailed discussion of its
features.
In the absence of any certainty about the underlying structure of samples 𝑀1 and
𝑀2, we choose to start at the end of Sec. 4.2.2, letting Eq. (4.11) provide a fully-
operational definition of quark and gluon jets in terms of experimentally well-defined
quantities:
Quark and Gluon Jet Definition (Operational). Given two samples 𝑀1 and
𝑀2 of QCD jets at a fixed 𝑝𝑇 obtained by a suitable jet-finding procedure, taking
𝑀1 to be “quark-enriched” compared to 𝑀2, and a jet substructure feature space
𝒪, the quark and gluon jet distributions are defined to be:
𝑝𝑞(𝒪) ≡ 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)− 𝜅12 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
1− 𝜅12 , 𝑝𝑔(𝒪) ≡
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)− 𝜅21 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
1− 𝜅21 , (4.12)
where 𝜅12, 𝜅21, 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪), and 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪) are directly obtainable from 𝑀1 and 𝑀2.
There are two immediate points to note about the Operational Definition. First,
it does not attempt to define quark and gluon jets at the level of individual jets, but
rather it defines them in aggregate as two well-defined probability distributions. This
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is in keeping with the spirit of the Conceptual Definition in Sec. 4.2.1, which sought to
identify enriched regions of phase space rather than to determine a per-jet truth label.
It is also in concert with the basic construction of quantum field theory, which only
provides theoretical access to distributional quantities such as cross sections rather
than making predictions for individual events.3
Second, the Operational Definition does not rely on assumptions of mutual irre-
ducibility of quarks and gluons or the factorization of jet samples as mixtures, instead
turning them into derived properties of the definition, as we show below. In the limit
where factorization holds and quarks and gluons are mutually irreducible in the fea-
ture space 𝒪, the Operational Definition returns precisely the quark and gluon jets
which make sense in that context. Outside of these potentially-restrictive limits, the
definition nonetheless returns two well-defined categories which can be fairly called
quark and gluon jets. The Operational Definition essentially takes the vague notion
of “quark-like” from the Conceptual Definition and injects mathematical substance
by specifying how to extract the quark and gluon distributions.
With the Operational Definition in hand, we now turn the reasoning of Sec. 4.2.2
on its head to derive the mutual irreducibility of quarks and gluons and the mixture
nature of the two jet samples 𝑀1 and 𝑀2. Using the quark/gluon jet definition in
Eq. (4.12), we can write down the quark/gluon reducibility factors as:
𝜅𝑞𝑔 = min𝒪
𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) = min𝒪
(1− 𝜅21)(𝐿𝑀1/𝑀2(𝒪)− 𝜅12)
(1− 𝜅12)(1− 𝜅21𝐿𝑀1/𝑀2(𝒪))
= 0, (4.13)
where we have used the monotonicity of 𝐿𝑞/𝑔(𝒪) in 𝐿𝑀1/𝑀2(𝒪) and the definition
of 𝜅12 to see that the numerator vanishes while the denominator is non-zero. An
analogous calculation shows that 𝜅𝑔𝑞 = 0, and therefore that the distributions of
quark and gluon jets as defined by the Operational Definition are always mutually
irreducible.
3Note that (non-deterministic) per-jet labels can be obtained from this definition if needed. For
a jet with observable value 𝑂, one can assign it a “quark” label with probability 𝑓 𝑝𝑞(𝑂)/(𝑓 𝑝𝑞(𝑂) +
(1− 𝑓) 𝑝𝑔(𝑂)) by using the extracted quark and gluon distributions, 𝑝𝑞 and 𝑝𝑔, and extracted quark
fraction 𝑓 of the sample. These labels are universal if the observable is monotonically related to the
likelihood ratio.
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Next, we demonstrate that 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are mixtures of the defined quark and
gluon jet distributions. Solving Eq. (4.12) for the distributions of 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 in
terms of the quark/gluon distributions yields:
𝑝𝑀1(𝒪) = 𝑓1 𝑝𝑞(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓1) 𝑝𝑔(𝒪), 𝑓1 ≡
1− 𝜅12
1− 𝜅12𝜅21 , (4.14)
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪) = 𝑓2 𝑝𝑞(𝒪) + (1− 𝑓2) 𝑝𝑔(𝒪), 𝑓2 ≡
𝜅21(1− 𝜅12)
1− 𝜅12𝜅21 , (4.15)
where we have introduced two numbers 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 such that 𝑓1, 𝑓2 ∈ [0, 1]. We see from
Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) that under the Operational Definition, 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 have the
interpretation of being statistical mixtures of quark and gluon jets where the quark
fractions of each sample are 𝑓1 and 𝑓2, respectively. Note that while this was entirely
anticipated, given the motivation provided in Sec. 4.2.2, the Operational Definition
manages to avoid the circular reasoning of that section, where a well-defined notion of
quark and gluon jets and the statistical-mixture nature of 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 were assumed
to exist before we were able to specify a rigorous procedure to determine them.
There are several additional properties of the Operational Definition worth noting.
First, any additional preprocessing of the jets in 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 which is operationally
defined at the hadron level, such as jet grooming, can be folded into the jet-finding
procedure and thus incorporated directly into our definition. Second, which of 𝑀1 or
𝑀2 is more “quark-enriched” only serves to label which of the resulting distributions is
“quark” and which is “gluon” and does not change the distributions which are produced
by this definition. Finally, while Eq. (4.12) implies the vanishing of the quark/gluon
reducibility factors, if a different, non-zero quark/gluon reducibility factor is desired
a priori, then the definition may be suitably modified to accommodate those non-zero
values. Thus, the assertion of quark-gluon mutual irreducibility, which is supported
by evidence from case studies, can be relaxed to any specified quark/gluon reducibility
factors which may then be thought of as inputs to the definition.
In Sec. 4.3, we connect the Operational Definition to machinery that has already
been developed in the jet substructure and statistical literature, finding that the
tools needed to implement the Operational Definition, true to the name, are readily
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available. In App. D, we gain some additional insight into the Operational Definition
by theoretically exploring it with simple jet substructure observables in a tractable
limit of perturbative QCD.
4.3 Data-driven jet taggers and topics
In this section, we connect our Operational Definition of quark and gluon jets to recent
developments at the intersection of jet physics and statistical methods, particularly
the data-driven paradigms of CWoLa [29] and jet topics [28]. CWoLa provides a
method to approximate the quark/gluon likelihood ratio by distilling the available
information in a huge feature space of jet substructure observables [29, 30, 338]. The
jet topics method was introduced and developed in Ref. [28], where it was shown that
statistical methods could be used to “disentangle” quark and gluon jets from mixtures.
We will show how these methods can be combined to form a concrete implementation
of the Operational Definition.
4.3.1 Classification without labels: Training classifiers on col-
lider data
Recently, there has been an effort to train physics classifiers directly on data despite
the lack of labeled truth information, going under the broad term of weak supervision.
Ref. [298] was the first to apply weak supervision methods in a particle physics con-
text, showing that given mixed samples with known signal fractions, a quark/gluon
classifier on a few high-level inputs could be trained without access to per-jet truth
labels, a paradigm termed learning from label proportions (LLP). Ref. [29] developed
CWoLa as a method to train a jet classifier via weak supervision on a few general-
ized angularities [11,64,67,140,141], where signal fractions do not need to be known
in order to train the classifier. Ref. [30] investigated both CWoLa and LLP in the
context of high-dimensional, modern machine learning methods, finding that while
both methods were performant, CWoLa generalized better and more simply to com-
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plex models. CWoLa has since given rise to new techniques to search for signals
of new physics in model-independent ways [32]. These methods are an important
step towards making classification at colliders fully data-driven. Here, we review the
CWoLa paradigm in preparation for incorporating it as part of the implementation
of our Operational Definition.
Conceptually, CWoLa is extremely simple: given two mixtures 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 of
signal (quark) and background (gluon) jets, train a classifier to distinguish jets in
𝑀1 from jets in 𝑀2. This procedure has the attractive property of being able to
immediately use any model which can be trained with full supervision. Furthermore,
in the limit that 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 become pure signal and background, CWoLa smoothly
approaches full supervision. With enough statistics, a feature space that captures
all relevant information, and a suitable training procedure, a CWoLa classifier should
approach the optimal discriminant between the two mixed samples.4 By the Neyman-
Pearson lemma [336], the optimal discriminant between two binary classes is the
likelihood ratio. As discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, the mixed-sample likelihood ratio is
monotonically related to the quark/gluon jet likelihood ratio. Thus, CWoLa provides
a way of approximating the optimal discriminant between quark and gluon jets given
access only to mixed samples.
There are potential concerns, though, that one might have regarding CWoLa in
particular and weak supervision in general. Are enough statistics and a rich-enough
feature space available? Do we have a suitable training procedure? Refs. [29,30,338]
address these concerns and demonstrate that CWoLa indeed works in realistic cases.
For example, CWoLa was used in Ref. [30] to obtain a performant quark/gluon jet
classifier by discriminating 𝑍+jet and dijet samples using jet images and convolutional
neural networks. As described in App. E, there are many other jet representations and
machine learning models that are suitable to be trained with CWoLa. Additionally,
previous uses of CWoLa have made assumptions about the samples𝑀1 and𝑀2 being
mixtures of well-defined quark and gluon jets, without specifying which definition is
4The generalization to learning from multiple mixtures of signal and background is possible as
long as each mixture is assigned a label that is (on average) monotonically related to its signal
fraction.
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being used or attempting to quantify what happens if quark and gluon jets are not
the same in the two samples (i.e. sample dependence). From the perspective of this
work, those concerns are removed by using the Operational Definition, which turns
the problem on its head and lets the samples 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 define quark and gluon
jets. The notion of sample dependence manifests in a new way with our Operational
Definition, which we discuss more in our conclusions in Sec. 4.5.
4.3.2 Jet topics: Extracting categories from collider data
Building on a rich analogy between mixed jet samples and textual documents, Ref. [28]
introduced jet topics and demonstrated how topic modeling could be used to ob-
tain quantitative information about the signal and background distributions from the
mixed sample distributions. The present work extends and elaborates on this ap-
proach in order to formulate a practical implementation the Operational Definition
of quark and gluon jets in Sec. 4.2.3.
Given two samples of quark and gluon jets 𝑀1 and 𝑀2, the jet topics technique
seeks to extract two mutually irreducible categories such that the samples are mixtures
of these categories. To the extent that quark and gluon jets are themselves mutually
irreducible, they will correspond to the extracted topics. There are various procedures
for extracting the topics from mixed samples. Ref. [28] used a method known as
“demixing” that was developed in Ref. [339] in order to obtain the topics. Other
procedures (e.g. non-negative matrix factorization [340]) that are popular for textual
topic modeling could in principle also be used. Demixing works by searching for
“anchor bins” in the mixed sample distributions over a feature space 𝒪, which are
histogram bins for which the likelihood of 𝑀1 to 𝑀2 is maximized or minimized.
In the language of Sec. 4.2.2, demixing returns reducibility factors 𝜅12 and 𝜅21.
With the reducibility factors in hand, the fractions of topic 𝑇1 in each mixed sample,
𝑓
(1)
𝑇1
and 𝑓 (2)𝑇1 , can be obtained by solving equations analogous to Eq. (4.10), and the
topic distributions 𝑝𝑇1(𝒪) and 𝑝𝑇2(𝒪) are given by Eq. (4.11) where 𝑞 is replaced by
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𝑇1 and 𝑔 by 𝑇2:
𝑝𝑇1(𝒪) =
𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)− 𝜅12 𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)
1− 𝜅12 , 𝑓
(1)
𝑇1
=
1− 𝜅12
1− 𝜅12𝜅21 , (4.16)
𝑝𝑇2(𝒪) =
𝑝𝑀2(𝒪)− 𝜅21 𝑝𝑀1(𝒪)
1− 𝜅21 , 𝑓
(2)
𝑇1
=
𝜅21(1− 𝜅12)
1− 𝜅12𝜅21 , (4.17)
where we have assumed without loss of generality that 𝑓 (1)𝑇1 > 𝑓
(2)
𝑇1
.
The jet topics method provides a simple example of the fascinating mileage one is
able to achieve from the picture of jets as statistical mixtures. If the signal (quark)
and background (gluon) distributions are mutually irreducible, the topic fractions are
the signal fractions, 𝑓 (1)𝑆 = 𝑓
(1)
𝑇1
and 𝑓 (2)𝑆 = 𝑓
(2)
𝑇1
, from which a number of other useful
quantities may be computed. First, consider some observable 𝑂 that we wish to cut
on to make a signal/background classifier. For a given threshold 𝑡, let the fraction of
jets in 𝑀𝑖 for which 𝑂 is greater than 𝑡 be 𝑓𝑀𝑖(𝑂 > 𝑡). Let 𝜀𝑠(𝑡) be the rate that
the signal is correctly identified (the true positive rate) and 𝜀𝑏(𝑡) be the rate that the
background is identified as signal (the false positive rate) by the classifier (𝑂, 𝑡). We
then have the equations:
𝑓𝑀1(𝑂 > 𝑡) = 𝑓
(1)
𝑆 𝜀𝑠(𝑡) + (1− 𝑓 (1)𝑆 ) 𝜀𝑏(𝑡), (4.18)
𝑓𝑀2(𝑂 > 𝑡) = 𝑓
(2)
𝑆 𝜀𝑠(𝑡) + (1− 𝑓 (2)𝑆 ) 𝜀𝑏(𝑡), (4.19)
which can be solved to give signal and background efficiencies at the given threshold:
𝜀𝑠(𝑡) =
𝑓𝑀1(𝑂 > 𝑡)(1− 𝑓 (2)𝑆 )− 𝑓𝑀2(𝑂 > 𝑡)(1− 𝑓 (1)𝑆 )
𝑓
(1)
𝑆 − 𝑓 (2)𝑆
, (4.20)
𝜀𝑏(𝑡) =
𝑓𝑀2(𝑂 > 𝑡)𝑓
(1)
𝑆 − 𝑓𝑀1(𝑂 > 𝑡)𝑓 (2)𝑆
𝑓
(1)
𝑆 − 𝑓 (2)𝑆
. (4.21)
In this way, the extracted fractions can be used to calibrate the classifier. Additionally,
the pure signal and background distributions of any observable can be obtained from
the reducibility factors (or equivalently the extracted fractions): simply change the
feature space 𝒪 in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) to whatever observable is desired.
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There are several issues to address in attempting to use topic modeling for quark
and gluon jets. How do we know that quark and gluon jets are mutually irreducible
in our feature space? In App. D, we show that quark and gluon jets are not mu-
tually irreducible in the leading-logarithmic limit of individual Casimir-scaling or
Poisson-scaling observables, though this calculation strongly suggests that mutual ir-
reducibility could be achieved in a larger feature space. Ref. [28] showed that quark
and gluon jets appear to be mutually irreducible in practice for the constituent mul-
tiplicity observable, but did not offer a way to fold in additional information. If we
attempt to use multiple observables in the topic modeling procedure, how do we deal
with the curse of dimensionality that results from attempting to fill multi-dimensional
histograms? As we now discuss, CWoLa can be combined with jet topics to efficiently
use arbitrarily large feature spaces to determine the optimal quark and gluon jet top-
ics.
4.3.3 Optimal taggers for optimal topics
To summarize, the CWoLa framework allows trained models to approximate a func-
tion monotonic to the quark/gluon likelihood ratio, which is the optimal quark/gluon
jet classifier. Further, the jet topics technique allows for signal and background
distributions to be extracted from a given low-dimensional feature space. Here, we
demonstrate how CWoLa and jet topics can be combined into a direct implementation
of the Operational Definition of quark and gluon jets from Sec. 4.2.3.
When viewed as a likelihood-ratio approximator, a CWoLa-trained model can do
more than per-jet classification: it is an efficient method for compressing information
in a (potentially) huge but sparsely-populated feature space down to the provably
optimal single observable for quark/gluon jet separation. This approach of taking a
CWoLa-trained model output as an interesting observable in its own right solves the
curse of dimensionality mentioned at the end of Sec. 4.3.2. Furthermore, the guarantee
of optimality for the likelihood ratio by the Neyman-Pearson lemma carries over to
the jet topics context in that the mutual irreducibility of quark and gluon jets is
maximized when the optimal discriminant is used. In this sense, optimal taggers give
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rise to optimal topics.
The marriage of CWoLa and jet topics yields more fruit: since the signal fractions
extracted by the topics procedure can be used to calibrate a classifier, the requirement
that a CWoLa-trained model be calibrated using known signal fractions is removed. A
CWoLa model now has the potential to be self-calibrating in the sense that the model
is used to extract the signal fractions, and then the fractions are used to calibrate
that same model (other models can also be calibrated). Furthermore, the optimal
topic fractions can be used to extract the pure distribution of any desired observable
in a straightforward manner.
This combined paradigm provides a new way to use fully data-driven classifiers
in high-energy particle physics, namely as optimal observables for topic fraction ex-
traction. The fully data-driven aspect of the entire procedure cannot be emphasized
enough as application of these methods to data is the ultimate goal. The black-box
nature of complex classifiers becomes less disturbing in this context, since we can
think of the role of the classifier as simply to regress onto the likelihood ratio, with-
out much concern as to how this is done. As with Ref. [341], understanding of both
the inputs and outputs of a machine learning model allows us to be agnostic with
respect to the internal details.
Where does the Operational Definition in Sec. 4.2.3 fit into this picture? If we
adopt the Operational Definition and define quark and gluon jets to be the categories
returned by the topic-finding procedure, this addresses the first issue with jet topics
referenced at the end of Sec. 4.3.2, that we do not know the relation between the
extracted topics and quark and gluon jets. Also, since under this definition the sam-
ples 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are mixtures of exactly the same quark and gluon jets, the sample
dependence concerns mentioned at the end of Sec. 4.3.1 are alleviated. The opti-
mality guarantee resulting from the Neyman-Pearson lemma and the good practical
performance lend support to the Operational Definition being useful both in theory
and practice. It is no coincidence that the Operational Definition, CWoLa, and jet
topics share the same property: they work well when notions of sample independence
and mutual irreducibility exist, but still return something sensible as the situation is
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detuned away from this nice limit.
4.4 Quark and gluon jets from dijets and 𝑍+jet
In this section, we apply the combined paradigm of CWoLa and jet topics to the
realistic context of 𝑍+jet and dijet samples, obtaining the distributions of quark and
gluon jets via the Operational Definition.5
4.4.1 Event generation
We generated events using Pythia 8.230 [287] with the default tunings and shower
parameters at
√
𝑠 = 14TeV. Hadronization and multiple parton interactions (i.e. un-
derlying event) were included and a parton-level 𝑝𝑇 cut of 400GeV was applied. The
𝑍+jet sample was obtained using the WeakBosonAndParton:qg2gmZq and qqbar2gmZg
processes, ignoring the photon contribution and requiring the 𝑍 to decay invisibly.
The dijet sample was obtained using the HardQCD:all process, excluding bottom
quarks.
Final state, non-neutrino particles were clustered with FastJet 3.3.0 [157] using
the anti-𝑘𝑇 algorithm [156] with a jet radius of 𝑅 = 0.4. All jets were required to
have 𝑝𝑇 ∈ [500, 550] GeV and rapidity |𝑦| < 2.5. The hardest jet for 𝑍+jet and the
hardest two jets for dijets were considered and kept if they passed the above specified
cuts. The unphysical parton-shower-labeled jet flavor was determined by matching
the clustered jet to the Pythia parton(s) by requiring that the jet lie within 2𝑅 of
the parton direction from the hard process. Events in which none of the jets passed
this criteria were not considered. One million jets passing all cuts were retained for
both the dijet and 𝑍+jet samples. The Pythia-labeled quark fraction was 86.3% for
the 𝑍+jet sample and 49.8% for the dijet sample.
5We also investigated applying the Operational Definition to CMS jet mass measurements on
similar samples [342]. In the dijet sample, though, only average jet mass (instead of individual jet
mass) is reported.
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Symbol Name Short Description
𝑛const Constituent Multiplicity Number of particles in the jet
𝑛SD Soft Drop Multiplicity Probes number of perturbative emissions
𝑁95 Image Activity Number of pixels containing 95% of jet 𝑝𝑇
𝜏
(𝛽=1)
2 2-subjettiness Probes the two-prong nature of the jet
𝑤 Width Angularity measuring the girth of the jet
𝑚 Jet Mass Mass of the jet
PFN-ID Particle Flow Net with ID Particle three-momentum + ID inputs
PFN Particle Flow Net Particle three-momentum inputs
EFN Energy Flow Net Using only IRC-safe information
EFPs Energy Flow Polynomials Linear classification with EFPs
CNN Convolutional Neural Net Trained on 33× 33 2-channel jet images
DNN Deep Neural Net Trained on an 𝑁 -subjettiness basis
Table 4.1: The individual jet substructure observables (top) and machine learning
models (bottom) considered in this study, along with their corresponding symbols
and short descriptions. A full discussion of the observables and models is given in
App. E.
4.4.2 Extracting reducibility factors and fractions
For the jet substructure feature space 𝒪, we consider a variety of individual jet sub-
structure observables and trained models. In Table 4.1, we summarize the observables
and models used for our study. Details of the observable computation, model training,
and model architectures are given in App. E.
For each of the observables and trained models, we proceed to extract the topic
fractions from the 𝑍+jet and dijet samples. We implement a version of the demixing
procedure used in Ref. [28] and described in Ref. [339]. Below, we describe the
practical procedure used for the studies in this section, including the determination
of uncertainties. Here, we let 𝑂 indicate either a single observable or the output of a
trained model.
1. Histograms: The histograms for 𝑝𝑍+jet(𝑂) and 𝑝dijets(𝑂) are computed for a
specified binning. Statistical uncertainties are taken to be
√︀
𝑁𝑍+jet and
√︀
𝑁dijets
coming from one-sigma count uncertainties within each bin.6
6These uncertainties, and those derived from them, should only be used to give a sense of scale on
the plots. Implementing the Operational Definition in LHC data will require careful consideration of
other sources of statistical and systematic uncertainties. For instance, using unfolded distributions
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2. Likelihood Ratios: The mixed-sample log-likelihood ratio ln 𝑝dijets(𝑂)/𝑝𝑍+jet(𝑂)
is calculated. The statistical uncertainty is estimated from uncertainty propa-
gation per bin to be:
𝜎ln 𝑝dijets/𝑝𝑍+jet =
√︃
1
𝑁dijets
+
1
𝑁𝑍+jet
. (4.22)
3. Anchor Bins: Noisy, low-statistics bins are neglected by only considering bins
with more than 50 events in each sample. The upper (lower) anchor bin is
obtained by finding the maximum (minimum) bin for the log-likelihood ratio
minus (plus) its uncertainty.
4. Reducibility Factors: The lower (upper) reducibility factor 𝜅21 (𝜅12) is ob-
tained by exponentiating (minus) the log-likelihood ratio evaluated at the lower
(upper) anchor bin. Uncertainties on the reducibility factors are obtained by
standard uncertainty propagation.
5. Topics: The jet topics are obtained from the reducibility factors 𝜅12 and 𝜅21
according to the definition in Eq. (4.12), with uncertainties propagated from
the reducibility factors.
6. Fractions: Topic fractions are obtained from the reducibility factors 𝜅12 and
𝜅21 according to Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), with uncertainties propagated from the
reducibility factors. In this study, the topic fraction always corresponds to the
quark fraction.
While we use the concrete method above to showcase the viability of our method,
there may of course be alternative ways to obtain the anchor bins and reducibility
factors. For instance, it may be interesting to a pursue a binning-free method, where
a cumulative density function is used instead of a binned histogram. Similarly, there
may be more suitable ways to ignore low-statistics phase space regions and determine
anchor bins. We leave detailed optimizations of the method for future developments.
may mitigate artificial differences in the samples due to detector effects.
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In Fig. 4-2, we show the mixed-sample log-likelihood ratios ln 𝑝dijets(𝑂)/𝑝𝑍+jet(𝑂)
for various jet substructure observables and model outputs. Overall, we see excellent
confirmation that the mixed-sample log likelihood is bounded between the predicted
extrema according to the Pythia fractions. To extract these fractions in a data-
driven way, we must of course obtain these extrema from the measured log-likelihood
ratios. Using the procedure outlined above, the resulting anchor bins are shown in the
right-most portion of Fig. 4-2. Interestingly and satisfyingly, many of the individual
observables and essentially all of the models extract extrema consistent with the
Pythia fractions. It is important to note, though, that the Pythia fractions are not
fully well-defined hadron-level concepts and are shown solely to provide a conceptual
and semi-quantitative guideline for the performance of the method.
For the substructure observables in Fig. 4-2a, it is evident that the count observ-
ables of constituent multiplicity, soft drop multiplicity, and image activity come closest
to saturating both the upper and lower bounds. For mass and width, a clear plateau is
exhibited close to the leading logarithmic expectation for Casimir-scaling observables
(see App. D). This difference is reflected in the fact that the count observables extract
extrema of the log-likelihood ratio consistent with the Pythia fractions, while the
remaining observables systematically underestimate the upper bound. One feature
worth noting is that the lower bound is accurately extracted by every observable; it
is the upper bound that is more difficult to saturate with a generic observable. This
indicates that gluon jets are evidently more irreducible than quark jets, and therefore
that gluon jet distributions are easier to extract.
For the trained model outputs in Fig. 4-2b, we see that the mixed-sample log-
likelihood ratios are clearly bounded as expected and agree with the prediction for
a well-trained classifier. The slight deviations from the solid curve in the case of
the EFPs arise from the fact that they are trained using Fisher’s Linear Discrimi-
nant, which optimizes a different objective function, but nonetheless the EFPs exhibit
qualitatively similar behavior to the other classifiers. Compared to the individual sub-
structure observables, the models more robustly saturate the upper and lower bounds
of the log-likelihood ratio and demonstrate less sensitivity to changes in the binning
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Figure 4-2: Mixture log-likelihood ratios and their extrema for (a) individual jet sub-
structure observables and (b) trained models, the latter of which have been translated
along the horizontal axis for clarity. The black dashed lines indicate the maximum
and minimum of the mixture likelihood ratio determined using the Pythia fractions.
The gray dashed line in the observable plot indicates the upper bound obtained for a
Casimir-scaling observable from App. D; as expected, jet mass and width approach
and remain near the gray line for much of their domain. While all individual observ-
ables asymptote well to the lower black line, only the count observables (𝑛const, 𝑛SD,
𝑁95) come close to the upper black line, indicating that gluons are more irreducible
than quarks. By contrast, the minimum and maximum for each trained model appear
to achieve extremal values close to the black limits. The solid colored lines in the
lower plot indicate the behavior of the optimal classifier, closely related to Fig. 4-1.
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Figure 4-3: Extracted quark fraction values for the (a) individual observables and (b)
trained models as calculated using the log-likelihood extrema of Fig. 4-2 inserted into
in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) to obtain the fractions.
of the histograms. The extracted extrema of the log-likelihood ratio based on the
trained models (with the exception of the CNN) are all consistent with one another
as well as with the Pythia fractions. This agreement, present in the variety of dif-
ferent models which process information in very different ways, indicates that there
is indeed a robust sense in which “quark” and “gluon”, as qualitatively described by
the parton-matched labels, are latent within the mixed samples.
Using the extracted extrema of the mixed-sample log-likelihood ratio, the re-
ducibility factors can be obtained by appropriate exponentiation. The quark fractions
can then be calculated according to Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). These are shown in Fig. 4-
3a for the individual observables and Fig. 4-3b for the trained models. We see that
the trained models all extract fractions largely consistent with one another and with
the Pythia fractions. The count substructure observables also extract consistent
fractions, while the shape observables exhibit Casimir-scaling behavior, making them
unsuitable for identifying mutually-irreducible quark and gluon jets. The fractions
obtained from the trained models were consistently more robust to different choices
of topic extraction procedures, such as the histogram binning. Despite having little
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Figure 4-4: The percent error of the extracted quark fractions (see Fig. 4-3) relative to
the Pythia fractions, obtained using the (a) individual observables and (b) trained
models. By this measure, the best jet observable appears to be 𝑁95 and the best
model is the linear EFP model.
to no handle on the details of the trained models, we are able to obtain important
constraints on their behavior and use them to obtain quark/gluon fractions, which
are evidently insensitive to these details.
As a more quantitative measure of the quality of the extracted quark fractions, the
percent error of the extracted fractions relative to the (unphysical) Pythia fractions
is shown in Figs. 4-4a and 4-4b. The count observables and trained models agree
within several statistical uncertainties of one another and the Pythia fractions, in
many cases achieving 𝒪(1%) fidelity. Again, we caution that the Pythia fractions
solely provide a heuristic to demonstrate the performance of the method and should
not be taken as fundamental to quark and gluon jets.
4.4.3 Self-calibrating classifiers
With the quark fractions of the mixtures in hand, one immediate application is to
use them to calibrate the quark/gluon classifiers, as discussed in Sec. 4.3.3. Since
uncalibrated classifiers can be used to obtain these fractions, this allows for self-
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Figure 4-5: The ROC curves for several substructure observables and trained models
using the quark fractions estimated from the EFPs. The “Truth” corresponds to using
the Pythia fractions to obtain the ROC curve. We see good agreement between the
data-driven ROC curves and the Pythia-labeled ROC curves. Further, we see that
the CWoLa-trained EFP classifier has effectively self-calibrated itself in this way.
calibrating classifiers in the CWoLa framework. This liberates the CWoLa framework
from necessarily requiring a small test set with known fractions (c.f. Ref. [29]). In the
present picture, this ability to self-calibrate is conceptually clear since a sample with
“known” fractions is equivalent to providing a definition of the underlying categories.
Beyond solely self-calibration of classifiers, the extracted fractions can be used to
obtain the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for other trained models
or substructure observables, even those that do not themselves exhibit quark/gluon
mutual irreducibility. The extracted ROC curves of a variety of trained model and
substructure observables using the EFP-extracted quark fractions are shown in Fig. 4-
5, with estimated uncertainty bands coming from uncertainties in the extracted frac-
tions. They are compared to the calibrated ROC curve using the Pythia-labeled
fractions, achieving very good agreement between the two. Note that the uncertain-
ties are smaller for worse classifiers, which is intuitive given the limit that a perfectly-
random classifier can be identified as such without any fraction information. Overall,
this concretely demonstrates that the self-calibration of CWoLa-trained classifiers can
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be achieved in a purely data-driven way.
4.4.4 Obtaining observable distributions from extracted frac-
tions
With the reducibility factors of the mixtures, the distributions of substructure ob-
servables can be extracted for quark and gluon jets separately. This corresponds to
a direct application of the Operational Definition of quarks and gluons in Eq. (4.12).
This is similar in spirit to the procedure implemented in Refs. [329, 332] of using
quark/gluon fractions estimated by convolving matrix elements and parton distribu-
tion functions and then solving systems of linear equations. The key distinction is
that, in our case, the fractions (and reducibility factors) themselves are data-driven.
In Fig. 4-6, we use the reducibility factors defined by the EFP classifier to extract
quark and gluon distributions for the six individual substructure observables. We
see excellent agreement between the data-driven, operationally-defined quark and
gluon distributions and the ones specified by the Pythia fractions. Importantly,
this procedure works for any substructure observable, even ones such as jet mass and
width which do not manifest quark/gluon mutual irreducibility.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we provided an Operational Definition of quark and gluon jets, based
solely on physical cross section measurements. We connected our definition to the
existing CWoLa and jet topics paradigms, showing how they each fit naturally into
the implementation of the definition. Taking two mixed samples, for which there
is a qualitative notion that one is more “quark-like” than the other, the Operational
Definition returns a quantitive understanding through mutually-irreducible quark and
gluons distributions. Practically, we implemented this definition by approximating
the mixed-sample likelihood ratio, relating it to the pure quark/gluon likelihood ratio,
and finding its extrema to determine mixed-sample reducibility factors. With the
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Figure 4-6: The distributions of the six substructure observables in the 𝑍+jet sample
(purple) and dijet sample (pink), with the quark and gluon distributions determined
from the Pythia fractions (blue and red, respectively) and the jet topics (orange and
green) using EFP-extracted reducibility factors. We see excellent agreement between
the jet topics and the Pythia-determined distributions of quark and gluon jets.
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reducibility factors in hand, the quark fractions for the mixed samples can be readily
obtained. In a broad sense, our Operational Definition harmonizes with the statistical
picture of jet samples at colliders, where individual jets do not carry intrinsic flavor
labels and one only ever has access to mixed samples in data.
To illustrate the power of the Operational Definition, we tested it in the realistic
context of 𝑍+jet and dijet processes. We applied our quark/gluon jet definition to
twelve different observables: six individual substructure observables, and six trained
machine learning models which distilled a huge feature space down to a single optimal
observable. The six individual observables naturally fall into two categories, count
and shape observables, and we confirmed that the count observables yield much more
accurate quark fractions (relative to a Pythia baseline). With the minor exception
of the CNN, the machine learning models all did well at extracting the fractions.
While the performance of the best individual observable (𝑁95) and the best machine
learning model (linear EFPs) were comparable, the machine learning models were
overall more robust to changes in histogram binning and to the technique used for
determining the reducibility factors; this in turn contributes to the robustness of the
Operational Definition. Having determined the quark fractions, we extracted pure
quark and gluon distributions for various jet substructure observables. Crucially, this
worked even for observables that do not exhibit quark/gluon mutually irreducibility,
as long as the observable used to extract the fractions does. Additionally, we demon-
strated that CWoLa classifiers could be self calibrated using fractions obtained from
an uncalibrated classifier, thereby removing a potential hurdle in using CWoLa in
practice.
The techniques in this chapter represent a novel use of classification in particle
physics. Instead of tagging quark and gluon jets, we used a CWoLa-trained deep
learning classifier to approximate the full mixed-sample likelihood ratio. This is in
the same spirit of recent work on deep learning [18, 35, 283, 284, 297, 341, 343–345],
where the “black box” nature of the trained model is not of central importance to
the success or understanding of the method. No longer is the output of a neural
network viewed as an arbitrary quantity used only for classification, but rather as a
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robust approximation to the likelihood ratio, which turns out also to be optimal for
extracting categories from the data. Surprisingly, while individual quark and gluon
jets cannot be tagged perfectly, we were able to use a data-driven classifier to extract
the full quark and gluon distributions of an observable to percent-level accuracy. This
approach paves the way for fully data-driven collider physics, making use of machine
learning techniques trained directly on data while producing results insensitive to the
details of the “black box”.
We conclude by discussing potential extensions of the methods used in this chap-
ter. As mentioned in Sec. 4.3, a key concern in jet tagging is sample dependence, i.e.
whether a “quark jet” in one sample is the same as a “quark jet” in another. While
the Operational Definition sidesteps the issue of sample dependence in the case of two
mixed samples, it is natural to ask what happens with three or more mixed samples.
Concretely, once the Operational Definition is applied to two mixed jet samples, one
can ask the degree to which a third sample 𝑀 is explained by the existing quark and
gluon distributions. It turns out that there is a unique and well-defined generalization
of the reducibility factor, discussed in Ref. [339], that precisely captures this notion
and yields a quantifiable notion of sample dependence:
𝜅 ≡ max
𝑓𝑞 , 𝑓𝑔
{𝑓𝑞+𝑓𝑔 | ∃ dist. 𝑝𝑜(𝒪) s.t. 𝑝𝑀(𝒪) = 𝑓𝑞𝑝𝑞(𝒪)+𝑓𝑔𝑝𝑔(𝒪)+(1−𝑓𝑞−𝑓𝑔)𝑝𝑜(𝒪)},
(4.23)
where 0 ≤ 𝑓𝑞, 𝑓𝑔 ≤ 1 and 𝑓𝑞 + 𝑓𝑔 ≤ 1. In Eq. (4.23), 𝜅 is the maximum amount of 𝑀
explainable by the quark and gluon distributions, requiring minimal addition of an
“other” distribution 𝑝𝑜(𝒪). Understanding sample dependence is a general challenge,
even with parton-shower-extracted templates, so it is gratifying that our framework
naturally suggests a tool to address this problem. Sample dependence can also be
studied by directly comparing the quark and gluon jet definitions provided by different
pairs of jet samples (𝑍+jet, dijets, 𝛾+jet, etc.) at different transverse momenta and
jet radii. We leave explorations of these important ideas, as well as more detailed
optimizations of the method, to future work.
Extending this thinking, one might attempt to provide a concrete jet flavor defini-
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tion beyond the two-category case of quarks and gluons. For instance, while the dif-
ference in radiation patterns between different-flavor light-quark jets is much smaller
than between quark and gluon jets, it may be possible to use the techniques described
in this chapter to define differently-flavored quark jets. The subtle difference in ra-
diation patterns between different light-quark has been studied in the context of jet
charge observables in Ref. [312] and in the context of machine learning in Ref. [346].
To use our methods in this case would require advances in multiple-category CWoLa
and jet topics, though the conceptual underpinnings would be the same as for the
two-category case studied here. Further, one could extend such a definition to pro-
vide well-defined jet flavor definitions for a variety of other boosted hadronic objects,
potentially including subtle distinctions like longitudinal versus transverse polariza-
tion of boosted 𝑊/𝑍 bosons. More broadly, the concept of mutual irreducibility as a
means of defining categories may find additional applications in high-energy physics
due to its utility in disentangling overlapping distributions using pure phase space
signatures.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, I approached quantum field theory and collider physics from a new
perspective using only the observable energy flow information of an event.
In Chapter 2, I established a metric space for events using the energy mover’s
distance by combining the energy flow with ideas from optimal transport. I unified
many classic observables and jet definitions, as well as infrared and collinear safety,
as geometric objects in this new space. I also lifted this reasoning to construct a
space of theories by treating a theory as a distribution over energy flows. This new
event geometry formalism not only allows for a clarified understanding of existing
concepts, but also enables meaningful new geometrically-inspired developments for
understanding particle interactions. A fascinating avenue for further exploration is
to circumvent scattering amplitudes and perform theoretical calculations directly in
this new space of events.
In Chapter 3, I developed the energy flow polynomials as a basis of infrared- and
collinear-safe observables by systematically expanding in particle energies and angles.
I demonstrated that this basis encompasses a variety of existing observables and
includes entirely new observable structures. I applied these observables to a variety
of classification tasks for jets and jet substructure, such as quark versus gluon jet
classification and boosted object identification. Infrared and collinear safety emerged
as a consistency condition due to the redunancy of describing an event using particles
rather than its energy flow. This is similar to how gauge symmetry emerges from the
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redundancy of describing spin-one massless particles using four-vectors, highlighting
the power of using manifestly observable information with the energy flow formalism.
In Chapter 4, I defined particle flavor using observable information by connecting
factorization with concepts from topic modeling, refining the notion of flavor from a
per-event label to a statistical category. I applied this definition to the specific case of
quark and gluon jets at colliders, resolving a long-standing ambiguity in the literature
and showcasing how this data-driven flavor definition can be used to statistically
disentangle different types of particles. More broadly, the statistical structure of
factorized observables that I have highlighted has also been used to develop new
methods for training data-driven collider classifiers and for searching for new physics
in a model-independent way.
Throughout the thesis, many of the developments were enabled by connecting
concepts from particle physics with ideas and techniques from statistics and computer
science. While there have been many instances of problems in the natural sciences
being cast as machine learning problems, it has been much rarer for these connections
to provide purely theoretical or conceptual advances in our understanding of quantum
field theory or collider physics. I hope that the perspective in this thesis is the first of
many profound interdisplinary insights which will allow us to discover new particles
and to better understand the fundamental interactions of nature.
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Appendix A
Energy Moving with Massive
Particles
In this appendix, I explore an alternative definition of energy flow appropriate for
massive particles, with a corresponding change in the measures used to define the
EMD. The energy flow in Eq. (B.1) treats events as sets of particles that have energy-
like weights {𝐸𝑖} and geometric directions {?^?𝑖}. The EMD in Eq. (2.2) is based on
pairwise distances {𝜃𝑖𝑗} that are only functions of the ?^?𝑖 and ?^?𝑗 directions. The exact
definitions of 𝐸𝑖, ?^?𝑖, and 𝜃𝑖𝑗 may vary depending on the collider context and other
choices. For massless final-state particles in 𝑒+𝑒− collisions, it is typical to take the
energy 𝐸 to be equal to the total momentum |𝑝 |, and the geometric direction ?^? to
be equal to the unit vector 𝑝/𝐸. For massless particles in hadronic collisions, it is
natural to use transverse momentum 𝑝𝑇 and a geometric direction based on azimuth
𝜑 and pseudorapidity 𝜂.
It is straightforward to adapt the energy flow to massive particles (see related
discussion in Ref. [14]). For the energy measure, the natural choices are energy in the
𝑒+𝑒− case and transverse energy in the hadronic case:
𝐸𝑖 =
√︁
|𝑝𝑖|2 +𝑚2𝑖 , 𝐸𝑇 𝑖 =
√︁
𝑝2𝑇 𝑖 +𝑚
2
𝑖 . (A.1)
Both of these reduce nicely to the expected expressions in the 𝑚𝑖 → 0 limit. For the
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Figure A-1: The space of (massive) particle kinematics, with pairwise distances
corresponding to Euclidean distances in this space. Massless particles with 𝑣 = 1 live
on the boundary and particles at rest with 𝑣 = 0 are at the origin. One can interpret
this figure as a snapshot of the event taken at a time 𝑡 after the collision, when the
particles have traveled a distance 𝑣𝑡.
geometric direction, the natural choices are velocity and transverse velocity, written
in four-vector notation:
𝑛𝜇𝑖 =
𝑝𝜇𝑖
𝐸𝑖
= (1, ?⃗?)𝜇, 𝑛𝜇𝑇𝑖 =
𝑝𝜇𝑖
𝐸𝑇 𝑖
= (cosh 𝑦𝑖, ?⃗?𝑇 𝑖, sinh 𝑦𝑖)
𝜇, (A.2)
where ?⃗? = 𝑝𝑖/𝐸𝑖 is the particle three-velocity, ?⃗?𝑇 𝑖 = 𝑝𝑇 𝑖/𝐸𝑇 𝑖 is the particle transverse
two-velocity, and 𝑦𝑖 is the particle rapidity. Again, these have the expected behavior
in the 𝑚𝑖 → 0 limit, and for finite mass, the velocities are bounded as |?⃗?| ∈ [0, 1] and
|?⃗?𝑇 | ∈ [0, 1].
To define the EMD, we choose the following pairwise angular distance:
𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
√︁
−(𝑛𝜇𝑖 − 𝑛𝜇𝑗 )2, (A.3)
where one replaces 𝑛𝜇 with 𝑛𝜇𝑇 in the hadronic case. The first minus sign is needed
because the difference between two time-like vectors with 𝑛2 ∈ [0, 1] is space-like.
This expression reduces to the usual expression 𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
√︀
2𝑛𝜇𝑖 𝑛𝑗𝜇 in the massless limit.
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To gain intuition for this geometric distance between massive particles, it is in-
structive to expand out Eq. (A.3) in the 𝑒+𝑒− case:
𝜃𝑖𝑗 =
√︁
(?⃗?𝑖 − ?⃗?𝑗)2 =
√︁
𝑣2𝑖 + 𝑣
2
𝑗 − 2 𝑣𝑖 𝑣𝑗 cosΩ𝑖𝑗, (A.4)
where Ω𝑖𝑗 = arccos ?^?𝑖 · ?^?𝑗 is the purely geometric angle between particles 𝑖 and 𝑗.
We see that the velocity magnitude 𝑣 = |?⃗?| acts as a radial coordinate on the sphere,
and the pairwise distances 𝜃𝑖𝑗 are just the Euclidean distances between two points in
the unit ball, with distances 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 from the origin and angle Ω𝑖𝑗 between them.
Massless particles live entirely on the boundary with 𝑣 = 1 and massive particles live
inside the ball with 0 ≤ 𝑣 < 1. An illustration of this massive particle phase space is
shown in Fig. A-1.
The use of this massive distance measure has an interesting interplay with some of
the studies in the body of the paper. For example, the analysis of thrust in Sec. 2.3.1
involved finding the EMD to the manifold of back-to-back massless particle configu-
rations of potentially unequal energy. Using the massive particle distance, one could
consider finding the EMD to the manifold of all possible two-particle configurations,
including massive particles. For 𝛽 = 2, this is equivalent to partitioning the event
into two halves with masses 𝑀𝐴 and 𝑀𝐵 and corresponding energies 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵,
and minimizing the quantity 𝑀2𝐴/𝐸𝐴 +𝑀2𝐵/𝐸𝐵. A nice feature of this approach is
that the optimal two particle configuration has the same energies and velocities as
one would get from clustering the particles in each half. Note that this approach is
closely related to (but not identical to) the original definition of heavy jet mass in
Ref. [88] based on minimizing 𝑀21 +𝑀22 .
The idea of optimizing jet regions based on 𝑀2/𝐸 also appears in the jet max-
imization approach [151]. In fact, using the massive distance measure in Eq. (2.46)
with 𝛽 = 2 and 𝑁 = 1, and repeating the logic in Ref. [147], we recover precisely
the algorithm in Ref. [151], where the parameter 𝑅 controls the size of the resulting
jet region. The EMD approach yields a natural way to extend the jet maximization
algorithm to 𝑁 > 1, and also allows for an alternative definition of 𝑁 -jettiness from
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Eq. (2.38) based on time-like axes.
As another example, the analysis of recombination schemes in Sec. 2.4.2 involved
minimizing the transportation cost to merge two particles into one. For 𝛽 = 2, this
was equivalent to the 𝐸-scheme, namely 𝜅 = 1 in Eq. (2.48), up to the subtlety
noted in footnote 9. Using the massive particle distance, the merged particle in the
𝐸-scheme has the energy and direction:
𝐸𝑐 = 𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗, 𝑛
𝜇
𝑐 =
𝐸𝑖𝑛
𝜇
𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗𝑛
𝜇
𝑗
𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗
, (A.5)
where appropriate 𝑇 subscripts should be included in the hadronic case. The com-
bined four-vector is
𝑝𝜇𝑐 = 𝐸𝑐𝑛
𝜇
𝑐 = 𝑝
𝜇
𝑖 + 𝑝
𝜇
𝑗 , (A.6)
which is a valid expression in both the 𝑒+𝑒− and hadronic cases. Thus, the combined
four-vector is just the sum of the two particles, which is indeed the desired 𝐸-scheme
behavior. Note, however, that the interpretation of the jet radius is very different if
one uses the massive particle distance, since clustering happens in velocity space. We
leave further studies of the massive particle distance to future work.
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Appendix B
Energy Flow and the
Energy-Momentum Tensor
In this appendix, I review the connection between the energy flow of an event, as
described by the energy-momentum tensor, to multiparticle energy correlators [4, 5,
8, 38].
Consider an idealized hadronic calorimeter cell at position ?^? in pseudorapidity-
azimuth (𝜂, 𝜑)-space, spanning a patch of size 𝑑𝜂 𝑑𝜑. The energy flow operator ℰ𝑇 (?^?)
corresponding to the total transverse momentum density flowing into the calorimeter
cell can be written in terms of the energy-momentum tensor 𝑇𝜇𝜈 [4, 6, 7, 12,14] as:
ℰ𝑇 (?^?) = 1
cosh3 𝜂
lim
𝑅→∞
𝑅2
∫︁ ∞
0
𝑑𝑡 ?^?𝑖 𝑇
0𝑖(𝑡, 𝑅?^?), (B.1)
with its action on a state |𝑋⟩ of 𝑀 massless particles given by:
ℰ𝑇 (?^?) |𝑋⟩ =
∑︁
𝑖∈𝑋
𝑝𝑇,𝑖𝛿(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑖)𝛿(𝜑− 𝜑𝑖) |𝑋⟩ . (B.2)
Next, consider 𝑁 calorimeter cells at positions (?^?1, · · · , ?^?𝑁). An illustration of an
example calorimeter cell configuration is shown in Fig. B-1. For an event 𝑋, multiply
together the measured energy deposits in each of these 𝑁 cells. The corresponding
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Figure B-1: An example calorimeter cell configuration to measure a 5-point energy
correlator. The red regions indicate the five calorimeter cells chosen to measure the
energy infinitely far from the interaction. For each event, the values of the five energy
deposits are multiplied together to obtain the value of the observable in Eq. (B.3).
observable is then the energy 𝑁 -point correlator as defined in Refs. [307,308]:
ℰ𝑇 (?^?1) · · · ℰ𝑇 (?^?𝑁) |𝑋⟩ =
∑︁
𝑖1∈𝑋
· · ·
∑︁
𝑖𝑁∈𝑋
[︃
𝑁∏︁
𝑗=1
𝑝𝑇,𝑖𝑗𝛿
2(?^?𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖𝑗)
]︃
|𝑋⟩ , (B.3)
where ?^?𝑎 = (𝜂𝑎, 𝜑𝑎) for the calorimeters cells and 𝑝𝑎 = (𝜂𝑎, 𝜑𝑎) for the particles in the
event.
We can define a new set of observables in terms of the 𝑁 -point correlators in
Eq. (B.3). Consider averaging Eq. (B.3) over all calorimeter cells with an arbitrary
angular weighting function 𝑓𝑁(?^?1, . . . , ?^?𝑁). The resulting observables are then of the
form:
𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 |𝑋⟩ =
∫︁
𝑑2?^?1 · · · 𝑑2?^?𝑁 𝑓𝑁(?^?1, . . . , ?^?𝑁)ℰ𝑇 (?^?1) · · · ℰ𝑇 (?^?𝑁) |𝑋⟩ (B.4)
=
∑︁
𝑖1∈𝑋
· · ·
∑︁
𝑖𝑁∈𝑋
𝑝𝑇,𝑖1 · · · 𝑝𝑇,𝑖𝑁𝑓𝑁(𝑝𝑖1 , . . . , 𝑝𝑖𝑁 ) |𝑋⟩ , (B.5)
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namely, these observables 𝒞𝑓𝑁𝑁 written in the form of Eq. (B.5) are exactly the 𝐶-
correlators defined in Eq. (3.3). Thus the averaging procedure in Eq. (B.4) relates the
particle-level 𝐶-correlators of Eq. (3.3) to the energy flow of the energy-momentum
tensor 𝑇𝜇𝜈 .
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Appendix C
Quark versus Gluon Classification
and Top Tagging Results
In this appendix, I supplement the 𝑊 tagging results of Sec. 3.6 with the correspond-
ing results for quark/gluon classification and top tagging. The details of the event
generation are given in Sec. 4.4.1.
We compare the EFP linear classification performance with 𝛽 = 0.2, 𝛽 = 0.5,
and 𝛽 = 1 in Fig. C-1. Consistent with the 𝑊 tagging case in Fig. 3-5, we find that
the optimal performance is achieved with 𝛽 = 0.5. We therefore use 𝛽 = 0.5 for the
remainder of this study.
In Fig. C-2 we compare the linear and nonlinear performances of the energy flow
basis and the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis. There is a clear gap between the linear and nonlin-
ear 𝑁 -subjettiness classifiers, whereas no such gap exists for the EFPs. Interestingly,
the linear classifier of EFPs tends to outperform the DNN at medium and high sig-
nal efficiencies, indicating the difficulty of training high-dimensional neural networks.
This behavior was not seen in Fig. 3-6, most likely because the achievable efficiency
is overall higher in the 𝑊 tagging case.
A summary of the six tagging methods is shown in Fig. C-3, comparing linear and
nonlinear combinations of the energy flow basis and 𝑁 -subjettiness basis to grayscale
and color jet images. As in Fig. 3-7, linear combinations of EFP tend to match or
outperform the other methods, especially at high signal efficiencies.
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Figure C-1: Same as Fig. 3-5, but for (a) quark/gluon classification and (b) top
tagging. Similar to the 𝑊 tagging case, the 𝛽 = 0.5 choice has the best performance
(marginally) for both tagging problems.
Finally, we truncate the set of EFPs with 𝑑 ≤ 7 by the number of vertices 𝑁 and
by the VE computational complexity 𝜒 in Fig. C-4. As in Fig. 3-8, the higher 𝑁 -
particle correlators contribute to the classification performance up to at least 𝑁 = 7,
whereas the higher-complexity EFPs beyond 𝜒 = 2 do not significantly contribute to
the classification performance.
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Figure C-2: Same as Fig. 3-6, but for quark/gluon classification (top) and top tagging
(bottom). As in the 𝑊 tagging case, the linear combinations of EFPs can be seen to
approach (or even exceed) the nonlinear combinations, particularly for higher signal
efficiencies.
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Figure C-3: Same as Fig. 3-7 for (a) quark/gluon classification and (b) top tagging.
As in the 𝑊 tagging case, the linear classification with EFPs can match (or even
outperform) the other methods at high signal efficiencies.
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Figure C-4: Same as Fig. 3-8 but for (top) quark/gluon classification and (bottom)
top tagging.
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Appendix D
Exploration of Casimir- and
Poisson-scaling Observables
In this appendix, I explore the Operational Definition of quark and gluon jets in the
leading-logarithmic (LL) limit, focusing on two theoretically-tractable classes of jet
observables: Casimir-scaling and Poisson-scaling observables. Though I only work
to lowest non-trivial order, these calculations demonstrate that our framework for
defining quark and gluon jets is suitable to theoretical exploration in addition to
practical experimental implementation. In the LL limit of perturbative QCD, quarks
and gluons differ in their emission profiles only by their color charges: 𝐶𝐹 = 4/3 for
quarks and 𝐶𝐴 = 3 for gluons. Thus, in the LL limit, quarks and gluons are well-
defined (at least at the parton level), providing a simplified context to explore the
Operational Definition. We find different non-zero quark/gluon reducibility factors
for Casimir-scaling and Poisson-scaling observables, substantiating the need to use a
richer space of jet substructure observables to approximate the full likelihood ratio.
Casimir-scaling observables include common jet substructure observables, such
as the jet mass 𝑚 or IRC-safe angularities [11, 64, 67, 140, 141], that are dominated
at LL accuracy by a single hard emission. Their cumulative distributions satisfy
Σ𝑔(𝑚) = Σ𝑞(𝑚)
𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹 , where 𝑝𝑖(𝑚) = 𝑑Σ𝑖/𝑑𝑚. Solely using this scaling property, the
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Figure D-1: Quark and gluon distributions at LL accuracy for (a) Casimir-scaling
and (b) Poisson-scaling observables, together with the corresponding jet topics. The
reducibility of the quark Casimir-scaling distribution and the gluon Poisson-scaling
distribution are evident. While neither of these observables individually results in
mutually irreducible quarks and gluons, considering them jointly does.
quark/gluon reducibility factors of Casimir-scaling observables are:
𝜅Cas.𝑞𝑔 = min
𝑚
𝑝𝑞(𝑚)
𝑝𝑔(𝑚)
= min
𝑚
𝑑Σ𝑞
𝑑𝑚
𝐶𝐴
𝐶𝐹
Σ
𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹−1
𝑞
𝑑Σ𝑞
𝑑𝑚
=
𝐶𝐹
𝐶𝐴
min
𝑚
Σ1−𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹𝑞 =
𝐶𝐹
𝐶𝐴
, (D.1)
𝜅Cas.𝑔𝑞 = min
𝑚
𝑝𝑔(𝑚)
𝑝𝑞(𝑚)
= min
𝑚
𝐶𝐴
𝐶𝐹
Σ
𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹−1
𝑞
𝑑Σ𝑞
𝑑𝑚
𝑑Σ𝑞
𝑑𝑚
=
𝐶𝐴
𝐶𝐹
min
𝑚
Σ𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹−1𝑞 = 0, (D.2)
where 𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹 > 1 and min𝑚Σ𝑖(𝑚) = 0 have been used to obtain the last equality.
These results are universal to all Casimir-scaling observables and are independent of
the remaining details of the observables at LL accuracy.
The non-zero reducibility factor in Eq. (D.1) indicates that quark and gluon jets
are not mutually irreducible in the space of Casimir-scaling observables. In partic-
ular, the quark distribution of any Casimir-scaling observable is a mixture of the
(irreducible) gluon distribution and some other distribution, as shown in Fig. D-1a.
Note that this does not imply that quark jets are fundamentally reducible, since this
is just a property derived from Casimir-scaling observables in the LL limit. That said,
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as noted at the end of Sec. 4.2.3, if Eq. (D.1) were fundamental to quark and gluon
jets, one could simply include this reducibility factor in the Operational Definition.
We next consider Poisson-scaling observables, which count the number of pertur-
bative emissions and have qualitatively different quark-gluon reducibility factors. One
example is the soft drop multiplicity 𝑛SD [347], which counts the number of emissions
restricted to a certain phase space region. At LL, Poisson-scaling observables are dis-
tributed according to Poissonian distributions with means 𝐶𝐹𝜆 for quarks and 𝐶𝐴𝜆
for gluons, where 𝜆 is a constant proportional to the area of the emission plane that
is counted. The quark-gluon reducibility factors corresponding to these distributions
are then:
𝜅Pois.𝑞𝑔 = min
𝑛
𝑝𝑞(𝑛)
𝑝𝑔(𝑛)
= min
𝑛
(𝐶𝐹𝜆)
𝑛𝑒−𝐶𝐹𝜆
(𝐶𝐴𝜆)𝑛𝑒−𝐶𝐴𝜆
= 𝑒−(𝐶𝐹−𝐶𝐴)𝜆min
𝑛
(︂
𝐶𝐹
𝐶𝐴
)︂𝑛
= 0, (D.3)
𝜅Pois.𝑔𝑞 = min
𝑛
𝑝𝑔(𝑛)
𝑝𝑞(𝑛)
= min
𝑛
(𝐶𝐴𝜆)
𝑛𝑒−𝐶𝐴𝜆
(𝐶𝐹𝜆)𝑛𝑒−𝐶𝐹𝜆
= 𝑒−(𝐶𝐴−𝐶𝐹 )𝜆min
𝑛
(︂
𝐶𝐴
𝐶𝐹
)︂𝑛
= 𝑒−(𝐶𝐴−𝐶𝐹 )𝜆,
(D.4)
since 𝐶𝐴/𝐶𝐹 > 1 and 𝑛 can take any non-negative integer value.
Evidently, Poisson-scaling observables display the opposite behavior of Casimir-
scaling observables: the gluon distribution is a mixture of the (irreducible) quark
distribution and some other distribution, as shown in Fig. D-1b. Further, the re-
ducibility factor is not universal to all Poisson-scaling observables but rather depends
exponentially on the parameter 𝜆. Though 𝜆 ∼ 𝒪(1) was considered in Ref. [347],
perturbative QCD allows for arbitrarily large 𝜆 by counting emissions in larger and
larger regions. As 𝜆 increases, the reducibility factor falls to zero much more quickly
than the overlap in the distributions decreases, and thus quark and gluon jets rapidly
approach mutual irreducibility. While perturbative control is lost for large 𝜆 due to
non-perturbative effects, considering this limit suggests that there is no fundamental
impediment to the mutual irreducibility of quarks and gluons from the perspective of
perturbative QCD, at least at LL accuracy.
From these two classes of observables, we see that enriching the feature space
beyond individual Casimir-scaling and Poisson observables to 𝒪 = {𝑚,𝑛SD} yields
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𝜅𝑞𝑔 = 𝜅𝑔𝑞 = 0 for the combined feature space in the LL limit. This benefit of using
a rich feature space motivates our approach of training data-driven classifiers on
complete substructure information to probe the full quark/gluon jet likelihood ratio,
rather than relying on individual specially-crafted substructure observables.
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Appendix E
Details of Observables and Machine
Learning Models
In this appendix, I give details for the jet substructure study in Sec. 4.4, describing
the observables, machine learning models, and model training used.
For the individual substructure observables, three of them use custom implemen-
tations: constituent multiplicity 𝑛const, image activity 𝑁95 [90] (number of pixels in
a 33 × 33 jet image containing 95% of the 𝑝𝑇 ), and jet mass 𝑚. The remaining
three observables are computed using FastJet contrib 1.033 [348]. The Recur-
siveTools 2.0.0-beta1 module is used to calculate soft drop multiplicity 𝑛SD [347]
with parameters 𝛽 = −1, 𝑧cut = 0.005, and 𝜃cut = 0. The Nsubjettiness 2.2.4
module is used to calculate the 𝑁 -subjettiness [68, 69] observables 𝜏 (𝛽)𝑁 with 𝑘𝑇 axes
as recommended in Ref. [145], in particular 𝜏 (𝛽=1)2 and jet width 𝑤 (implemented as
𝜏
(𝛽=1)
1 ).
For our trained models, we use several different jet representations and machine
learning architectures. In reverse order compared to Table 4.1, they are:
∙ DNN: The 𝑁 -subjettiness basis [145] is a phase space basis in the sense that
3𝐾 − 4 independent 𝑁 -subjettiness observables map non-linearly onto 𝐾-body
phase space. We use 20-body phase space consisting of the following set of
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𝑁 -subjettiness basis elements:
{︁
𝜏
(1/2)
1 , 𝜏
(1)
1 , 𝜏
(2)
1 , 𝜏
(1/2)
2 , 𝜏
(1)
2 , 𝜏
(2)
2 , . . . , 𝜏
(1/2)
𝐾−2 , 𝜏
(1)
𝐾−2, 𝜏
(2)
𝐾−2, 𝜏
(1/2)
𝐾−1 , 𝜏
(1)
𝐾−1
}︁
, (E.1)
i.e. 𝜏 (𝛽)𝑁 with 𝑁 ∈ {1, . . . , 19} and 𝛽 ∈ {1/2, 1, 2}, except 𝜏 (2)19 is absent, all com-
puted using the Nsubjettiness 2.2.4 module of FastJet contrib 1.033. A
DNN consisting of three 100-unit fully-connected layers and a 2-unit softmaxed
output was trained on the 𝑁 -subjettiness basis inputs.
∙ CNN: The jet images approach [248] treats calorimeter deposits as pixel in-
tensities and represents the jet as an image. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) are the typical model of choice when learning from such a representa-
tion, and have been successfully implemented for quark/gluon classification [31],
𝑊 tagging [254], and top tagging [258, 259]. We calculate 33 × 33 jet images
spanning 2𝑅 × 2𝑅 in the rapidity-azimuth plane. In the language of Ref. [31],
we formulate “color” jet images with two channels: the 𝑝𝑇 per pixel and the
multiplicity per pixel. Images were standardized by subtracting the mean and
dividing by the per-pixel standard deviation of the training set.
A CNN architecture similar to that used in Ref. [31] was employed: three con-
volutional layers with 48, 32, and 32 filters and filter sizes of 8× 8, 4× 4, and
4× 4, respectively, followed by a 128-unit dense layer. Maxpooling of size 2× 2
was performed after each convolutional layer with a stride length of 2. The
dropout rate was taken to be 0.1 for all convolutional layers and was not used
for the dense layer.
∙ EFPs: The Energy Flow basis [18] is a linear basis for IRC-safe observables
in the sense that any IRC-safe observable is arbitrarily well approximated by
a linear combination of Energy Flow Polynomials (EFPs). As a result of this
remarkable property, linear methods can be used for classification and regres-
sion and are highly competitive with modern machine learning methods. The
EnergyFlow 0.8.2 package [349] was used to compute EFPs up to 𝑑 ≤ 7, 𝜒 ≤ 3
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with 𝛽 = 0.5 using the normalized default hadronic measure. This yields 996
EFPs in total, including the trivial constant EFP. This set was used to train a
Fisher’s Linear Discriminant model with scikit-learn [290].
∙ EFN, PFN, PFN-ID: Various particle-level network architectures have been
proposed to take advantage of the structure of events or jets as sequences of
vectors [23, 260, 262, 322, 341, 350]. We choose to focus on the Energy Flow
Networks (EFNs) recently introduced in Ref. [23] and shown to be competitive
with other particle-level models. The EFN architecture is designed to have
the properties desirable of a model that takes jet constituents as inputs: it
is able to handle variable length lists but, critically, is manifestly symmetric
under permutations of the elements in the input. The inputs to an EFN are
lists of particles, where a particle is described by its energy fraction, rapidity,
and azimuthal angle (the latter two translated to the origin according to the
𝐸-scheme jet axis). EFNs construct an internal latent representation of the
jet using the particle-level inputs, weighting each particle’s contribution by its
energy fraction in order to ensure the IRC safety of the internal observables,
and then combine the internal jet observables using a DNN backend. The
EnergyFlow package contains an implementation of EFNs.
The EFN architecture can be generalized to learn potentially IRC-unsafe inter-
nal observables. This variant is termed a Particle Flow Network (PFN), which
can easily incorporate additional particle features such as flavor information; see
Ref. [23] for a more thorough discussion. In addition to the IRC-safe EFN, our
study uses a PFN with only kinematic inputs, and a PFN-ID with both kine-
matic and particle flavor (or ID) information. For each network, the per-particle
frontend subnetwork has three fully-connected 100-unit layers corresponding to
an internal latent representation of 100 jet observables, and the per-jet back-
end has three fully-connected 100-unit layers that combines the internal latent
observables. The EFN, PFN, and PFN-ID networks differ only in their inputs
and whether the energy fractions are used as weights for the internal sum over
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particles (for the EFN) or passed to the frontend subnetwork (for the PFN and
PFN-ID).
All of the above models (excepting the linear EFPs) were implemented and trained
using Keras [295] with the TensorFlow [351] backend. Training/validation and test
datasets were each constructed using 500,000 events for each jet sample being consid-
ered. The training/validation dataset is further divided with 90% used for training
and the remaining 10% used for validation. Properties common to all networks were
the use of ReLU activations [292] for each non-output layer, a 2-unit softmaxed output
layer, He-uniform initialization [293] of the model weights, the categorical crossen-
tropy loss function, the Adam optimization algorithm [294], a learning rate of 0.001,
and a patience parameter of 10 epochs monitoring the validation loss. Models are
trained 25 times, making use of different random weight initializations, and the best
one is selected according to the maximum Area Under the (mixed sample ROC)
Curve. The hyperparameters of each model were not optimized for either classifi-
cation performance or accuracy of the ultimately extracted fractions but rather are
demonstrative of typical performance that can be achieved. Practical users of the
Operational Definition should tune the hyperparameters for their own purpose.
Finally, it should be noted that other data-driven criteria can be used to select
optimal trained models, though we do not explore this further here. One idea is
that since the regions of the ROC curve that are relevant for topic extraction are
those with very low and very high signal efficiency, in practice it may be beneficial
to optimize training for these regions directly. A method for optimizing loss-function
based training by operating point is described in Ref. [352], and it would be fascinating
to explore this for training better models for topic extraction.
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